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NATURAL

4

INFANCY

CONTINUED.

ANTS, when newly born, sleep much,

IM
As they
though with frequent interruptions.
are also in frequent want of nourishment, they
ought

in

time they

the day
awake.

to receive the breast every
The greatest

part of the

first month they lass in sleep, and do not scent
to awake, but from a sense of pain or hunger;
their sleep, therefore, generally terminates with
a fit of crying. As they are compelled to remain.
in the same position iii the cradle, confined by
VOL. iV.

fl

hack1es.
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BUFF ON'S
Thackics, their sitnai IOU Soon becomes painfnr
Their excrements, whose acrimony is OIICIISLVc
to

their tender

and

dclicale skin,

very

often

render theni wet and chilly ; and in ilIiS(listrCsS,
by their cries

alone

can

they

call

for relief,

\%itli the utmost. assiduify ought this relic! to
be

ivcri them ; or rather such inconveniencics

ought to be prevented by frequently changing
part

of their cloathiiiig 1)0111 night

The Savages deem this

and

(lay.

an object so essential,

that though their changes of skins cannot p
sibly be so frequent as ours of linen, vet

they

5111)1)11 this (I*iiCiC11CV by iltc USC of other sub
stances;

In

sparing.

there is no necessity to

of which

a

N&rt1i-Ameiica

be

quantity

of

dust obttined from wood tltht. has bceii griaw
d by worms
cradle,

1)maC1

at

the

botlon

of' d

and which they renew as oftci as ap
Oi

pears requisite.

this powder the infant is

iai(l, and covered with skins
of feathers,

it is

and thoLVA abed
cannot

pretended,

be

iuore

soft and easy, yet it is not used to md ulge the
delicacy of the
which

in

child,

eflèct it

but to

does,

by

keep

it

drawing

clean ;
off

the

moisture of every kind. In Virginia, they Plate
the child

naked

upon

a

plank covered

'vitk

cotton,
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cotton, and provided with a hole as a psgc
fr.t1.ie excrement.

Here the colcj:is often ui

lavourable to such

a practice ;: but it :ialinost

of Europe, *-and especially
general in the East
j

This custom has this further ad

Turkey.

vantage, it precludes all care, and is the iiiost
certain
which

method
too

of preventing

frequently. result

iieo'licre
n Z:) nce of nurses.

the. ill

from

the

cflècls
usual

It is maternal affection

alone wh icli is capable of supporting that
con-1
iauai v igilarice, that minute attention, which
a

new-born infant

requires.

1-low then

can

such vigilance, -Such care, be CX1)CCtCd from a
.

mercenary groveling nurse?

.

Some. nurses desert their children for several
hours without Jieeling.the smallest anxiety; and
others
their

are

so

cries;

cruel

then

as to

do

be. uriafteoted with

the, helpless.

seem to be in a kind of despair;

iiirnceuts

then do they

vhich they are capable;

exert every effort of
and, till their strength

actually, forsakes them,

ese violent
implore assistance by their cries. 11thTh
agita.tions do
discompose,

not create some distemper, they
however,

the

constitution of the child,
perhaps its disposition.
13 2

temperament and
and

even influence
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There is

another

abuse which lazy

nurses

are frequently guilty of: instead of employing
effectual methods for pleasing the infant, they
rock it furiously in the cradle; this procures a
momentary cessation of its cries, by confusiug
its brain, and if long continued stuns the child
into a sleep.
a

palliative,
it

and so

far

from

agitation

by
the

of complaint, that it may disorder

the

head and

was obtained

the

is

merely

removing

which
cause

But this sort of sleep is

stomach, and be the

foundation of

future disorders of very fatal consequence.
Before children are put into the crdlc., we
ought

to

be certain

they want nothing, and

they should never be rocked with such violence
as to confound or stun them.
not sound, a slow

and

If their !sleep is

equal motion

cradle is sufficient to render it so ;

of the,

nor ought

they to be rocked often, for if accustomed to
this

motion

Though

they

will

not

sleep

children in good health

without

it.

should sleep

long and spontaneously, yet the temperament
of the body
may be injured by too much.

In

this case
they should be iouscd by gentle mo
tion; their ears
ought to be amused with some
soft

nd agreeable sounds, and their
eyes with
so me
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they

the

more

future
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striking objects.

receive

sense,

from

HISTORY.

and

It is at

their first impressions
these

importance

are,

than

perhaps,
many

of

may

imagine.
The eyes of infants are always directed to
the stroiigethglit in the room, and if from the
cliiliPs s:ituaUoii only one eye can be directed
to it,

the other, for want of exercise, will re
To prevent

main more weak.

this inconve

nicnce the foot of the c rad Ic o LI gi it

to be sø

placed that the light, whether it comes from a
w ifl(Iow or a candle, may front it.

In this po

sitioii both eyes receive it alike, afl(l
exercise acquire equal

strength.

thus

by

if one eye

becomes stronger than the other, the child will
squint ;

for it is incontcstibly Proved, that the

the eyes is the
inequality of strength iii

cause

of squinting.
ai)(l second

For. the first.

inoiLhs, and even

tkr the third and fourth, the infant, espccialiy
when

its

constitution

is weak and

delicate,

from
ought to receive no jiourishmeni. but milk
the breast.
ICCCLVC

WTliatevcr be its strength, it miy

material

injury

if any

the first month.
given it (luring

oilier

food

s

In Holland,

in Italy, in Turkey, and in general over all the
Levant,
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Levant, children have nothing
for a

whole year.

suckle

them

till

sometimes six or

The

they

of Canada

savages

are four

or

five,

seven years of age.

us most nurses have
to

but the breast

and

\Vith

not a sufficiency. of milk

atisfy the demands of their children ;

and

in order to be fnigai of what they have, they
feed them, even from the first, with
sition of boiled flour and milk.
ment allays their

a compo

This nourish-

but as

hunger;

their

sto-

machs and bowels are yet too weak to digest .4.
gross and viscous substance, they suulër by it,
and not uhoften die by iiid igest ions.
Time milk of animals

may supply the dell

cicncv of that of the mother in cases of imeces
ity;

but then it is highly necessary the child

should receive it, by sucking the animal's teal,
in order that
per

warmth,

it may be of an
and

that

by

and

equal

the

action

pro

of the

rim uscies in sucking it may mix with the saliva,
which facilitates digestion.

In the country I

hia'e known several peasants who had no other
nurses

but ewes;

and these peasants

were

as

vigorous as any that had been suckled by their
mothers.
.-After two or
has acquired

three

months,

strength,

they

when the child
begin

to give

it

food
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food a little more solid, consisting of a kind

f

bread made of flour and milk, which disposes
the stomach to receive the common bread, and
such

other nutriment as it

-will afterwards be

accustomed to.
As an introduction to the use of solid food,
the consistency of liquid food is gradually in
creased , and therefore, after haying habituated
the

child to flour and milk.0oiled, they

next

give it bread diluted in sonic convenient fluid.
During the

first year
their

mastication,
veloped

in

their feeble

infants are incapable of

teeth

still

continuing en-

gums, which are so

the

resisnce can

produce

soft that.
no 'effect

Some iiitrse, especially

on any solid matter.

:tinong the common people, chew the food first,
and then give it
which, before we

to

the child, a practice from

reflect upon it, we ought to

banish every idea of disgust, which can make
no impression upon infants.

So far from feel
as readily re-

of that kind, iiie
ing
9 any thing
food

from

froni her breasis;

the

mouth

of the nurse

as

may it seems to proceed from
liv its being introduced

initIiIR1 1)rOpCflSi1y,

in a ijuniher of countries widely diff"rent from
each oilier.
in i he

\Ve find

rreat et

part

it in Italy, in Turkey,

of Asia.

in

America,
(11

i rt
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Canada, &c.
from

I conceive it to be liig'lily useful

being the 'only

method

which

by

1.hc

stomach of children can be furnished with the
saliva that is required ftr the digestion of solid
food.

If the nurse chews a

bit of bread, her

saLva dilutes it, and reuders it more nutritious
than

if it

had

liquid, yet
they

are

been

this

nioiscucd

with

food, and dilute it with
The

incisores,

number, four

or

in the

other

any

oity necessary till

practice is

supplied

in

teeth

to chew

their

their own saliva.

fore

teeth,

are

front of each

eight in

jawbone.

These generally appear first, th ongli seldom till
Sonic iiw infants

seVen, eight, or ten months.
have beeii born

with teeth so sharp

their nurse's nipple.
of the teeth

cut

The original substance

is lodged in sockets, and covered

by the gums,
tends

as to

to

the bottom

of which

it

ex

its roots, and pressing forward by little

and little,
them.

at length forces

Though

its

through

way

this operation is natural, it is

not, however, consonant to the general laws of
Nature,

which

constantly

human body, without
sensation.

operate

exciting any

Here Nature makes a

an excruciating effort, which
tended with

111)011

the

painful

violent and

is sometimes at

fatal consequences.

In breeding
their
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their teeth children lose their sprightliness, and
become peevish

and

restless.

TI e

gums

are

at first red ar:d swelled, and afterwards, when
the pressure is ready to intercept the course of
the

in

blood

the

veins,

they

appear

while.

They are constantly applying their fingers t)
the affected part as if endeavouring

o assuage

its irritation: they obtain further relief by put
ting into their mouth

a bit of ivory, coral, or

any other hard and polished substance they are
supplied with, which they rub on that part of
the gums
relaxes

that is most affected.

the

parts,

and

This

affords a

aclion.

momentary

cessation of the pain; it also helps to attenuate
the membrane

of the gum, which, from the

double pressure it then sustains, must break the
more easily;

yet this Iacration, or rupture of

the gums, is frequently attended with no small.
degree of pain and danger.

When the gums

are more firm than usual, by the solidity of the
fibres

of which

sistance to the

they. are

composed, (heir re

action of the tooth is more ob

stinate, and occasions an inflamation, with all
its deadly symptoms. In order to preclude this,
an incision
gum,
VOL.

may be successfully made on the

by means
iv.

of which
C

minute

operation
1110
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the inflammation ceases, and (lie teeth obtain a
free passage.
The canine
the

or (log teeth,

incisores, are
in

]iiOfliy appear
end

About the
the

second

which

teeth

number four,

the ninth

or

year, sixteen other

situated

The

and corn

tenth

month.

of the first, or in the course of

are called molares,

which are
teeth.

in

which are next to

on

periods

teeth

or grinders, four of

each side

for

appear,

the

of the

dog

of the

cutting

vary in different children, and though it

is pretended that those of the upper jaw usually
tpper first, yet it often happens that they are
preceded by those of the under.
The incisores, the canine, and the first four
of the molares,

are generally shed in the fifth,

ix lii, or seventh year, but they are commonly
the seventh year, though
r(1ilacecl by others in
sometimes

not

the age of puberty.

till

The

sixteen teeth is occasioned by
liedding of these
the

expansion

in

the

gums

for

the

new set

which are at the bottom of the sockets, and by
their

growth

press

out

the first.

There not

re
being any beneath the other grinders they
main, unless forced out by accident, and when
lost they are hardly ever recovered.
There
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There are four other
Situated
which

at

the

every

seldom

till

appear

later;

sometimes

teeth still, which are

extremity of

the

age
are

they

each

not

does

person

11

HISTORY.

but

jaw,

have.

These

of puberty, and

called

dentes

sa

picntie, or wisdom-teeth, and either appear one
after

another,

or two

at

which

The

only

variety in the number

reason of there being a
of teeth,

a time.

is from 28 to 32, is

giilarity of the wisdom-teeth.

the irre

Women, it has

been observed, have generally fewer teeth than
men.
Some authors pretend
continue to

that the

grow through

teeth

would

life, if it were not

for their continual attrition, occasioned by the
food

man subsists, and increase in

on which

size (as is

the case in several animals) in pro

in age.
portion as lie advances

But this opi

B ion is contradicted by experience; for persons
who live wholly on liquid nutriment have not
teeth longer than those who live on solid food,
and

if any

teeth,

it

against

is

thing

capable of wearing the

is

rather their

another

than

mutual friction

rnastication.

one

Besides,

yes by confound
they possibly deceive thernsel
with
ing teeth

tusks, as to
C 2

the growth of tlio
former
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former in certain

animals.

The tusks of the

s'ild boar and elephant, for
example, continue
Qr)w during life, but it is highly improbable

t

that the teeth of either,

when

their natural size, should
Tusks

have

horns than

a greater
with

afterwards increase.

affiiity,

teeth ;

to enter

proper place

once arrived at

but

into

far,

by

this

is

with

not

their specific

the
dif

ferences, nor shall any thing further be added,
than that the first set of teeth in children is of
a substance less solid than the subsequent one,
and more loosely fixed in the jaws.
It is

often

asserted,

the first

that

hair

of

children is always brown, but that it presently
falls off, and is succeeded by hair of a diflrent
colour.
I

Whether

cannot

remark is just

the

determine,

but

the

hair

or not

of

most

children is fair, and, in many instances, almost
In some it is red, and in others black,

white.

yet in those

who are to

complexions, the
infancy,
Those

is

who

fair

hair in

in

give a

have fair
the

a greater
promise

or

brown

earliest stage of
or

less

degree.

of future fairness

have generally blue eyes, those likely to be red
have a yellowish shade in their eyes, and those
who will be brown have a darker yellow; hut
o1o ii r
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distinguished

the eyes of new-born infants, because they have
almost all the semblance of blue.
When a child is suffered to cry too violently,
and too long, it may in consequence be afflicted
a rupture, in which case an early applica

with

tion of bandages is necessary; with this

ssit

ance the complaint is removed with ease, -%W11
out it the disease may last for life.
The limits of my plan admit not a detail of
every

disease incidental

only remark, that

to children.

worms, and

I shall

all verminous

diseases, very evidently owe their origin to the
Milk is a kind of chyle,

nature of their food.

an unadulterated nutriment; it consists of or
gan ic and generative substances, and ,therefore,
if not digested b
of

the stomach, and made use

ii the expansion and

growth of the body,

it assumes, by its essential activity, other forms,
and

produces

worms, in such

animated

beings,

quantities, that the

often in danger of falling a
A

part

worms,
allowing

of

the

might

particularly

bad

effects

to

that

be

probably

chnreri

victim,

infant
to

is

them.

accrue from

prevented,

by

drink a little wine, be

cause all fermented liquors counteract the ge
fleraIi)fl of

worms, and

besides

contain

hut.
few
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few organic nutritive
particles: it is chiefly by
its

action

upon

the

solids

strength, and it may 1)0
the body than

that

rather

to strengthen it.

wine

said to

gives
fortify

Besides,

the

generality of children are fond of wine, at least
easily accustomed to drink it.
however delicate the

frame may be

in

in..

than during
fancy, it is yet less sensible of cold
any

As the pulse of in

oilier period of life.

fans is more quick than that of adults, it may,
from

this circumstance alone,

be concluded,

that the internal heat is proportionally greater.
On the same principle it is hardly to be doubted,
that of this
share than

heat small animals have a greater
the large;

found, that, in
small,

the

invariably been

has

same degree the animal is

the

motion

it

of the heart and

arteries is

and quick; and this is
proportionally vigorous
ever the case in the same as well as in dillèrent
species.

The pulse of an

of small stature, is more
a

grown

person,

or

infant, or of a inait

frequent than that of

a man

of a large

size.

The pulse of an ox is slower, and a dog quicker
than that of a man; and so
plcci[)itatc are the
motions in the heart of an animal still smaller,
as a sparrow, for instance,
they can hardly b
counted.

T1t
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Till

the

11iT0RY.

of three

age

years the

infant' is highly precarious.
the

ezisuing'

two

life of an

In the course of

or three years,

however, it

becomes more certain; arid at the age of six or
seven a child has a greater probability of liing
than at any other age.
SO!I's

tables

of

the

By consulting' Simp

degrees of mortality,

at

different ages, as applicable to London, it ap
pears, that,. of a certain number of children,
born at onetime, above a fourth of them died.
in

the first year, above a third

L,IM"11 ) at least
If this

ane lialf in

calculation

proposed,

is

that an

of twenty-five

short duration

years,

the first three years.

just

a wager might be

infant, when born, would

not live three years.
age

in two

A

man who dies

at the

is to be lamented for the

of his life; and yet, according

to these tables, one half of mankind die before
the age of three years, consequently, every in
dividual who has passed his third year, far froui
to consider himself
repining at his fate, ought
as treated with superior favour by his Creator.
ttit this mortality in
so great in
Dupre dc
her

of

children is by no

every place
St.

Maui has

experiments

as ia

London.

proved,

made

in

mean.
M.

by a nurn

France,

that

one half of -the children born at thesame time
are
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are

not

extinct

in

than seven

less

or eight

By these experiments it is also shewn,

years.

01 seven years, the

that at the age of five, six,

hue of a child is more certain than at any other
age,
4'

and that

years

an equal

more,

may be laid

bet

for

in proportion as

whereas

a

child lives beyond five, six, or seven years, the
live decreases.
probable number of years it will
At twelve years, for instance, the equal chance
is

9

only for

years;

at 20,

till

for 20; and thus forward,
when (here is an

for

334;

at 30,

the age of 85,

three
equal chance of living

years longer.*
very

remarkable in the

growth of the human body.

The ftus in the

There is

one thing

womb continues to increase more and more in
equal periods, till the
the contrary,

birth.

The infant, on

increases less and less, that is in

the same period of time, till the age of puberty,
to which it seems to bound, as it were, at once.
The ftus, for example, is an inch bug in the
first

month,

second ;
five

two inches and

three inches and a

inches and

upwards

a quarter in the
half in the third;

in the fourth;

six

inches
$ In the cour

of this volume we shall
present our readers
with a table, at large, o the different
probbi1itieLQfllumaa
life.
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inches and a half, or even seven inches, in the
fifth ;

eight inches and a half, or iiine inches,

in the sixth ;

eleven

inches,

fourteen inches, in. the

in the seventh ;

eighth ;

and

eighteen

A It houh this measure

inches, in the ninth.

ment may vary in different children, yet if (he
child be 18 incites at

its birth, it will not in

crease more than six or seven inches in the first
year afer :
j

will

that is, at the end of the first year,

he 24 or 25

or 29 inches ;
most

it.

of the second, 28

of the third, only

2 inches ;

puberty,

inches;

30,

or,

at

and from this age till that of

will not

advance more than

inch and a hall; or two inches, in

one

the course

of each year.. From these remarks it is evident
that the ft1us increases more in a month, t0
'wards the close of its residence in the matrix
than the infant does ill
the age of puberty';
make

one

grand

.

year, till it arrives at

wheni Nature. seems' to

effort to

unfold the, animal

mAi
ac ine. and render~ her work coin pk-,te.
"
So essential is it, that the contitution of tlr
nu.re should be suiid;and herjuicCs uiitaint.ed
That 'we have mânrinsfances of 'diseaEcs being
the nurse to the 'infant
imparted from
the jnfaht to thnurse.
VOJA. 1 v.

Whole
D

mid frpri

rilInges hiv
been
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been infected with the venereal virus, by nurses
of other women.
suckling the children
Were mothers to suckle their own offspring
it is probable the latter would be
The milk of a

and vigorous.

more strong

stranger

must

be less proper for them than that of the ino
ther, for as
trix

the fetus is nourished

by a fluid, which bears

blance to the milk that
the

a

in the ma

strong resern

3 formed in the breasts,

therefore, is already, as

infant,

to the milk

habituated

of its

it

mother.

were,
The

milk of any other woman, on the contrary, is
a nourishment new to the child, and sometimes
o different from the other that
to make the
sicken

child take it:

difficult

and if forced

will

and languish, from not being able to

digest the milk of the nurse;
which,

it is

if the

consequences

a circumstance
are not

season

the subsitution of another
ably prevented by
nurse, soon proves fatal.
1

cannot help observing, that

the custom

of crowding a multitude of children into one
place,

as

in

the

hospitals

of large cities,

is

highly repugnant to what ought to be thegrand
object

proposed,

their

preservation.

The

greatest part of such children fall victims to a
kind
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or

to

other
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diseases,

from

which they might have been exempted, had
they been brought up
rather

in

the

in different houses, or
The same

country.

expence

would be sufficient for their support, and an
in which it is well known con
infinity of lives,
sist the real riches of a state, would be saved.
At

twelve or

to lisp.

fifteen

months

infants

begin

A is the vowel which they articulate

with most ease,

as

it requires

nothing more

than the opening of the lips, and forcing out
the breath.

E requires that the tongue should

be raised as the lips are opened ;

and is tberem

fore pronounced with a degree ofmore trouble.
greater difficulty, as in the

I is attended with

articulation of the vowel the tongue is elevated
still more, and made to approach the teeth of
In

the upper jaw.

the pronunciation

of 0,

the tongue must be lowered, and the lips con
tracted ;

and

in

that

of U,

be also contracted, and
tended.

in

the latter
some degree

easy

ex

The first consonants which children

pronounce are those which require
motion

must

in

the

organs.

of articulation are

Of these

the least
the

most

B 111 and P.

For

that of .13 and P it is simply requisile that the
lips
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c2()
be

Iis Should
quickness,

closed and

with

then opened

and for ilia{ of M, that they shoitld

l;e first 01)CflCd and then closed with celerity.
The ar ictihitiozi of the ol her consonants sup
IflOliOllS

P°

more

C011ptiCa(C(l.

The pro

nu,iciation of C D G L N 4) R S and

Tdc

1)CIld each 011 a. particular action of the tongue,
which
and

it would

very difficult to explain ;

be

F, a more 'con

of

for the pronunciation

tinned sound is necessary, 'than for that of any
other

Consonant.

A

articulated

of the

if,

consonants,

that

of the
the

first

vowels,

words

flounce, in every CGU

the

most

as are

B

being

e

easily

P

and

med not wonder

which

children

pro-

rv, should be composed

M that VO\VCI, ailti

01

those consonants ;

that , for

in

every language, Baba,

exanhie,

and

articu
Pap,, should bc thc primitive
at ions.

They arc the most, fmiiiar sounds to

man, and the
iiiost

CtSi Y

nt natural
ounred,

o him, because the
and

the

letters

of

which I hey are COIn posed. must exist wherever
(here is

any tvpic1

iiiode

for

the denotation

of sounds.
It is

to

be observed,

however,

sounds o1sev'r;d COU.OJ1.a n

that

as ihe

re nearly similar,;
those,
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those, for instance, of E and P, of C aiid S,
of K and Q, in certain ctss; of D and T, of
F and

V, of G 'arid J, of G and K, of L and

II, so there may be many languages in which
such consonants are not to be found.
every language,

But in

there must he a B or a F, a

C or an S, a Kora Q, a D or a T, an

For

a 1' consonant, a G or a J consonant; an L or
an R,

and

most

in the

contracted of all al

than six or seven
phabets, there cannot be less
consonants, for of that number there are simple
sound,,, which have all a very sensible ci ifference
Those children who do not

from each other.

L for it; and in
readily articulate R, substitute
Indeed L
the place of T they articulate D.
and D require more difficult movements in the
or T; and it is from this
organs than either R
difference, and. from the -choice o.f consonants
more or less easy of artic&'ation, that the soft
ness or the harshness of a language proceeds.
But on this subject it would be superfluous to
enlarge.
Some

children

pronounce

distinctly,

and

is said to them, at two years,
repeat whatever
though the generality (10 not speak for the
first two years and

a half,

and

often not so
early.
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early.

that those who

are most backward, never speak with the same
as those who begin to articulate more

facility

the
early, and that those who are in that respect
most forward,

may

to

read

of the third year.

expiration

myself known,

it

is

read

to

before

Some

vIrn had begun to

years, and who
After all,

learn

the

I have

read at two

admiration

at

four.

difficult to determine whether

there is any advantage to be derived from such
premature

education.

With so little success

indeed, is it generally attended, that we see and
hear of numbers, who, though they had

been

prodigies at the age of four, eight, twelve, and
sixteen years, are

found, however, at those of

twenty-five, or thirty, to be downright block.
heads, or men of very inferior abilities.
convinced, therefore,

that

best,

compel

which

which

is

does

not

proportioned

to

education

the

I am
is

the

Nature,

and

strength

and

capacity of the child.

CHAP-
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In.

OF PUBERTY.

ERTY immediately succeeds child hoof!

PUB
and

attends

Till this period

us

to

the end of our days.

arrives the sole object of Na

ture seems to have

been the growth and pre

servation of her work.

She supplies the in

fant with nothing but what is necessary for its
as it were, with
bodily increase. Wrapped up,
in itself,

its

existence, in some

re

respects,

sembles that of a vegetable, and which it has
not

the

power to

communicate.

Prese;itly,

however, the principles of life multiply;
it not only

possesses

what is necessary for its

own being but sufficient
others.

This

and

to give

superabundance

existence
of

life,

to

this

source of strength and vigour, impatient of its
internal restraint, vents itself abroad, and

the
age
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is
age of puhery

announced

b

a number of

external and

infernal marks ;

it

is the spring'

.of life and th

season of pleasure.

Of that age

may w

enabled to write

he

the

history

iyj(

Such CirCUfllSpeCtlOfl as to excite in the
Puhernone
philosophical ideas!
ima-gination
y, however,

and the

circumstances

that

ac

as circumcision, castration, v irgicompany it,
pity, and inhpOteflCy, are of to ocssciit in! COflSCof Man

quence in the Tin'tory
pression

to allow a. sup

of facts to which they relate.

In g'iv..

them we shall endeavour to nini ii
ing a detail of
tarn that modest reserve which

constiLucs the

frue decoru in of style, that philosophical aIm
loose ideas, and give it
thy which nIy destroy
in words confined to

(heir literal import

and

original siguiiicaiAon.
Circumcision is a custern

very ancient, and

which still subsists in the grcaest part of Asia.
Among the Hebrews this

operation was

formed within eight (lays after the birth.

per

Turkey they

iicvcr

perform

it.

l ii

before the age

-of seven or eight years, and oflen not even
that of eleven or twelve.

tifl

In Persia, the prâc

tice is general at the
age of five or six.

The

wound thus occasioned is healed with caustic
or -astringent

powders, or with burned paper,
iv Ii ich
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which, aCCor(ing to Chardin, is the most ef
lèctual remedy;

he adds, that circumcision is

attended with infinite pain when performed on
grown pso,is ;
after it

fbr three weeks or

the

a month, and that

proves fatal to them.

sometimes
In

that they cannot stir abroad

Maldivia islands

circumcise

they

their children at the age of seven; and previous
to this operation they bathe them in the sea for
ix or seven hours, in order to render their skin
JflOiC soft.

The Israelites made use of a sharp

ened flint, a custom which the Jews still
con-tinue
The Mad
in most of their synagogues.
hornetans, however, use a common knife, or
a razor.
Were it not for their precaution in cutting
it in childhood, the Turks, it is aliedged, and
the

inhabitants

of many

other countries

in

which circumcision is practised, would natu
too long.
rally have their' prepuces
tells us, that in
and Arabia,

the

Boulaye

deserts of Mesopotamia

on. the banks of the Tigris

the Euphrates, he saw a number

and

of Arabian

were so long, that, with
boys, whose prepuces
out the aid of circumcision, he imagined they
would be unfit for procreation.
VOL. 1V.

111

The
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The skin of the eye-lids is also loner in the
Oriental than

in other

nations.

is

The skin

hut

a substance similar to that of the prepuce ;

what relation, in point of growth, can subsist
JJC 1 WcC t 1 111,-0 so distant parts ?
Gids
the

in

Guiph

several

of Persia.

equally subcccd

of Arabia,

parts

to

and

the

this

Red

towards
Sea,

operation

are

as boys.

But in these countries, as lucre is no previous
ovrgrowfli of the nijmphw, they are not cir
CUIT1CiSCI till they have passed the age of pu
berty.

In other

indeed

fhr more

alnolig the

climates
early ;

this

and

exuberance is

it

is

so

general

inhabitants of certain countries,

IM-those
near the river Liiin, that they circuni
cisc girls as well as boys within
most fifteen days afcr their
duincision of females
Africa;

and even

eight,

birth.

is of great

flCrO(lOtus

or

at,

The cir

antiquity in

mentions

it

as

being a custom of the Ethiopians.
Circumcision

may

have

been

founded

on

iiccessity, yet infibulat ion and castration could
never have taken
place but from
horn some

gloomy

some wretched

and

jealousy, or

superstiious

antipathy

frenzy,

to the human race,

or from some envious
tyrant who enacted laws
to
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to make privation a virtue,

and mutilation

a

merit.
Infibulalion
drawing

is

performed

upon

the prepuce forward,

boys

by

making an in

cision, and putting a coarse thread through it.,
till the

cicatrice is

room of that,
which

healed ;

and then,

is substituted a

remains

as

in the

kind of zing,

long as the lerson

pleases

who gave orders for the operation, and some
times

for

r.ill

life.

have made a vow

Orien(al

of chastity,

rnoflks,

who

wear rings of a

large Size, iii order that they may be coin pe led
to observe this vow iwio1ate.
after speak

on the

WTc.shiaIl here

infibulation

of girls ;

on

this head nothing can be supposed too fantas
tic or absurd, which
sion,

men, borne away by pas

or lmrnerse(1 in superstition, have scru

pled to put in practice.
Though

in infancy there is

sometimes but

one testicle in the scrotum, and sometimes nut
any, yet
that

we must

not

suppose in ci.licr case

this is a real dthct.

It often happens,

that the testicles are retained in the abdomen,
from whence they

at

len

th extuicae

selves, and descend to the natural I)lICe.
generally

happens

year, tIiotig'hi

them
This

at the age of eghit or

SOmehITICS not.
E 2

ten

till that of puberiv.
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They arc scarcely ever concealed

berty.

this age, when Nature makes violent efforts to
the same effect

bring them forward:

motion, as a

times produced by some violent
leap, a fall, &c.

is some

Even when the testicles do

not manifest themselves, the procreative pow
ers are not the less perfect ;
observed, that

in

persons

and
that

it

has

been

situation

are

often the most vigorous.
There are men who

have but one lust ide,

but this defect is of little consequence, and

in

larger than the usual size.

that case is much

Others have three, and such are said to possess
a vast superiority of bodily force and vigour.
From

a

view

of

the

animal

perceive how much these
strength and

courage;

creation,

we

parts contribute to

how great,

for exam..

pie, is the difference between a bull and an ox,
a wether and a ram,

a capon and a cock.

The custom of castrating the human species
is of great
antiquity.

Among the Egyptians

it was the established
punishment of adultery.
the Romans

Among
merous;
Africa,
attend

eunuchs

were very

nu

and to this (lay in Asia, and a
part of
men thus mutilated

and act

the women.

as

are employed to

guards to the

chastity

of

In Italy, the sole
object of this
in fa rn on
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infamous and cruel operation is to perfect the
The

voice.

Ilotentots cut out one testicle,

by the privation of which they i:nagiiie They
will

become

more

nimble race-.s.

In

other

con ntries, the poor people adopt the practice
in order to
able to
from

from being
pTev'nt thr chuld:en

ewrafr, and by that me,-as sav- diem

th:t

distress and

anguish

which

they

thenselvs cx jricnce when thv cannot pro
cire food br thr support.
e different kinds of castri'n are
rous ;

irne

those inic;idcd fr vocal perfection only

suffer the ctrction of the two testicles;

but

those who' are instigated by the gloomy distrust
of jealousy think their females far from beilig
safe if guaried by such eunuchs, nor will they
countenance any but what have had the exter
nal parts of generation utterly exterminated.
Amputation is not the only method used for
this purpose.

Formerly some people prevented

the growth of the testicles, and rendered them
useless by bathing their children in warm wa
ter, or in decoctions of plants, and then pres
testicles till the orga;iza
sing and rubbing the
hon was destroyed.

Others corn pressed them

with at) intrurnent, and

it is prctcndcd, that
fro in
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from this mode of castratoii the life is not, exposed to the smallest danger.
The amputation of
hazardous ;

the testicles

is not very

it may be performed at aiiy age, yet

that of infancy is esteemed I lie most favourable.
The amputation of the

whole external parts

of generaliou, however, is

more

olteit mortal

4 han OtliCFW 1:SC

especially if pe1otiieI after the

age of fifteen ;

and even at the niot favourable

age,

is from seven to

which

tended with
serving them
species

renders

by far the

says, that iii

The

danger.

the

ten, it

is still a.t

difficulty

of

eunuchs

of

most VaILuWIC.

this

r1avel.nir

Turkey and Persia they cost five

or six limes more than
any

others.

Cliarditi

observes, that the entire amputation is
always
accompanied
that it is

with the

performed

most agoiiizimr

with

tolerable safety

children, but with great danger
I fifteen ;
to it ;

pain
on

after the age

that more than a fourth fall victims

and that. it takes at least six weeks to heal

the Wound.

Pictro delIa Yalle, on

the other

hand, asserts that those who
undergo this ope
)tion in Persia, as a
punishment for rapes, or
other crimes of that nature, recover from it
wih

ease,

CVCI1 when

they are

advanced

ii

years.
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rears, and that they apply tothe wound nothing
Whether those who suffered

hut a few ashes.

the same punishment formerly in Egypt) as related by

Diodortis

Siculus, found

the conse-

quences of it cqnally mild, we know not ;
according to

Tlievenot,

but,

numbers of the chil

dren of negroes perish, whom tile Turks force
to undergo this operation, although performed
at the early age of between eight to ten.
negro eunuchs,

Besides

&c. who chiefly come

Turkey, Persia,
the

kingdom

there are others in

of Golcorida, 1110

from

Peninsula on

this side the Gances,

the king(lomS of Assan,

Pe'u, and Malabar,

where their complexion

is grey, and from the Guiph of &ngai, where
it is of an olive colour.

There are also white

nnucbs from Georgia and Circassia, tho' not
in great numbers.

Tavernier says, that during

his residence in Golconda, in 1657, there were
not

than

less

22,000 eunuchs

made.

The

black ones come from Africa, and chiefly front
Those

Ethiopia.
appearance

are the most

is the most

prized whose

ugly and horrible ;

a

flat

nose, a countenance ghastly, thick large

ips

and

protbeiaiit,

and

black

i.ceih are the esteemed quaii1es.
have

OniniOflh

VCIV

tiflC

straggIin'

These people

ICCIhi ;

but such
WOU(
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would be a very great defect in a black eunuch,
\%i)() inst he a hi(kOUS monster.
Eunuchs who have
their testicles, still led
that are

deprived of only

an irritation in. the
parts

have the external

left, and
more

desire even

been

frequently

mark

of

thai other men.

Those parts, however, remain, as to size, near
ly in

the sarac state as

arid if this

is

before

perlormed

the operation;

at the

of seven

age

years, an euruc1i of twenty is, in this respect,
of seven.

as a child

If it

is not, on the con

trary, performed till the time of puberty, or a
little after, the size is nearly the same as that in
other men.
the

Between

parts

of generation

and

throat there are particular connexions,
we

know not the

beard,

cause.

their voice,

Eunuchs

though

parts of the
and

and

not unoften

become the seat of

have

body
of a

he more generally

misc their canes.
action

with

dithrcnt

the secret

others,

nature,

oiserved;

little attention to elk-CAS,

eflëct the

have no

The correspondence which certain

distemper.

remote

aitho'

shrill and power

nil, is never of a deep tone;
does the throat

the

ougl.t

but we

when we

widely
to

pay too

do not stir

Thus it is, that though in
of'

the

animal machine in a
great
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great measure depends upon them, these (lit
Lerent affinities remain
care they deserve.

utiexaniinecl with th,

In women., there is 'a great

correspondence between the matrix, the breasts
and the head ; and how
many beneficial facts o
this- kind in igh t be ibuil(1 I fa few able physicians
would direct their studies lo such discoveries !
These

muscles,

which

they

Veins,

describe

arteries,

and

nerves,

v it Ii so in uch accuracy,

and with SO Un uch ficleiily, are not the
Springs
v1iich
resides

rive
in

life to

our

orari ized

Ihere

organization.

bodies

certain

in teriial

powers, which are by no means guided by the
laws of gross mechanism ; instead of attempt uig
to k rio w tile nat ire
CIICC:S,

the

t reate(i as

very
ideal,

of tJ oi;c powers

tbeir

have

been.

endeavours Ii ave

been

ideas
'AndI

made to discard and
losoplitcal

by

of them

banish them
These

researches.

from

very

phi

powers,

iicverthclss, have maintained their importance
in gravitation, in the phenomena ofelect ricity,
&c.

But, however evident and universal they

is wholly i nt(rr1u 1, and
may be, as their action
they are solely objects

of reason,

it

is. wit It a

kind of unwillingness that they are admitted
inclination still leads us to judge from external
appearances ;
vo r. iv.

We form a notion, that in those
F

a
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and that

appearances every thing consists,

we

are not allowed to penetrate farther ; and thus
we effectually turn our backs upon that which
information.
might lead to refined
The ancients, whose genius was less limited,
and whose philosophy was more extended, were
not embarrassed at meeting with

things

they

More intimately ac

were at a loss to explain.
with
quainted with Nature;

them, a sympathy,

a particular correspondence, was only a

but with us, if we cannot reduce it to
pheno-menon;
our pretended laws of motion, it is a paradox.
most of the cfficts of Nature
They knew that
were produced by means beyond human fore
knew it
sight, they
them

to

was impossible to reduce

any particular

and modes of operation ;
them it was

principles
and

of action,

therefore with

sufficient to have remarked a cer

tain number of relative effects, in order to con
stitute a cause.
Whether, with the ancients, we call
this peculiar correspondence of the differsympa-thy
ent parts of the body, or, with the
we

moderns,

consider it as an unknown relation

action of the
whole

nerves,

it

exists

animal economy; and,

in the

through
were the

the
per

fection of the theory of physic our object, too
much
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attention could not be paid to its effects,

But this is not a place to enlarge on a subject
of so much importance.

I shall only observe,

that this correspondence between the voice and
the organs of generation is discovered not
only
in eunuchs but in other men, and even in wo
men.

In men, the voice changes at the
age of

puberty; and in women, a strong voice is sus
pected to indicate a superior propensity to love.
The first sign of puberty is a kind of stiff
ness

in

the

groin,

sible in walking,
ward.

This

which

becomes more sen

or in bending the body for.

stiffness

is

accom

frequently

panied with pungent pains in the joints,
also with a

new sensation in

characterize the

sexes.

and

the parts which

The voice is, for some

time, harsh and unequal, and afterwards it be
comes more full, strong, and articulate.

This

in boys, but less s
change is very perceptible
in

the sound of their
girls, because

voices is

naturally more acute.
These signs of puberty are common to both
the sexes, but there are others peculiar to each;
as in females, the menstrual discharge and the
and

in males, the

beard, and power of generating.

These signs,

expansion

it is true,

of the breasts ;

are not alike certain.
F

The beard,
fr
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for example,
at the

does not, a! waS appear
pr'y

age of piiherlv :

and

there

even

eist

whole nations where (1w men have
hardly any
beard.

'ihere is no iiation, however, ill which

the puberty of

the ietnale sex is not indicated

by the cnlarge!ncnt of I he brPaSs.
Un ivrsa Ily lb roi'l

the h u ma ii species wo-

men arrive at pubcrlv sooner than men.
that: age is diftercut
to

seems

depend

(iificFcnt countries7 and

on

the

climate and the quality
people who live at

of the

temperature

of the food.

Amoug

their ease, arid feed

fully, children arrive at this state two
years sooner than

But.

ihose in

the

plenti
or three

country,

and

among the poorer classes of people, 'whose food
is less

nourishing and

more

southern

parts of Europe,

and

majority

of

puberty

girls

attain

In

the

cities,

the

scanty.
in

at

about

twelve years, and boys at fourteen ; but in the
regions

of

the north,

the former

are hardly

and. in
so

country places,

at fourteen,

or

the

latter at sixteen.
Should

it be

asked why

climate are capable of
cugen
than men ?
that men
hones rnor

female:

in

every

vring more early

It might be
satisfactorily

are much. larger and

replied,

stronger, their

hard, their muscles more firm

and

tOn pact,.
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quired for their growth.
after the
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longer time
And as it

is re

is not till

growth is completed that the

of the, organic particles is
super-fluity
dispersed into
the parts of generation, females must of course
arrive at maturity sooner than the males.
In

the

hot

climates

America, girls
years of age,

are

of Asia, Africa, and

generally

mature

and often at nine;

and

at

ten

though

the menstrual discharge is less copious in warm
countries it is yet more early.

The intervals

between are nearly the same in every country,
and in this respect there seems to be
difference
nations.

between

individuals

tha;

a greater
between

in the same climate and nation some

women are subject to the menstrua at the end
of every

fifteenth

day,

while others are free

for six weeks ; but a month, how

from

them

ever,

two or three days

over or tinder, is the

usual period.
"

Th

seems
quantiy of the discharge

pend on

the quantity of nourishment,

insensible perspiration.
and exercise little,
charge ?

iii

because

the

to deand of

Women \vho eat much,

have the most copious dis

warm countries it
perspiration

is always least

is' great.

As to i1
duration.
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duration, it is generally from three

to

four

t

five days, though sometimes to six, seven, and
even eight days.
The material causes of it are supposed to be
a superfluity of blood and nutritive particles.
The symptoms which precede are certain indi
cations of repletion; as heat, tension, swelling,
and the

pains which women feet,

the parts themselves,

not only in

and the adjoining ones,

but also in the breasts, which swell and discover
a surplus of blood by the areolce, or

the circle

about the nip1e, becoming of a deeper colour.
The eyes are oppressed, and underneath their
orbits the skin assumes

a blue or

the cheeks are flushed;

the head is heavy and

full of pain;

violet tint;

and the whole body in general is

in a state of oppression

from the surcharge of

blood.
At

the age of puberty the body usually

tains its full growth

in length.

at.

Just before,

young people sometimes increase several inches,
but

the

quickness of growth is

and perceptible in

most

the genitals of both

sudden
sexes.

This growth in males is an expansion merely,
but in females it is often attended with
traction,

a con

to which different
have
appellations
been
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the

signs

of vir

every

kind

of pre

explaining

ginity.
Mankind, jealous

of

eminence, have always put a superior value on
svhat they

could first possess,

ec1usion of others.

and that to the

This species of folly has

given a positive entity to the virginity of wo
men.

Virginity,which is nothing but amoral,

co
being a virtue that solely
of the heart,

sists in the purity

men have, as with

one

consent,

converted into a p/1!JSIC(tl object, and in which.
they also
From

fancy

themselves

much

interested.

these absurd opinions, usages, ceremonies,

superstif ions,and even awards and punishments,
have been established: abuses the most illicit,
and customs the most shocking and disgraceful,
have been authorized.

To ignorant matrons,

and to prejudiced physicians, have young. Wo
men

been

submit
obliged to

the

most secret

Nature for examination, without their
parts of
acts of indecency is a
reflecting that such
and that every
downright attack upon chastity,
which
immodest, every in delicate situation,
caused an internal blush,
prostitution.

was little less than

The prejudices that have been

this

head

I

despair

formed

of removing.

on

Things
which
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which mankind

take

a. pleasure in. believing,

however nngatorv and U nreasonahh

yet, as it is the

they 'will a1wys believe ;

be,

they may

to relate not only the ac
provInCe of historv
of events,

cession

but also flit on

1icts,

in otprcdomiiiant

I think it my

ions and crrors.

d utv, in the II Istory of
1avonne idol
sider

what

circumstances of

the

and

indispensable

Man, to examine

to which he sacrifices ;

The

opi.

reasons

are

to con,.

ii-hich.

by

this

lie,

i.,.;

(111)(I to enquire
prom pled to iav I hUt '104or'Ition,
whether virginity,
or

a

lie

ufl(1erSafld8 it,

is

a

merely a tahnloiis divinity.

F'lIopius, %esalus,isartholin,Iiezs!er,fl..uvsch
and

man

other a natoni

Pretend, that the

membrane of the hymen is a substance which
acthaUy exists, and w hich
bered arnon'

ought to be rium

the parts of general ion peculiar
that

this

membrane is fleshy, very thin in childrun,

but

to women.

'fliciy maintain further,

iore thick in grown girls ;
iin(lcr the orifice

of

that it

is situated

the urethra, and

that it

partly closes the passage of the

i'aina ;

there is a hole pierced
through

it,

that

sometimes

T011 11d) somet InieS long, so small that a
pea caii
ardJy he passed through in infancy, or a heart
at puberty.

The hymen,
according

to W;11.
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flow,: is a mCm1)raflUE kind of wrinkle, more
or less circular, and sometimes semi-lunar, \vith
an aperture, in some very sniaU, and in others
D"ulauren, Gratf, Pineus, Man

inorelarge.
ricea,

and

other anatomists, 'of at least equal

reputation and authority with those first quot
ed, insist,

on the other hand, that the Mem

brane ofthe hymen is nothing but a c1imera, a
.part by no means natural

o girls, and express

Their .agtonshmenttbat it shoiildhaveever bec
mentioned as a thing which has an actual and
real

cxitence.

In

confirmation of this

doc-

"trin; they acid ace a multitude of observations
made on girls

of. different

ages,

whom

they

had dissectcd. in none of whom this membrane
was to be found.
seen,

though

They confess that they have
rarely., a

very

membrane that

united certain fleshy protuberances., which they
tfrrncs; butthis. membrane

call carundci nz

to the na
they i,isist is by no: means consonant
Anatomists are not

tural state of the parts.
more

as to the quality and number of

united

these cariznthke'.
f the vagina?
parts:?
the

Are

they merely

Are they distinct' aid separate

they belong to

Do

hymen ?

vrinklc

is

the membrane of

number

their

certain?

Is

there only one, or are there many, it the state
0L. iv.

G
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virginity ?

of

of these

Each

questions

ha

been asked, and to each a different answer has
been given.
This contrariety

of opinion,

as

to a fact

which depends upon a simple inspection, is.a
of mankind to discover
proof of the eagerness
in Nature

alone exist in their

which

things

Several anatomists frankly

own imaginations.

declare they never found either the hymen Qr
" carunculce,

before

even

while others,

the age

of puberty,

maintaining that this rnem

in

branc, and these caruncuiw do exist, confess,
that they are substances
'size,

and

which
in

consistency,

vary in form,

different

subjects;

that sometimes in the-place of the hymen there
is only a single caruncula ;

that at other times

there are two or 'more united by .4 membrane,
.and that the shape of the aperture is of differ...
cut forms.

From all

conclusions

are

to

these observations what

be

drawn,

but that

the

causes of the pretended contraction in the pas
sage of the vaginaare not certain, and that when
they do exist their effect
"

is transient and sus

ceptible ofdifferent modifications?
leaves no entire
certainty as
of this membrane of the
czda3, of course it

to

Anatomy

the.existme

hymen. and these carun

authorizes

us to reject such
'tgke
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tokens of virginity, not only as uncertain but as
The effusion of blood,

imaginary.

though a

more common signs is not less
equivocal.

In

every age this has been deemed a certain proof
of virginity; and yet all such
proof is nothing,
where the entrance of the vagina is naturally
relaxed or dilated.

Neither is it confined to

virgins, as many women who pretend not tothat
denomination, frequently experience an effusion
From some it flows copiously, and

of blood.

repeatedly; from others in a very, small quan
tity., and

only once;

flows at all.

This

and

from some it never
depends on the

diversity

age, the health, the conformation of the parts,
and a number of other circumstances.
of these we shall enurnerate

A few

and at the same

time endeavour to investigate the causes of those
physical

tokens which have been laid down as

certain proofs of virginity.
At the age of puberty, the parts of both sexes
undergo a considerable change.
advance so

Those of man

or three years
quickly, that in two

full growth,
they attain their

those of women

the n
also increase, at this nperiod, r especially
y
phce,

which though before almost impercepti

ble, become now large and evident.
strual discharge

happens at

The men

the same time;
and
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and all the parts being still in a state of growth,
swell by an increase

of blood, and

mutually

oritice of the vagina
compress each other. The
contracts, though the vagina itself has consider.
ably increased

The form of this contraction

must be very diflbrcnt in different subjects,, for
from the information of anatomists, it appeats,
there are sometimes four, at others only three or
two carunculce,
'found a

and

that

sometimes

there. is

circular, or semi-lunar series of folds

and wrinkles.

But one thing anatomists have

never told us; namely, that whatever form this
contraction may assume, it never appears before
the age of puberty.
In tbe young girls whom I have bad- occasiorr
to see dissected, nothing of that kind was to be
found;

and having

collected several facts on

this subject, I can with confidence maintain,
that when a girl has conversed with a. man he
fore puberty,. there is no effusion of blood, prom
vided the disproportion of the parts had not,
been too great, or the efforts had not been too,
violent.

At full puberty,. cni the other hand,

that effusion often
happens, even from trifling
causes; especially if she is of a full habit, and
regular. This sign of virginity is rarely 'Qbsev
d in such as are meagre, or subjçct to the fluor
o.lbus;
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alb ug,' and, what evidently
proves it to be fal
lacious, is the frequency of its
repetition.

In

some women four, and even five times, has this
pretended virginity been renewed in the space
of two or three years;

and often been success

fully practised by some an their deluded hus.
bands upon

being suspected of incontirency,

and that purely by abstinence. This renovation)
however, onXy happens from the fourteenth -to
about th

eighteenth year.

When the growth

of the body is finished the parts remaift in the
state they then

are;

and when they assime a

different appearance, it is only by such expe
dients and artifices as, to mention here, would
be alike unnecessary and improper.
As nothing

therefore) can be

more cIiinc

rical than the prejudices of men, with respect.
to virginity, so nothing can be more uncertain
than the pretended signs of it. A young woina
with a man
may have commerce

before

the

discover no signs of
years of puberty, and yet
the period of puberty
virginity; yet afterwards,
being aTrived, this

same woman shall exhibit

all these pretended signs, while a
may not

have

real virgin

the smallest effusion whatever.

Men,. therefore,. oht to make the msve*t
easy'
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ts
this point, and not give a loose,
easy as to
do, to unjust and idle suspicions.
thcy.oftcn
evident and
Were we desirous to obtain an
undoubted sign of virginity, we sbould.search
nations w1io
for it among those barbarous
of instilling, by education, the scn
incapable

chil
tirnents of virtue and honour into: their

dren, secure the chastity of their daughters by
an expedient
gested

but

which ,nothing could have sug

the

rudeness

The people of Ethiopia,

of their

manners.

and other parts of

Africa, of Pegu, Arabia Petra and other na
tions of Asia, draw together by a kind of needle
work,

the part which Nature has

separated,

sufficient for the necessary
leaving only a space
evacuations.

As

the child grows, the

gradually adhere;

insomuch that,

parts

when

the

time of marriage arrives, they must unavoid
ably be disunited by incision.

For this infibu..

lat ion of girls, as it is a substance not subject to
corruption, they use the fibres of the ambestos.
Some tribes only use a kind of ring;

to this

practice, wives as well as girls are subjected.;
with this single difference, that the
ring aloted
to the latter cannot

be

removed,

and in that

aUot1 to the former there is a lock of which
the
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the husband alone possesses the
key.

Bat why

quote barbarous nations, when we have similar
examples so much nearer home?
delicacy

on

What is the

which some of our

neighbours

pique themselves, with respect to the chastity
of their wives, but a jealousy,
equally barbar
ous and criminal?
"

How various are the dispositions, manners,

and opinions of different. nations?

After what

has been here related of the
high estimation in
which virginity is held by the bulk of mankind,
and of the precautions and ignomious methods
-they,

employ,

in

order

to

secure it,

could

it be, imagined there were other nations who
despise it, and who consider the trouble of re
"

moving it as a servile office?
Prompted by superstition, the inhabitapts of
certain couiitriès resign the first fruits of vir
sometimes to their
ginity tø1 theirpuiests, and
very idols.: :This

"

privilege

is enjoyed by the

Calicut; and in Goa, vir
priests of Cochin and
either voluntarily or for
gins are. prostituted,
relations to an idol of
cibly, by their nearest.
iron.

Of these viie excesse, gross superstition

and a b,Iirid sense of the duties of religion, have
been" the

sQurces, while motives more earthly

1avc induced people. of other countries eagerly
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In

10 devote their daughters to their chiefs

this manner, without any dishonour, do they
their

prostitute

of
daughters in the kingdom

the same is the custominTrkey,
Congo. Nearly
in Persia, and in several other countries, both of
Asia and Africa, where the most eminent nobles
deem

themselves,

in the highest degree,

ho.

iLoured by receiving from. their sovereign, Wo
himself already disgusted.
men with whom lie is
In the

kingdom

of Arracan,

in

and

the

a man would think himself
Philippine islands,
espouse a female

much disgraced were he to

who had not been dcfloürcd; and it is only by
dint of money that a person can be prevailed
with to precede the husband.

in the province

of Thibet, a mother will search for a stranger,
and earnestly beg of him to put her
in a situation

for obtaining a husband.

such
Laplanders also prefer
with
already bad a commerce
an idea

that they must be

nient than

daughter

others,

The

women as

have

strangers, from

possessed of more

otherwise

they could not

have pleased men whom they consider as better
judges of beauty, than themselves.

In Madam

gascar, and in several other countries, women
the most

dissolute

and debauched are

who are married the soonest.

those

Many more instances
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prOduced

of this

peculiar

which could never have subsisted but

fancy,

from a gross and titter- depravation of manners.
Marriage
puberty.

is the natural

Nature, the

This is the law of

number of fèrnale

with that of males,

tyranny

of nian after

A mart otigh f. to have I)ut one wife, and

awomari but oneliusband.

equal

state

must

being

nearly

and ignorance and.

have been the leading fèatures

where men have established laws in
opposition
to it.
aloud

Reason, humanity, and
justice; complain
of those odious seraglios, in which the

1ibcry and the affections of many women are
sacrificed tot

e brutal passion ofone individ uai.

Arc these tyrants of mankind the more happy
by this pre-eminence ?-o; surrounded with
cunuchs, and with women, useless to themselves
and to other men, the misery they have created
is a constant scene of torment and Perplexity.
Marriage,tliereforc,
us,

and

among

as it is established arndng

every other people

of reason and
guided by the light

who

are

evclation, is

a state which is suited to man, and in

which

he Ought to employ the additional faculties he
has acquired by' puberty : by obstinately per
sisting in

celibacy they will become trouble..'

some, and even fatal.

From a too long- con

V011. IV.

II

tinence
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tinence in either se

diseases may arise,

or at

least create irritations so violent, that reason and
religion would not be sufficient to counteract the
impetuosity of the passions which they excite,
and thus man may be reduced to a level with
the brutes, which, under the impression of such
sensations, become furious and
The most

ungovernable.

effect of this irritation in

violent

women is the furor uterinus, a kind of mania,
which disorders their reason and bereaves them
of all sense of shame.
lascivious, and with

With

'words the most

actions the most indecent,

is this melancholy distemper accompanied and
its origin revealed.

I

have seen a girl at the

of a brown but lively and
age of twelve years,
florid complexion, small in size, yet strong and
plump,

commit the most indecent actions at

the very sight of a man,
could
her

divert

mother,

her,

from which

neither

expostulation,

the
nor

nothing

presence

of

punishment.

Her reason, however, forsook her not, and the
paroxysms, which were so violent as to excite
horror, ceased the minute she was left with her
own sex.

Aristotle says, it is at

this

the

age

irita1 ion is greatest, and girls ought then to be
most attentively watched.

The remark

may

be applicable to the climate in wliickhe lived,
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but in countries more cold, the female consti
tution does not become warm so early.
When the furor uterinus increases to a cer
tain degree marriage is no remedy for it, and
instances there are of its being fatal.

Happily

the force of Nature is rarely of itself the cause
Of such dreadful passions, even when the tern.
perament

inclines to them.; and before they ar

rive at this extremity many causes must concur,
of which the principal is,

an imagination in

named by licentious conversation and obscene
representations.

The

contrary

temperament

is infinitely more common among women, the
generality of whom
passion,

exceedingly

are,

with

respect to this

cool or indifferent.

Of

men too' there are many in whose chastity there
is little merit;

and some I have known, who,

at the age of twenty'-five and thirty, enjoyed a
without having ever ex
good state of health
so urgent as to render a
perienced this passion
gratification necessary.

Prom continence there is less to be feared

than from excess, as is strikingly evinced in a
number of men, some of whom, by the effects
of the latter, lose their memory; some are de
rived of sight; some become bald, and many
died.
&ave dwindled into a consumption and
Of
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health

the

irreparable

done

injury

their

by venereal indulgences, young persons

can ncvr be sufficiently warned.
cee to be men,
the

to

faculty

How many

or who at least cease to enjoy

of manhood,

before

the

oi

age

And bow many at Iiitcen, or eighitecn

thirty ?

h1 ire received the iu1ction of a disease,

whicli

is not only in itself disgraceful, but often in
curable.
It has already been observed, that at the age
of puberty, the growth usually CeaSeS.
happens,
tedious

however,

illness,

the

that
body

in

the

It often

course

increases

of

more

a
in

lcngib, than would have been the case in a state
of perfect health.

Tb is is probably occas i oncci

by the external organs of generation remaining
Without action during

that period.

The or

to deter
ganic nutriment, having no irritation
mine it to those parts,
and

does

not reach them ;

the want of this irritation

is .oving to, an

the
imbecility and lassitude of

parts,

which

prevent the secretion of the seminal fluid.
the

organic particles. , therefore,

mass
are

of blood, the
necessarily

manner as
people,

extremities

enlarged,

those

remain

in the

of the

bos

nearly

of eunuchs.

on their
recovery from

As

in the sne

Thus

young

a long course.;
of
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are

$llapecl, than
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or,

OC%

frequently taller, but worse
Some, for

formerly.

instance,

become crooked-backed, oth crs crook-legged;
arid this,

because the

still ductile extremities

of the bones have been necessarily extended by
the superfluity of the organic particles, whose
only olice,

in a state

f hcahui,

would have

beer.i the formation of the seminal fluid.
To produce children

is the

object of mar-

riage, though this object is sometimes frustrated.

Among

the diüercnt

causes of

sterility

there are some alike common to mcii and wo
in men

men ; but as

they are more apparent,

to

men

111

both sexes, sterility is occasioned either by

they

are more commonly attributed.

an inherent defect in the conformation of the
the
organs, or by accidental iii''-tries to
Among men,

themselves.
imperfections

the

most essential.

coufbrmation

in the

which affect the testicles, or those
the erectores penis.

rgan

are those

Farts called

The false direction of the

urethra, which is sometimes not only oblique,
but

badly perforated,

i

another obstacle-to

generation ; as is the adieric
to

the bridle,

rected.

In

which

women,

may,
the

of the prepuce

however, be

cor

conibrwation 0fth
na1L
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matrix may likewise be imperfect; and the perk
petual closure

or

expansion of the orifice

the matrix, are defects which are alike
nant

to generation.

cause of sterility, both
the corruption

But

the

most

of

repugh
frequent

in men and women,

of the seminal

i

in the

liquid

testes; for if the secretion, by which the semen
be formed, is vitiated,

the fluid must be inca

pable of impregnation; in which case, though
the organs may

have every appearance of be.

ing properly qualified for it,

there will

be no

procreation; but these causes have no external
appearances
In

cases

of sterility, different means

been employed to discover whether
was to be imputed to the man

have

the defect

or the woman.

Of these, inspection is the chief; and indeed,
f the

sterility be occasioned by an external fault

in the conformation, this is sufficient.

But if

the defect is in the internal
organs, it is almost
impossible to discover or

remove it.

are men, to all
appearance well

There

formed,

who

wantthegenuine sign ofa proper conformation
and others who have it in so
slight a degree a
to make the mark of
virility extremely equi.
Vocal,
This is the most animal
of the
pait
human
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human frame, and is constantly under the in.
fluence of instinct, and not governed by that of
the mind.
ideas

Many young persons of the purest

have been subjected to the liveliest sen-

ations,

though

ignorant of pleasure, or t.h

cause, and others remain cold and
languid note
withstanding the efforts of imagination.
When sterility does not arise fiom any defect
in

external

conformation,

it more
frequently

proceeds from the women than the men;

for,

besides the injurious effects of the fluor albus,
1

conceive

there

is

another material cause.

In the course of my experiments, as related iii
the

preceding volume,

I observed there were

small protuberan ces in the female testicles which
I called glandular bodies; they originate under
the membrane of the testicle,

in a short time

begin to swell, and then opening, a fluid issues
therefrom; from this time they begin to decay,
and having disappeared, they are immediately
succeeded by others,

from which the testicles

are constantly undergoing a kind of alteration;
and I am inclined to think, that if any circum
stance

ta,ks place to

exercise of the vessels,

interrupt the necessary
the seminal liquor will

become corrupt, and sterility also will follow.
Sometimes
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conception

precedes

Nurnbers of worneu have become

puberty

mothers l)C

tre the smailcst appearance of the menstrua :
!nd

same to whom this evacuation was

known have brought forth children.
Of ibis

occur

in

our

own

never

Instances

climate,

without

travelling for them to Brazil ; where whole
we are told, are perpetuated without
na-tions,
to the menstrual
any woman being subject
an evident proof, that it is not the
dis-charge;
of this discharge, hut the seminal liquid
sub-stance
of male and female which

are essentiHy neces-

It is also known that

sary to generation.

of the menses, which

cessation

pens about the age

the

generally hap-

of forty or

does not

fifty,

always disqualify women from conceiving, and
that some women have really become pregnant
at "lhe age

of sixty

or

seventy.

amples, however frequent,

These

ex

may be cOnsidered

s exceptions to the general rule; but they are
nfficient

to

Convince

us

that

the

menstrual

blood is by no means the constituent
principle
generation.
In

the ordinary

course

of

Nature

women

o not conceive before the menses
nor
appear,
after

they

have

ceased.

The

age

at

which
men
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men first acquire the powers of procreation is
less distinctly marked.

His body must obtain,

a certain degree of growth, before the seminal
fluid can be produced;

and before it can be

formed and perfected, that growth must become
still greater.

This usually happens between the

age of twelve and eighteen;

but the period at

which the procreative faculty of man ceases
Nature seems to have left undetermined.

At

sixty or seventy; when age begins to enfeeble
the body, the seminal fluid is less copious, and
often unprolific;

yet there are many instances

of men still continuing to procreate at the age
of eighty or ninety.
There also are examples of boys who have
propagated at eight, nine, and ten years; and
of girls who have conceived at seven, eight
and

nine.

But such facts are exceedingly

rare, and ought to be classed as singular phe.
nomena.

The external sign of virility appears
in order

in infancy, but that is not sufficient;

to accomplish the act of generation, there must
be a previous production of semen.;

and this

is never effected till the growth of the body is
nearly finished.

At first the quantity is very

small, and for the most part unIt uitful
VQI. IV.

I

Same
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Some authors have mentioned two signs of
conception.

The one

is,

a kind

of tremor

which they say begins at the time of concepthe

tion, and continues for several days after;

other is taken from the orifice of the matrix,
they assure

which

conception.

us is

entirely

closed after

These signs are, however, in my

opinion, very equivocal, if not altogethcr ima
ginary.
This tremor is mentioned
and, according

to him,

by Hippocrates,

it is so

violent as

to

make the teeth chatter. Galen, on the authority
of some

women,

imputes- this

contraction of the
a

by

matrix;

others explain

vague sensation of cold

it

over the whole

all establish

body, and: almost

a
symptom to

the fact, like

Galen, from the testimony of different women.
Opinions, however, vary as to

the changes

which happen in the-matrix after conception,
some maintaining, that the edges of the orifice
are drawn together so closely that there is not
the smallest vacancy

left between them;

others, that these
edges are not exactly
till

after the two

They

and
close

first months of pregnancy.

nevertheless

agree,

that

immediately

after conception the orifice is closed by a glu..
tinous humour;

that the

matrix, which, but
for
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might receive through its

orifice a substance of the size of a
pea, has 110
longer any perceptible aperture,

and that

the

difference is so evident that a skilfuI midwife
may distinguish it.

If these

assertions were

true, even in the first days of pregnancy,

it

certainty or uncertainty might be ascertained.
The advocates on the other side urge, that
if after conception the orifice of the matrix
were closed,' there could be no superfta1ion.
To this it may be replied, that the seminal li
quor may penetrate through the membranes of
the matrix;

that even the matrix

open to admit the supcrfatation;

itself may
arid that at

any rate supcrftations happen so rarely, that
they make a very trifling exception to the gene
ral rule.

Other authors have maintained, that

this change never appears but in women who
have conceived before, and borne children.
first conceptions, indeed, the difference
be less sensible;

In

must

but be it as conspicuous as it

that it is a
may, ought we thence to conclude
certain and positive sign? No; it is unaccom
evidence,
panied with sufficient
Neither from the study
from experiments,

can

we,

of

anatomy,

as to

nor

this point,

Mhch
acquire more than general conclusions,
on
1 '91
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on a particular examination are often found to
It is the same also with

be highly erroneous.

or convulsive cold, which
respect to the tremor
some women have said they felt at the time of
conception.

As most women do not experi
as others assure us, on time

ence this sensation;

felt a burning heat;
contrary, that they have
and, as others still confess, that they are utter
strangers to all such feelings;

time natural con.

cusion is, that such signs are highly dubious,
and that when they do hajpen, it

is less per

haps in . consequence of conception,

than of

other consequences.
On this subject I shall add but one fact, from
"Parson's

which proves that

at

then find

Motion,"

the orifice of the matrix

least the
a passage

Charles-Town,
vered,

Muscular

close immediately after conception;

does not
or that

on

Lectures

in

seminal fluid may
into

it.

woman

A

in South-Carolina,

1714, of two children,

diately after the other.
ment of all
present, one
the other white.

even

was

of

deli

one iinme

To the utter astonish
child was black and

From this evident testimony

of her infidelity to her hushhnd,

the woman

acknowledged that a negro had one day enter
ed her chamber,

where her husband had

just
left
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left her in bed, and by threats of immediate
death

her

compelled

to

gratify

his

desires.

This fact proves that the conception of two or
more children does not always
happen at one
time, and gives great weight to my opinion,
that the semen penetrates tliroiig'h

the texture

of the matrix.
Many other equivocal
nancy

are said.

months;

symptoms of preg

to distinguish it

as a slight pain in the region of the

matrix and loins;

a numbness over the whole

body; a continual drowsiness;
and

in the first

capricious

the tooth-ach,

disposition ;

head-achi, and vertigo;

a melancholy

yellow eyes, with the

pupils contracted, and lids oppressed ;
ness

of countenance,

depraved
and

appetite,

spitting;

albus;

with

spots

upon it;

with loathing,

hysteric

pale
a

vomiting,
the fluor

symptoms;

menstrual discharge,
stoppage of the

or instead of i

lienorrhage;

milk

in the breasts,

&c.

toms

might be adduced,

the secretion of

Many other syrnp
which are supposed

to be the signs of pregnancy, but
frequently
particular

nothing

more than

which are

the effects of

maladies.

Of these we shall leave the discussion to phy

sicians.

Were we to consider each

of them in
pa it i
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particular, we should deviate too far from our
subject ;

nor could we (10 it with

without entering
profound
ivith

advantage,

into a lengthened

investigation.

It

is

series

of

this

as

with

a number of other subjects that relate to

physiology

and animal economy, the authors,

who have written on these
very few excepled,
subjects, have

manner

so

vague, and explained them by affinities so

re

mote,

and

treated them

in a

hypotheses so false, that it

surprising their remarks should

is

not

have been at,

tended with as little information as utility.

CHAPTER IV.
A DESCRIPTION OF MAN.

attains its full heiglitli at the age
T11E body
of puberty, or

at least a few years after.

Some young
people cease growing at fourteen
or fifteen ;

while others continue their growth

till two or three and
twenty.

During

this pe

riod most men are of slender make; their thighs
and
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and legs small, and

the muscular parts

but by

yet unfilled ;

HISTORY.

degress the

areas

fleshy fibres

augment, the muscles swell, the limbs assume
their figure,

and

become more proportioned,

and before the age of thirty the body, in men,
has acquired its most Perfect symmetry.
In women, time body sooner attains this sym
metry;

their muscles

less strong

compact,

and
and

other

being

parts

solid than. those O

and being also less in size, they require

men ;

Hence it is

less time in' cOming to

maturity.

that

completely' formed: at

a

si'oman

is

as

twenty, as a man at thirty.''
The body of a well-shaped man ought to he
square,

the 'muscles expressed

with. boidiiess,

and the lines 'in the face distinctly marked.
woman superior elegance prevails;
is more soft
Strength

and

and

her features

niajesty

belong

her

more
to

the

In

form.

delicate.
former,

the peculiar embellish..
grace and softness' are
ments of the latter.
In both, their external

forms

declare their

sovereignty over every living creature.

Man

supports his body erect; his attitude is that of
command;' and his face, which is. turned

to

wards the heavens, displays a superior dignity.
The image of-his soul is painted in his countermance,
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nance;

the excellence of his nature
penetrates

through the material form in which it

is cn

closed, and gives to his features a lively
mation.

ani-

His majestic port, his firm and reso

lute step, announce the superiority of his rank.
Tie touches the earth only with

his extremity,

arid beholds it as if at a disdainful distance.
are not given to him for pillars

His arms
support;

he render his

nor does

hands

of

cal

ions by their treading on the ground, and los
ing

that delicacy

of feeling for which they

were originally designed.

His arms and hands

are formed for very different
are formed
will;

to

second

purposes;

every intention

they

of his

to defend himself, and to enable him to

seize and enjoy the gifts of Nature.
When the mind is at rest, all the features of
the visage are in a state of profound tranquillity.

Their proportion, their union, their har

to
mony, seem to mark the sweet serenity, and
give a true information of what passes within.
When the soul, however, is agitated, the hu
man. visage becomes

a living picture, where

the passions are
expressed with as much delica.
cy as energy; where every motion is expressed
by some corresponding feature;

where every

anticipates the will,

and betrays

impression

(hose
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that he would often

wish to conceal.
It is particularly in the eyes that the passions
are painted, and most readily discovered.

The

eye seems to belong to the soul inoretlian any
other organ;
emotions;

it seems to participate 'of all its

the softest and most tender as well

a'
.s. the most violent and, tumultous.

These it

not only receives, but transmits by sympathy
into The soul of the observer all that secret fire
with which its mind is agitated; and thus does
passion

often become general.

In short

eye is the lively index of themind,

the

arid form

cibly speaks -the langua'ge of intelligence.
Those

who are shortrsighte(l'Iabour

a particular disadvantage in

under

this respect, b

the intelligent ex
ing in a manner deprived of
pression of the eye; and which frequently gives
an air of stupidity to the finestface.

t is strong

and violent passions alone that we oversee mark
ed on such countenances, and which often pros
duce very unfavourable. prepossessions.
ever

Flow.

find such
intelligent we' may afterwards

persons,

it is with difficulty we -renounce our

former prejudices.

We

are so habituated to

that we too often
judge by external appearqnces
decide on men's talents by their physiognomy;
vgi. IV.

K

and
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and

having

perhaps at

first caught up

our

judgments prematurely, they mechanically in
fluence us all our lives after;

nay the colour,

or cut of the clothes will sometimes influence
conclusion.-I), as to their abilities;

and that not

always with out reason: therefore since strangers
may decide upon understanding by so trifling
an

article as dress, we ought not to be totally

inattentive to it, trifling as it may appear.
The

vivacity, or the languid motion of the

counteeyes, gives the strongest marks to the
nance ;

and their colour contributes still more
The different

to enforce the expression.

co-lours
of the eyes are darkhazle, light-hazle,
green,

blue, grey,

and whitish grey.

These

different c 'lcurs arise from the different colours
of the little muscles, that serve to contract the
pupil, and they very often change colour with
disorder, and with age.
Those most frequent are, the hazie and the
blue, and

very often

found in the same eye.

both

these colours

are

Those eyes which are

called black are only dark-hazie, which may be
easily seen upon close inspection, and only ap
pear black from the contrast with the white of
the eye;

in all those which have a blue shade

that colour becomes

the

most predominant.
Those
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are reckoned

07

the most beautiful

where the shade is the deepest;

and either in

the black or the blue, the fire, which
gives to
the eye its finest expression,

most

distin..

For this reason, the black eyes, as

guishable.

they are, called,
vivacity,

is

have the greatest force and

but the blue are the most delicate,

and have the most powerful effect in beauty,
as they, reflect

a greater variety of rays from

the tints of which they are composed.
This

variety

in

the colour of the eyes, is

peculiar to mans and one or two of the brute
creation;

in other animals, the colour in any

one individual is the same in all the rest.
eyes of the ox are brown;
watery

colour

The

those of sheep of a

those of goats are grey, &c.

ad it may also be remarked, that the eyes of
most

white

ferrit, &c.

animals are red;

as

the

"According to Aristotle,

human species

grey eyes

blues eyes are weak;

are

rabbit
in the

the strongest;

full eyes are near sights

ed, and brown ones require a good light."
in motion, seems
Though the eye, when put
t

be drawn towards either side, yet it only

moves round its centre ; by which its coloured
farther from the angle
is thus elevated or de

nearer, or
part moves
f the eye-lids,

and
K

pressed
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The distance between the eye is 1es

pressed.

in nun than in any other animal ; in some it i
so great that it is almost imposiblc that they
hou1d

ever

view

eyes at once.
'Next

to the

the same object with both
0
.
.,
that

eyes,

w1iih

gives

most

o the face are the eyebrows, which'

ctharacter

being, in sotherneasure, totally different frnn
the other features, their effect is
distinguished.

most readi1

The eye-lashes have an effect

giving expressirn to the eye, particularly

in

when long and

dose, they sOften its

and impreve its sweetness.
animals

the only

that

have

gIan.ces,

Man anda.pes are
eye-lashes

both

upon the:upper' and lower lids, all other anL
mal's want

them

on

the lid below,

and

even

man has less Off the under than on the upper.
The eye-1is serve toeye, and t
The

furnish it with. a praper rnoisture

upper lid

soarce any

guard the baR of the

rises(and falls;

motion';

the lower has

and though

their

being

moved dèpeñds on the will, yet the will isun
able to

or fatiue,
kej'them open when sleep,

oppresscse time "mind'..
us

In-birds--and

tion;

qnadrupds the. 1046HEd
an1

amphibi

alone has flio

fishes and iisets have no 'ey

whatsoc
Th,
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a 1ag'part of the fac:

chiefly' contributes to its, bf~Alify.

to:be justly pr- oprtioned

It on AA,

neither too rou id i*

too flat, neither too narrow 1Ot

ob low, 'atd

it shOuld be regularly surrounded with the hair.
The hair

ends

grea1y to

ad bakTheñ tk
rowed
th

away

iniprve the fác

however, dbnot justly supply

locks,

p1ce 'of realónës, as' th

cannot be s

welt. haced in

when the one I
highest putt

1;4.r--

from beauty.

true chaiactcr

the

countenance

tibtitutëd fr tie:bther.

f th&iiéacl :d t1t

The:

rnediatefr

ab&ve The tcpié'Irt bébmèsba1d; the hair
Ukr-fn(
110' tempies, qCh J,:,- at

-

"6f the h adv

is seklonknoVia'fail.'
It has beii

bserved by" s6

batcliiess *äspeii1iar to niai,

authors that
n,-d-'

it'rievr'

in the rnst tdWñced pcriod
happens to wthrrei
of life

The halr'is, in gcir1; thickest whère

the cans', i'tuti'on 'is strangest-and
and bãntifüi whére the health
nent.

nre gios

is most pern

The' andénts supposed the hair to

be

the nails, the pat next the root
produced like
out that immediathiy coitiguous. Butt
pushing
the moderns have found' that every hair may
be truly said' ió live and to' receive nutrilièWt
The roots d&
like other parts of the body.'
not
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not ttirn grey sooner than the extremities, but
the whole hair changes
same

time, and

persons who
time.
its

we

colour

have

at

nearly

the

many instances of

have grown

grey in one

night's

When turned white it gradually 1oses

strength

and

falls

off.

Aristotle

that no man ever became bald

asserts,.

previous to his,

intercourse with women
The nose is the most prominent

feature -in;

the face, but as it has scarce any motion, even
in the strongest passions,

it rather adds to the

beauty,

than to the expression of the counte

nance.

The farm of this feature,

and its ad.

vanced position, are peculiar, to. the human
visage alone.

Other animals, fbr the most pat,

have nostrils with

a

partition

between them,

but none of them have an elevatednose.
themselves have scarce any thing
feature but the nostrils,
lying

and

and scarce higher

This organ serves man.

most animals not only

enjoy odoriferous scents

else of this

the rest of the feature

flat upon the visage,

than the cheekbones

Apes

to breathe but

to

Birds have merely

two holes for these purposes
The mouth and lips,
found

to have

next to the, eyes, are

the greatest, expression.. The

the
passions have great power over this part Qf
face,
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face, and the month marks its different
degrees
The organ of speecb
by its different forms.
still more animates this part, and gives it more
life than any

other feature in the

face.

The

ruby colour of the-lips, and the white enamel
of the teeth, have such a

superiority over every

other feature that they seem to form the
prin
cipal object of our regard.

In fact, the whole

attention is fixed upon the lips of the speaker;
however rapid his discourse, and
rious the subject,

however va

the mouth takes
correspon.

dent situations, and deaf men have been often
found to see the force ofthose
reasonings, which
they could not hear, by attending to the ma.
tions of the lips.
Notwithstanding the opinion

of Aristotle,

with regard to the crocodile, I am convinced,
that in that, as well as in man, and other ani
mals, the under jaw alone has the power of moo
tion.

In the human embrio, and in monkeys,

the under jaw, s very much advanced before
the upper.,

In

instances of the

most violent

passion this jaw has often an involuntary quis
vering motion;
&ire,
ybic1

as

well

as

and often also
pain and plea.
languor

produces

another,

is that of yawning.
When
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or

reflects with tert upon 'some good unat
or

tamed

lost,, it

feels

an

internal emotion,

"wbich. acting tipn the diaphragm, elevates the
'lungs, and produces a sigh; .when the mind perceives. no prospect

of relief the sighs

are re.

.peatcd, sorrQw succeeds, and tears oftcu follow;
the air rushes into Uie lungs, and gives rise to
an inspiration s(roiger than ,sighs, termed sob.
bin g, in which the voice becomes moreevident;
it proceeds

from this

to groans,

whioh are a

,species of sobs continued to some length,
are

and

longer or shorter according 'to the degree

of anxiety the mind-is labouring under.
plaintive

shriek is

sharp :tone
excited,

a groan

of voice;

generally

continues

with a

expressed.

which

when
the

The

violently

same

tone

fails
throughout, but when. moderate, usually
at the end..
"

Laughter isa sound of the voice, interrupted

and puEsiied for some continuance.

The mus

des of the belly, 'and the diaphragm,
ployed

in its

weaker exertions;

are em

but those of

the ribs are
violently agitated in the stronger;
thehead and breast-am. sometimes thrown for.
vard, in order to raise them with the
greater
ease
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chest

P,

!-ltSTorty.

remains

uridsturbed,

3

the

checks swell, the mouth nat,irally
opens, and
the belly becoming depressed, the air issues out
with

a

noise,

arid which in violent fits conti

nues for some time, and is often repeated ; but
in more tranquil emotions, although the cheeks,
swell, the lips remain close, and in some per
sons
the

dimples are formed
mouth.

near the corners

This smile is often an indication

of kindness and good-will; it is also often used
as a mark of contempt and ridicule.
'the cheeks are features

without any parti

cular motion, and rather seem

as an

ornament

to the face than for the purpose of expression,
as may also be said of the

chin and temples.

The former indeed may be considered in sonic
measure a picture of the mind, from the invo
luntary paleness and redness with which they
are at

times overspread.

from different, passions;
shame, anger,

Blushing proceeds

from
being produced

is
pride, or joy, while paleness

ever an attendant on fright, fear, and sorrow.
These

alterations

involuntary ;
passions
troul;

all

in

colour

are

entirely

the other expressions of the

are, in some small degree, under con

but blushing'

ror,. iv

the

and paleness betray our
L

secret
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secret thoughts, and we might

s well attempt

to stop the circulation of our blood, by which
they

are caused,. as

to prevent

their

appear

ance.
The whole head,

well as the features

as

of

the face, takes peculiar attitudes from diffireiit
passions;

it bends forward to express humility,
it is turned to one side, in

shame, or sorrow ;
languor,
chin
in

or

in

forward, in

in

combines
other,

to

is

thrown

arrogance and

self-conceit and

backwards

it

pity;

obstinacy ;

with

pride ;
it

is

motions to the

express

contempt,

erect

thrown

surprize or astonishment ;

us

the

arid

one side and the
ridicule,:

anger,

and resentment.
The parts of the head which

gh-e least ex-

the cars.
pression to the fitce are

These which.

are irnmovcab1e, and make so small an appear
ance in man, are very distinguishing fiatures
in quadrupeds: they serve in them as the prin
cipal

marks

of

the

and

passions,

their j.(-)Ys or their terrors with

discover

tolerable prcci-

The smallest ears in men are said to be
most beautiful;
best for heariug.
their ears,

but the largest are
Some

savage

found the

nations bore

and so draw' down the
tips

to

rest

upon their shoulders.
Thc
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of men appear still

more extravagant in their manner of wearing
their

beards.

Turks, cut
their

Some,

the

beards

hair

and

among others the

off their heads,

let

The Europeans, on the

grow.

contrary, shave their beards and
hair.

and

The American

wear

their

savages pluck the hairs

off their beards, but are proud of those on the
head ; the Negroes shave their heads in figures
,a., t one time, in stars, at another, and still more
commonly

in

alternate stripes.

poins of Siam

shave the heads

brows of such

children

their care.

as

in favour of on

lip

ad

Tala

the eye.

are committed

to

Every nation seems to have enter

tained different prejudices,

Some

The

at different times,

part or another of the beard.

have preferred the hair upon the upper

to

that on the chin;

hanging down;

some

sonic like the hair

chuse it curled;

and

others like it straight.
'7
Though
countries

fashions

from

iiave arisen

fancy and

in

different

caprice, yet when

deserve cxami
they have become general they
nation.

Mankind have always considered it as

a matter of moment, -and

they will ever con

tinue desirous of drawing the attention of each
other, by such ornaments

as mark the riches,

L2

the
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the power, or the courage of the wearer.
of

value

shining

stones

is

is the same with
which

are

brilliancy.

over

designed

our
to

It

to shining metals, of

respect

weight is so little regarded

the

spread

founded

entirely

upon their scarceness or their

The

These

cloatlis.

when

ornaments

draw the attention of others,

and to excite the idea of wealth and grandeur;
and

few

there

of an

glitter

are

who,

outside,

undazzled

by

the

can coolly distinguish

between the metal and the man.
All things rare and brilliant will, therefore,
continue to be fashionable, while

mcii derive

from riches than virtue, and
greater advantage
while the means of appearing considerable are
easily acquired than the title to merit.

more
The

first

impression

arises from our dress;
forrnity
obtain.

we

make

on

strangers.

and this varies in

to the character we are

con.

ambitions t

The modest man, or he

who would

wish to be thought so, endeavours to shew the
simplicity of his mind by the plainness of his
dress;

the vain man, on the contrary, takes a

1esure in

displaying his superiority in finery

and cdurnal a p pearaiice.
Another

obrct

c c-f our figure,

of dress
and

is, to enCreaSC the

o take

room
up more
in
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in the world than Nature seems to have allotted
We desire to enlarge our dimensions by

us.

swelling out our cloaths and raising our heels;
but how bulky soever our dress maybe, bur va
nitics still exceed them.

The largeness of the

doctor's wig arises from the same pride as the
smallness of the beau's queue.

want to

Both

have the size-of their understanding measured
by the external dimensions of their heads.
There are some fashions thatseem to have a
more reasonable origin, which is to hide or to
lessen

the defects of Nature.

To

take

men

altogether, there are many more ordinary faces
and

deformed bodies, than

itances
as

and

being

handsome

the

most

beautiful counte

figures.

numerous,

The former,
give

laws

to

fashion, and their laws are generally such as
are made in their favour.

Women begin to

colour their cheeks with red when the natural
roses are faded,

and.

the younger are obliged

to follow the example,
by the

same

ecessi(y.

world lb is custom
powdering

and

though not, compelled
In all parts

of the

and
prevails more or less,

frizzing the hair, though

not

so general, seems to have arisen from a similar
desire of displaying-the features to must advan
U)
-I)t.
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But,

leaving '-the

of the l1umnl

draperies

unadorned

picture, let us'rctirn to the figure
by art.
" The hcad

of man,

or

whether
'

internally,.

is

considered

d i.flèrent.ly

from that of all other animals.'
he monkey has some
there

are

differences,

similitude,
which,

another' place.

notice 'f in

almost all quadrupeds are

l5ut

we
.;The

covered

of man alone, has

but the head

The

ex-

formed
head of
in. that
take

shall

bodies

of

with hair,

this ornament

before puberty, and tha more abundantiy than
'
,
.
any other animal.
There is a great variety in the'teeth of all
some have them above and bclow, others
ani-mals,
under jaw only :in some they,

have them in t1

stand separate from each other 'while in others
The palate of some

they are close and united.

Jislies is nothing but a bony substance studded
with points, which perform the 'office of teeth.
All these substances,

that i's, the teeth of nicn

qñadrupeds, and fishes,
sects, like the

the. saws,

and hoofs,

nails, horns,

their origin from the nerves.
marked

that the

air;
posed to the
access to it,

&c. of in

We

derive

before re

nerves harden by being ex
and as the mouth gives free

the nerves that terminate t1ieren,
being
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being' thus exposed, acquire a solidity.

In this

manner the teeth and nails are formed in man,
and the beaks, hoofis, horns, and talons of other
animals are produced.
The

neck supports the

to the body.

head,

and unites it

part is more considerable

This

in the generality of quadrupeds, than in man.
Fishes and oilier animals that have not
similar to ours, have no neck.

lung.

Birds in gene

ml have the neck longer than any oilier
of animal ;
claws

of them

those

have

also

short

kind

which have

necks, and

short

so on the

contrary.
The

human

breast is

larger in

proportion

than that ofother animals; and none but man,
and those animals which make use of their fore
feet as hands, such
have
are

as monkeys, squirrels, &c.
The

collar-bones.

larger than

formed in

in men ;

the same

breasts

in

women

they however seem

manner;

and sometimes

milk is found in the breasts of the

latter.

Of

this there have been many instances about the
have seen a young man
age of puberty, and I.
out of one of his
press a considerable quantity
breasts.

Among animals there

the body.
riety in this part of
and

the elephant,

1111v

is a great va

Some, as the ape

but two teats,

which
are
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are pluced on each side of the
have

four.

breasts

Bears

have but two, placed

Sheep

tween the hinder legs.

Other animals,

be

such

as the bitch and sow, have them all along the
belly.

Birds and other oviparous animals have

no teats;
and the
The

but viviparous
dolphin, have

fishes,

both

as

the whale

teats and

milk.

also of the teats varies in different

form

animals, and

in the same

animal at different

Those women whose breasts are shaped

ages.

like a pear,

are said to

make the best nurses.

In the belly of the human race the naval makes
a

conspicuous figure,

but

which

is

scarcely

perceptible in other animals.
The arms of men but very little resemble the
fore

legs

of quadrupeds,

wings of birds.
I hat i

and much

less the

The ape is the only

animal

possessed of hands and arms; and they

are fashioned more rudely, and with less exact
proportion, than in
also

much

larger in

rntn.

The shoulders are

man than

in

any other

animal, and of a form widely distinct.
The form of the back differs not much from.
that. of

many quadrupeds, only

are more muscular and
strong.
however,

in

man is different

animals Wnafsover.

that the reins
The buttock,

from that

of all

What goes by tbt name
ill
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is only the.
upper part of

the thigh, and by no means similar :

man

the only animal that can support himself
be-ing
perfectly

erect,

the peculiar hardness of thi3

part enables him to sustain that position.
The human feet are also (hilerent from those
ofall animals, even apes notexcepted. The foot
of the ape is rather a kind of aukwaid hand; its
toes, or

rather fingers, are long, and that in

the middle longest of all; the foot also wants
the heel.

In man the sole of the foot is broader

and more adapted to maintain the equilibrium
of the body in walking, dancing, or running.
The nails are smaller in man than those of
any animal,

If they were much longer than

the extremities of the fingers, they would ob
struct the management of the hand

Such sa

vages as suffer them to grow long, make use of
them in flaying and tearing an imna15 but though
their nails are considerably larger
they are yet

to
by no means

than

ours

be compared to

the hoofs or the claws of other animals
There is little known exactly with regard to
the proportion of the human figure, for the same
in any
parts do not bear sirniliar proportions
two individuals ; nor even in the same, for Sd
dom is it that the
VOL. IV.

of equal
right leg or ann is
M

dUflCfl"iOfl
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dimensions with the left.

It is not

by taking

an exact resemblance that we can determine on
the best

proportion

of the human figure;

we

must seek for it in taste and sentiment, which
have exceeded the laws of mechanism
imitation ofNature; and in which

in

the

imitation we

recognize her perfections more coils p ic uou sly
than in her own productions; and by the same
rule the beauty of the best

statues is much bet

ter conceived by observation than by
The ancients executed statues in so high
measure-ment.
a degree of perfection, that they have ever been
considered as exact representations of the most
perfect human figures.

These statues, which

were at first copied after the human form, are
now considered
and

it;

as the most perfect models of

for this plain, reason, that they

were

not formed after any one individual, but from
a diligent observation of the
perfect symmetry
that was

to be collected, as it were, from the

whole species.
considered

In doing this, these artists also

each

part

of

the

human

frame

should. be of certain dimensions to become the
standard of perfection;

for instance, that the

body should be ten times the length of the face
and

that the face should also be divisible into

three equal parts, the first form the hair on the
fore I ead
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the nose, the second the nose, and

the third from the 'lose to the end of the chin.
In measuring the body they use the term nose
the third of the face,

as

one of which

they

reckon in height, from the top of the forehead
to

the crown of the head, therefore from

the

of the head to-the bottom of the dun

is a

top

face and one third, and from the chin to the
upper part of the breasts two thirds more, which
of course makes two tenths of the whole body;
to the bottoni oft.hc paps another, to the navel
a fourth, and

from

thence to

the lower extremities a fifth

the division of

or half the body;

two more faces are assigned to the thighs, half
a one to the knee,

two

from the

knee

to the

from thence
top of the foot, and the other half
o the

sole,

which

completes the ten.

This

division does not hold good in men of a more
than .-ordinary size, iii whom about. half a face
is allowed between the paps arid the commence
ment of the thighs, which in them is not the
middle of the body.
out,

The arms being stretched

measure from the ends of the middle fin.

(lie length of the body.
gers ten fccs, orxactly
The hand is the length of the face, the thumb
that of the nose, as is also the longest toe, and
of the
the.bQUOLn.of the foot is oc sixth part
M

2

length
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length

The space between the

of the body.

eyes is the breadth of the eye:

the breadth of

the thickest part of the thigh is double that of
the thickest part of

the leg,

and

treble

the

Were any individual measured by

smallest.

these rules, those we consider as the most per
fect would be found highly deficient.
These

correspondences

tremely arbitrary.

are,

however,

In infants the upper parts

of the body are larger than the lower ;
and thighs
half the

do

ex

the legs

not constitute any thing

length of the

body;

like

as the child in

creases in age the inferior parts increase more
than

in

equally

proportion, so
divided

till

that the
has

it

In women the

growth.

body is

not

its

full

acquired

anterior part of the

chest is more prominent than iri'mcn;

but a

in the former the chest is more thick, so in the
latter it is

more broad.

In women too

the

more bulky, and so dif
hips are considerably
ferent is the conformation

of those two parts,

that it is sufficient to distinguish the skeleton
ofa woman from that of a man.
The total height of the human figure varies
considerably.

Men are said to be tall who are

from five feet eight or nine inches
The middle stature

is

from

five

to six
feet

feet.

two

to
P, VO
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such as fall under

these measures are said. to be of small stature
Women

in

general are

shorter than men.

two

or three inches

As for giants and dwarfs',

of them we shall have occasion to speak in an
other place.
Though

the body of a man is more exter

delicate than

nally

that of any

animal, it h

excec(ltngly muscular, and for its size perhaps
more strong.

Were we to compare the strength

ofa lion with that of a man, we ought to con
sider that the former is armed with
lalons,

which give

a

false

and

idea of its power.

has received from Na

The arms which man

an(1 happy were it if

ture are not offensive ;
Art had never

teeth

furnished

him with

'weapons

more terrible than those which arm the paws
of the lion.
But there is another,

and

per1aps

a more

just manner of comparing the strength of mani
with that of animals,

namely by

'which either can carry.
the

the wcihts

We. are assured that

porters of Constantinople carry

JOO pounds weight ;

burthens

and M. Desaguliers fells

us of a man

in an upright posture, who, by

distributing

a certain number

such a
*

manner

that

of weights, in

every part of his body
bore
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2000 pounds.
vhicli

By the same expedient a horse,

is at least six or seven times our bulk,

ought to be enabled

to carry a load

of 1'2 or

14,000 pounds; -an enormous weight in com
animal can support,
parison of what that
when the weight is distributed with

even

every pos

sible advantage.
Tue strength of a man may be still further
estimated by agility and the continuance of his
labour.

Men accustomed to running outstrip

horses,

or at least continue their

greater

length

of time.

A

a long journey much

less fatigue.

for a

will

walk

man

down a horse if they continue
perform

speed

together,

and

sooner, and with

The royal messengers of Ispalian,

Who are runners by profession,

go

6 leagues

Travellers assure us,

that

the i1ottciitos out-run lions in the chace,

and

in 14 or Jo hours.

that the savages, who live by hunting, pursue
the elk and other animals
to take them.
are told

Many

with such speed

other surprising things

of the nimbleness "of savages,

the long journics

as

they

and of

accomplish on

fot,

over the most craggy mountains, and the most
unfavourable roads,

where there is no path

direct, and every obstacle to oppose.

to

A thousand
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sanl leagues are these people said to travel in
less than

six weeks,

or

two months.

Birds

excepted, whose muscles are indeed stronger in
proportion than those of any 'Other animal, no
other

creature

could

nuance of fatigue.

support such

a

conti

The civilized man is ig'

norant of his own strength ;

nor is he sensible

how much he loses of it by effeminacy, arni
how he might add to it by the habit of vigor
Otis exercise.
Sometimes

but

strength;
would

we

find

this

be. valuable

state, is

of very

men
gift

of

ex1raordinar

of Nature,

to them in

which

a. primitive

trifling service with

the. 1i o-.

lished part of mankind, among whom mental
perfections are held in higher -estimation than
bodily, and

manual

exertions are confined to

persons of the lowest classes...
Men are much strongertlian women ;

and

this superiority they have too often employed,
by

tyrannically, enslaving a .-sex,

which was

formed to partake with .them:.the pleasures ti-7.
as the pains of life. Savage nations subject
their women to

a continued series

of labour.

On them is imposed every -office of .drudgery
vhile

the

hammock.

hnsband indolently recljn.es. in. hk
From this inactive

itnton h

i

1dOmII
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seldom roused but by the calls of hunger,
he is obliged to seek food by fishing or hunting.
A. savage has no idea of taking pleasure in ex,
crcise; and nothing surprises him more than to
see an European walk backwards and forward,
merely for his amusement or recreation.
men have a tendency to laziness ;

All

but the sa

vages of hot countries are not only lazy to an
extreme, but tyrannical to their women, beyond
any other classes of rriei. In civilized countries
men

dictate laws to women, which are the more

severe,

as

their manners

are rough -and

un.

taught, and it is only among nations bighlypo
lished that women are

raised to that

equality

of condition which is naturally their due, and
s'

necessary to the true enjoyment of society.

Thcse refinements flow from

themselves;

and

to strength they oppose arms more sure to con
quer, when by modesty they teach us to
homage
L-td v

to the empire

superior to strength

intage,

skill is

requisite to

influence,
ideas

as

which

beauty.

is

manage

evident

different

a

of beauty;

from
nations

natural

But

and

pay

much

increase

the

its

different

entertain

of

These indeed are so widely opposite

SO palpably

is every
contradictory, that there

re.tsoa to suppose the sex have gained more by
riider ng
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amiable, than

even by

this gift of Nature, about which men

are so

much divided.

of oh.

As from the difficulty

taming it, the value of a thing still increases
beauty has

always had its admirers,

so

and its

votaries, respect necessarily encreased as soon
as the possessors of it maintained a
becoming
d ignity, and turned a deaf ear to every address
of which virtue was not

the

positive basis;

this naturally introduced a delicacy of senti
ment, and polished manners followed of course0
So widely did the ancients disagree with
in respect of beauty, that, with

them,

us

a small

forehead, and eye-brows joined, were account
ed ornaments in the female countenance; and
even to this day,

in Persia,

the

union of the

in high estimation.
eye-brows is held
veral parts of the Indies,

In

it is necessary

se
that

the teeth should be black, and the hair white,
to form a beauty; and, in the Marian islands,
it is a principal occupation of the women,
black-et the teeth with herbs,
the hair by 'certain lotions.

and

to

to whiten

In China and Ja

Of beauty are,
pan, the essential ingredients

a

small eyes, and almost concealed,
large visage,
a nose flat and bulky, little feet, and a belly
eu ormously big
-'or. iv.

Some of the Indians of AmeN

rica.
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tica and Asia, in order to
enlarge the counfc
nance,

compress the heads of their

children

between two planks, others flatten them from
the crown only, and others exert every effort to
fender them round.

Every nation, and every

individual, has a peculiar prejudice, or tasle,
with respect to beauty,
na es

from

which probably origi

some pleasing impression received

in infancy, and therefore depends more, perhaps, on habit and chance than on the dispo..
sition of our organs.
When
snscs,

we

come to

treat

of the

different:

we shall perhaps be able to determine

what stress is to be laid on the ideas of beauty
which we receive from the eyes.
time let

us examine the

human

In the mean
countenance

agitated by

the pasinsw

In grief, joy, love, shame, and

compassion,

as it appears when

the eyes swell, and

overflow %vlth tears.

The

effusion of these is always accompanied with a
tension of the muscles of the face,, which opens
the mouth.

The natural

moisture. n the nose

becomes increased by the tear
the lachrymal ducts;
they

flowing through

do net, however,

flow uniformly, but burst out by intervals.
In sorrow the corners of the mouth are lowered, the under lip raised, the. eye-lids Rearly
closed
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dosed, the pupil eleVated, and almost covered
the eye-lid; 'the

with

other muscles

of the

face are relaxed, so that the space between the
month and the
and

eyes is larger than
the counteauc

of consequence

lengthened.
In fear,

ordinary,
appears

[Seefig. 13.]

terror,

or

orrr, the

forehead i

wrinkled, the eye-brow raised, the eye-lids ar
extcrded as much as possible, Wand discover a
part

of the white

over

the

pupil,

which

i

lowered, and somewhat concealed by the lower
,eye. -l'id: the mouth,' at the same time, is widely
opened, and the lips separating, both the up.
are seen.
per and under teeth
"

In, contempt

[Seefig- 14.j

and derision the upper lip is

raised on one side, and on the other there is a
little motion, resembling a supercilious smile;
" the 'nose is shrivelled on the same side that the
.the
.-lip is raised, ai!.d
extended;

the

corner of the mouth is

eye on the same side is .almost

shut, *h He the other is open as usual, but the
pupils

f both

front a height.

are lowered as when

looking

[Seefig. 15.}

In jealousy, envy, and malice, the eyebrows
fall down,

aud

are wrinkled;

the' eye-lid is

raised and the pupil lowered; the upper lip is
raised on 'each. side, while the corners of the
N 2

mouth
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mouth are rather lowered;
the under lip

is

aiid the middle

raised,

in. order t

middle of the upper lip.

[Seejig.

of

join the
16.]

In laughter the two corners of the mouth are
drawn back and somewhat raised; the upper
is raised;
part of the checks
more

or

is

lowered;

in

im

laughter the mouth is opened,

and

the skin of the nose is shrivelled.
The arms,
neral,

the hands,

and

[Seejig. 17.]

and the

body in ge.

likewise assist the countenance. by dif-

ferent gestures,
tions

the eyes are

less closed; the.
upper lip is raised,

while the under one
moderate

and

in the expression of the

of the soul.

In joy,

emo

for example,

the

eyes, the head, the arms, and the whole body,
are agitated by quick and varied

movements.

in languor and melancholy the eyes are sunk,
the head is reclined,
motionless.:

and the whole

body

is

In admiration, surprize, and asto

nish merit,. all motion is suspended, and we re
main in one and the saii-ieattitude.
pressions -of the

These ex

passions are independent on

the will; but there is another sort of
expression,
which seems to be
produced by a reflection of
the rnind

by a command of the will,

which the eyes,

the

head,

the arms,

whole body, are
put in action.

and

by

and' the

They appear
to.
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to be sá many efforts of the mind to defend the
body, or at least so many secondary signs su
cient to express particular passions.
desire,

In love,

and hope, we raise the head and
eyes

towards heaven, as if to implore the good w
wish; fort;, we bend the head forward, as if to
bastcn, by this approach, the
possession of the
desired object; and we extend the arms,

and

open the hands, in order to emlrace and seize
.it.

On the contrary, in fear, hatred, and

we advance the arms with
hor-ror,
precipitation, "IS
if to repel the object of our aversion;
order

to shun it

we turn

head, and shrink back.

and in

aside the eyes and

These movements are

so quick that they appear involuntary:

but-it

is by. habit we are deceived, for they are motions which depend on reflection, and which
mark the perfection of the springs of the human. body, by the readiness with

which

-

member obeys the dictates of the will.
As the passions are agitations of the
and as most of, them

hayc

each

mind,

an affinity to the

impressions-of the senses, they may be expressed
by the movements of the body, aud especially
by those of the visage.
we may

form

Of what, passes within

a judgment front the external

motions of the body, and can knqw the actual
sit uatie
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situation

f the soul by inspecting the changes
no

But as the soul has

of the countenance.

form which can have any relation to that

of

ntter we cannot judge of it by the figure of
the body, or by the features ofthe countenance.
An ill-fotrncd body ñiay contain

an amiable

mind; nor is the good or bad disposition of a
be determined by the features of the
person to
face, these features
the

having no

nature of the soul

with

analogy

on which any reason

able conjectures may be founded.
To this kind of prejudice, nevertheless, the
ancients

were

'Strongly attached;

and in all

ages there have been men whá have attempted
to form into a science of divination, their pre
tended skill in physiognomy; but it is evident
that this divination

can

only

extend

to the

ituation'of the miid when expressed by

the

,motion of the eyes, visage, and other parts of
the body, and that the form
mouth, and other features,

of the nose, the

are no

more cone

ected with the natural disposition of the per
son, than is the
largeness or the thickness ofthe
limbs to that of thought.

Shall a man have

more genius because he has' a bettershaped
nose? Shall behave

less wisdom. because his

are little,

is

eyes

and his mouth

large?

It

must
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therefore,

that

the

divination of physiognomists is without foun,
dation, and that nothing can be more chime.
rical than their pretended observations,

CHAPTER V.

0? OLD

AGE AND DEATH,

in Nature has its irnprovee
EVERY object
No sooner does the
ment and its decay.
human form arrive at its limited

perfection,

than it begins to decline.

The alteration is at

and even

several years elapse

first insensible,

before it becomes perceptible.

Yet we ought

to-feel the weight of our years better than other
the number of them; and,
people can estimate
as those art arc1y deceived who judge of our
we would
age from external appearances,

be

still less so, as to the internal effect, if we did
but observe ourselves more, and flatter our
øelyesless with false and idle hopes.

When
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Whefi the body has attained its full leIigth3
of all its parts, it begins
by the final expansion
to receive an

additional bulk,

which rather

incommodes Than assists it, and may be consi
This is

tiered as the first step towards decay.

formed from a superfluous substacc termed fat,
and generally appears about the age of thirty
five, or forty, and by 'which, in proportion to
its encrease,

the

body

becomes less

nimble,

active, and unconstrained in its motions'
The bones also, and

the other solid parts of

the body, encrease in solidity. The membranes
become cartilaginous, or gristly, the cartilages
become bony,

the fibres become more

hard,

the skin dries up, wrinkles are gradually form
ed in

it,. the hair grows

grey, the teeth fall

out, the visage becomes haggard, and the body
stoops.

The first. approach of these alterations

is perceived before the age of forty;

by slow

and by
degrees they advance till that of sixty,
rapid ones

till that

of seventy:* after

period, decrepitude soon follows

which

and continues

to augment to the
age of ninety, or a hundrcc1
when the life of man is
terminated.
generally
Having already traced the causes of the for
mation, growth, and
hurnaa
expansion of the
frame)
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frame, we shall now
proceed to consider those
of is decay.
At first the bones of the fetus are
only small
,threads, of a ductile matter, and of little more
substance than the flesh; by
degrees they acquire
solidity,

and may be considered

as a kind of

small tubes, lined both within and without
by
a

thin membrane which

matter.

supplies the osseous

A pretty exact idea might be formed

of the growth

of bones,

by comparing them

ivith the manner in which the wood and solid
parts of vegetables are produced.

These bones,

or, as we have said, tubes, are covered at both
ends by a soft substance, and in proportion as
they receive nutritious juices, the extremities
extend

from

the middle

point which always

preserves its original station.

The ossification

begins at the middle and gradually follows the
extension until the whole is converted into bone.
Having

acquired their full growth, and

the

nutritious juices no longer being necessary for
their augmentation, they serve the purpose of
time the bones be
increasing their solidity; in
come so solid as not to admit the circulation of
these juices which are highly essential to their
.nourishment; and thisbeing stopped, they undero a change like that perceived in old trees;
'VOL. IY

0

and
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and this change is the first cause

l,,01 renders

the deciv of the human body inevitable.
The

w 11 ich

cartil;iges,

as soft

and imperfect.

be considered

may

hones,

also more

grow

rigid as we increase in years ; and as they are
near the JoHits, the motion of'
generally placed
these must of

more dif,

consequence become

Thus , in old age, every action of

ficud.
is

body

performed wi h

tilages, which in

and

bend,

labour ; and the car

youth were

elastic,

and

pliant, will now sooner break

manhood

may

I he

be considered as

in

than

the second

cause of our d isoltion.
The

membranes

become

dense and
grow old more
for example, which

more

as the age of

dry.

surround the

IS

as

we

Those,

bones cease

incapable of extension so

to be ductile, and are
early

likewise

or

2(.

It is also the

same with the muscular fibres, and though to
the external touch the body seems, as we

ad

vance in year, to grow more soft, yet in reality
it is
increasing in

hardnes.

On such

occa

siois 11 is the skit), and not the flesh, that corn
municates this
creases
bei n,,.r

:erceptton.

hen the body

The fat which in

is arrived at maturity,

between the skin and muscles,

gives an appearance of softness which the flesh
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is fir from possessing in reality; an undeniable
proof of which is t

be found in

comparing

the flesh of young and old animals ; the former
is

tender

and delicate ;

the latter hard, dry,

and unfit for eating.
While

the

body

increases,

the

skin

will

fretc1i to any degree of lensiun ; but when the
former diminishes, the latter

never contracs;

and hence the source of wrinkles, which call
not be prevented.

Those of the face proceed

from this cause, though
in a

greater

as

to Shape

measure on its

tures, and habitual movements.

they de

form,

By examining

the countenance of a man at the age of
30, we may discover in it
wrinkles it

fea

'5 or

he origin of all the

vilI have in old age ; particularly

when ihe features are in a state of agitation by
laughing,
All the

weeping,

or

any

little furrows formed

strong
by

grimace.

these

agia

ioris will one day become wrinkles, which no
art shall be able to remove.
In proportion then as we advance in years,
the bones,

the cartilages,

the membranes, the

flesh, the skin, and all the

fibres of the body

hard, and dry.
grow more solid,

Every part

shrinks, and every motion becomes more slow;
the

circulation

of

the
()

?

fluids

is

performed
with
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with less freedom, the perspiration, diminishes,
the secretions alter, the dicstion !)ccomCs slow
and laborious, the nutritive juices become less
plentiful,
their
useless,

and

no longer serving

accustomed

nourishment,

as if they

did

by

exist.

and little, all

body dies by little
diminish

not

degrees, and death

to

convey

arc

wholly

Thus

the

its functions
only

at

last

seizes upon that little which is left.
As the bones, the ca rtilages, the muscles, and
all the oilier parts of the body, are naturally
softer in women than

in men, they do not ac

death.
quire so soon that hardness 'which hastens
Women, therefi)re,
men.

This

to live longer than

ought

is acttatly the case;

for by con-

been
sulting the tables which have

formed

the duration of human life, we shall
re-specting
kind that, after a

certain

age, women have a

greater chance for long lift
same number of years.
be iiifirred, that such
pearance,

and

'whose

than men of the

From this it may also
men as are weak in ap
constitution

rather re

sembles that of women, have a probability

of

living longer than those who seem to be more
strong and robust ;

as likewise, that in either

sex such persons as have been slow in their ad
vances to maturity, will be slow

in their ad
vances
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both cases,

all the fibres,

the bones,

the

age,

because

cartihiges,

require a longer

at that degree of solidify,

lOt

time to

arrive

which must be the

foundation of their destru ci ion.

This natural

cause of death is common to all animals,
even

to

Au

vegetables.

because its more ancient
the centre,

rncnt ;

and

deprived

which

and

perishes

parts, which are

in

and so CoinpaCi,

the moisture they

of

only

no longer receive any

nourish

contain, being

circulation, becomes co iru pte t,

gradually alters the

and

o:k

become so hard

that they can

and

become

red,

and

fibres of the
at

wood,

crumble

length

into (lust.
The duration of life may be determined,

in

some measure, by the time that was employed
in the attainment of maturity.

A

tree, or an

animal, which takes but a short time
its

growth,

which

are

perishes much
longer

in

sooner than

coming

to

Neither animals nor plants begin to
bulk

till they have acquired

height.

Man grows in

to finish
those

maturity.
spread in

their ;u :nmit o

stattire tilt, the age oC

17 or 18; but his body is not C)fl) pietclv un
folded in all its path

till

that. of iO ;

while a

full length in u.-me year, and
dog is at its

t its
I .E4&
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'till

thickness
is

growth

in

so

another.

tedious,

\vhcrcas

years ;

10 or Ntl

the

r111

lives

man

for 90

seldom

dog

whose

or an

survives

To the generality o

year.

100
its

oilier

animals this observation is equally applicable.
whose growth

Iishes,

of years, live

for

Continues for a imumber

ciituries ;

and this from no

other known certain cause,

but time

contitiition of their bones,

which (10

particular
not

ad

mit of the same solidity as the bones of terres
trial animals.
\Vhether
or

kind

there

rule,

adoped in

which

Nature

iroporiion trig

seems

the

we conic to

the

to have

shall enquire

particular

history

animals, as also whether crows and stags
for

such

a number of years as
In the mean while,

pretended.

let it be

truth,

live loner than
they

require

a

small ones
longer

time

as

a

live

general
animals

and this
come

to

o'

is commonly

that large

remarked,

this

duratiuii of life

to that of the bodily grow '.:h, we
-when

to

arc any exceptions

because
to

ma

thritv.
The,
thble ;

causes
nor

can

of our

decay

we avoid

then

the

thtal

are

inevi

arrow

of

death, or even avert it, without changing time
laws

of

Nature.

The

ideas

\\hich

a

few

visionaries
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1fc by

isionarics 1iivc formed of perpetuatin,
Some particular p'ui';Cea, as t1t

of the trans

the blood of one living creature into

tusion of

the body oauothcr, III tist have died with
stan Iv cherish our

de,--a-1', tiot SCIf-IOVC Co
cre(lu1iy, even

to

the

1 lii IIQ'S \\ Inch are i i I
to the (iou)t

o

p'ruas1on

of

some

emslves impossible, a!liI

01 1l(rs,

of which

day

every

there are cleinonstrative proofs.
W' hen the constilution of the i)Ody is SOllU(l
is perhaps

it

pasms,

by

possible,

by moderation
and

temperanCe

lengthen liü for a few years.

iii the

sobie,

to

But eveii of .his

there seems to be an uncertainty, 1r if it is ne
cessary that the body sliouhi employ its whole
strength, that it should cousume all us powers
by

labour

benefit
Men

and

exercise,

accrue from

no

whence "could

any

regimen and abstiri.-Nice

doubt there are who

have Surpassed

the usual period of human existence , and
to mention Par, who

not

lived

to the age of 144,

arid Jenkins to that of 163,

as recorded in the

Ph ilosopb ical Tra nsactious, we have in any in
stances of the prolongation of life to 110, and
even to

1,220 years ;

yet

this longevity was oc

casioned by no peculiar art or

management ;

ii the contrary, it appears that the generahiy
of
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of them
rs,

were peasants, huntsmen, or labour.

men who

thly strength,

had employed

their whole 1)0

and even abused it,

ii to ai)flse

it, is possible, olhVrwIsC than by continual
and debauchery.
idle-ness
Besides, if we reflect that the European,
Negro,

the thincse,

and

the

the

American,

the

Civilized flian and the savage, the rich and the
inhabitant of the city, and

poor, the

utbitant of the coifflrv,
other

are yet

respects,

however

different i:

entirely similar as

ai1oted for their existence ;

the period
reflect that

to

if we

The difference of race, of climate,

of nourih merit of accommodation,
difference.

the iii

in the

term of life ;

makes n

that men

wiro

teed on raw flesh, or on dried fish, on sago, or
on rice, on cassava, or on roots, live as long as
those who fee(] on

bread. anl prepared

meats,

we must he still more strongly convinced that
the (!urat tori of life depends not either on

ba

bits, crtsloms, or on the qualities of particuhLr
food,

and

that

nothing can

of that mechanism,

change the

by which

laws

the number

of

our years are
regulated, bftt excesses of luxury
or intemperance.
If in the (inralion of life there
ft'rence,

it.

otght

is

any

diG.

he ascribed to
seemiigiy to
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than in low..
Wales,

In elevated 'Countries
found more oh

commonly

105

people

The mountains in: Scotland and

of Auvergne

and

Switzerland, have

furnished more instances of extreme,
hrngevity
than the plains of Holland, F1andei,
Germany
or Poland.

In' general, however,.theperiod of

human existence may be said to be the same in
every country.
diseases

man is

90 or an 100.
did

If not cut off" by. ac&idental
found to live to the years of

Beyond that date" our ancestors

not: live, nor has it, in any degree varied

since tlietimeof David.
Should it be asked, why, in-the-early-ages,
men lived to
it may, with

900, 930, and

even 9(30 years?

great. probability of' reason, be

answered, that the productions

of the earth

might then be of a different nature; as, at the
creation, the surface of the globe must have
been far less solid and compact than it after..
wards became, so it is possible that the produc
tions

of Nature, and

even

the human body,

itself, being' more ductile and' more susceptible
of extension,

their growth was

accomplished as at

present.

not so soon

Every kind

of

nourishment being in itself more -soft -and more'
voj

IV.

P

ductile,
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ductile,' the bones, the mucles, :&c. necessarily
retained their. primitive softness and ductility
longer.
tam

As

the

body, therefore, .did.

ii'ot at

itsl complete expansion, nor its generative

the duration of
powers, for. '120 or ISO years,
life would ;be

roportionèd

to, that

time, re

as it is to this, day.
quired fQr the growth,

In.

the; supposition.,' for example, th;at the age. .of
the years of. ThO, as
puberty was originally at.
itis now a...the age of 14, :it.vi1l appear, that
the period Qf.h111ina

exitence ias always-been
t prcscnt:, since

proporticrnay the sameas: it is

by multiplying those two numbers, by seven.
for instaRce,e. shall finI. that the-age, of the
present ra
first, age.. 910.

as those , 41 -the

will be 98 years
It; is

probable,

then,. that the

duration Qfhuman life dçcreased.in proportion,
as the. solidityf the surface, of the earth in
creased, ad that the'agc

from the creation, to
sufficient to

the time of David, having

been

communicate. to

substances all the

terrestrial

of acquir
consistency, which they, are. capable
ing by the pression of gravity, the surface of
the. earth 1as ever since, remained in the same
condition, and the limits of the growth

of its

different productions have been fixed, as well
as those of the duration of life.
Independent
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Independent' of accidental
happen at

atTie

Which.

every, ages but become 'more din..

gerous and more 'requent at the latter peribds
all

of fife)-

men

are, subject to

ñaturalin

firmitis, that originate solely- from a decay 4
the different parts of the' body-.,The mnsbuiar
powers lose their firmness the head

hakes, the

hinds tremble, the legs totter; ana. th

sensi

be
bility of.thè nerves decreasing, every-sense
comes blunted.

B ut

the

most

striking

in

are uneqtiai to
firmity "is, that men 'vet' aged,
the

Of this

office of generation.

friability

two causes may be assigned, 'a defect Of tension
in

the

external

seminal

fluid.'

orgtns,

and

a- dea

of thb

ThC' latter defeat, howeVer

may he supplied by'a young wóinañ;' ;'and- Ann's
it is that we sometims see men at :an'

drane

but then'' they
period of life become fathers,
have a' much less share in their -children than
roii.ng ones; and thene it Ithppens, that,. rou'iik
persons,

when married

to old

1eidepid
and

Our author here ênte.rsinto a repetition of the A'a~ture
of the organic animalcules, and.to.account forthe efeçt o

tension in the external organs, but which we Ive passed
over, not doubting our readers would feel the prop~iety of
his concluding 1rernark tlit this wa
such disussiOns.
1)0
z. .-&

an ithpror place for
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and deformed,often bring forth -.monsters, and
children moredefective still than their fathers.
The scurvy, -dropsy,

and

diseases as

such

of the blood and
proceed, frorn a vitiated state
other fluids,

are the most fatal to

mankind;

but these, fluids depend. upon the solids, which
are the real organic -parts.

As we become ad

vanced in life the vessels contract, the muscles
lose

their strength,

are obstructed;

and the secretory organs

from which causes the blood,

and other fluids, become viscid, and
those diseases which

are

generally

to arise from vitiated humours.

occasion
supposed

The natural

decay of the solids are, therefore, the original
causes of those disorders;
fluids becQme stagnated, or

nevertheless, if the
are obstructed in

their circulation, by -a contraction of the
ves-sels,
they produce alarming symptoms,. and
soon corrupt.and corrode the weakest parts of
the solids.

Thus do the causes of dissolution

continually multiply

until they put a period

to our existence.
All these causes of decay

act

continually

upon our material exitncc, and contribute to
its dissolution.

Nature, however, approaches

to this much-dreaded,

period by slow and

im

perceptible
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Day after day is life

and every hour is some one or other
con-suming,
of our faculties, or vital
before the rest.
last shade
that man

Death, therefore, is only

in the
suffers

youth to

from

principles, perishing
and it is probable

picture;

a greater change

age, than

the

from

in passing

age

into

the

In the instant of the formation of the

grave.

ftus life is as yet nothing, or next to nothing.
It extends and acquires consistence and force
as the body increases, and as soon as the latter
the former decreases also,
begins to decrease
As our life begins by

till its -final extinction.
degrees,

so by degrees it is terminated.

Why, then, be afraid of death,
have been such as not lo

make us apprehend

the consequences of futurity?
of that. moment which

if our lives

Why be afraid

is preceded by an in

ñuity of others of the same kind?

Death i

as natural as life, and both happen to us in the
same manner,

without our having the smallest

sense or perception of them.
those

whose office

If we enquire of

it is to attend the sick and

the dying, we shall find., that, except in a very
few

acute cases, attended

with

convulsions,

people expire quietly, and without the smallest
indication of pain.

Even when drcadfiul ago
flies
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hics seem so attend the afflicted, t1e spectator
are

rather terrincd than

ed;

who,

violent
idea

having

recovered,

convulsions,

of what

had

the patients torment

poSSeSS

after
not

the

most

the smallest

Passed, or even what they

had suffered.
The greatest number of mankind die,. there
fore,
the

without feeling the fatal stroke;
few 'who

retain their senses

t

and of

the last,

there is hardly one, perhaps, who does not en
tertain the hope of recovery.

Nature, for the

has rendered this principle
happiness of man,
more powerful than reason.

A person dying of

a disorder which he already knows to be incura
ble, by repeated instances in others, and is now
assured that it is so by the tears of his friends,
and by the countenance

or departure

physician, is still buoyed U

of the

with the idea of

getting over it; the opinion of others he consi
ders as a groundless alarm; the hour of dlSSOa
lution comes; and while every thing else is, as
it were dead, hope is still alive and vigorous.
A sick man will say

that lie

feels

himself

dying; that he is convinced he cannot recover;
but if any person,

from zeal, or indicreiIon;

shall tell him that his end is
hand,
actually at
his countenance
instantly changes, and betrays
all
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the marks of surpriz(' and

Only, some

to

iinprehM

J r1(',.

I JL(

J (flY .sCfl1S not to believe, What 1u
tleavouriiig

I J J

ijiTO flY.

I i;L( I

111)011 of Iier

Sonic Un1easi1ieS,

doubt,

I

lo,

;

h'J

aL,oijt

L1.

situation.;

bit his hopes were far greafrr 1Jj;cj

his .ftr.s;

and but for th.e gloomy

the parade of woe,
a death-bed, and
morrents,

which generally surr'i'ur,J,

too often

he. would be

ernbitt':rs t!'

insensible

of

it

111%

disolution.
By no means is death so dreadful, tbercforc,
as we suppose it to be.

It is a spectre

which

terrifies us at a distance, but disappears
we-approach it more closely.

when

Our conccpios

of it arc formed by prejudice, and dressed up
by fancy.

We, consider it not only as a rni

fortune greater than-any.

other, but as one ac"

companied by the most excruciating anuih.
Death,

it is said,

sufficient

must be terrible, since it i

to separate the soul

from the bd

:

the pain must also be of considerable durati.
since time is measured
by the SUCCCSSIOU

t

ideas; one minute of
pail,, in which t hest'
succeed each other with a.
rapidity prportui.
ed to the
agony we sufler,
than a
ijiial

must, a i i'' IOL't

hoic age, in \vlItclL
gentleness and

they iiuw in iht'i

tnuiqiiihlity .

I u
1 ii

'
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an abuse of reason!
pllLloSoj)IIy, what

But for

the consequences of it, hardly would it deserve
As by such

to have its futility exposed.

however, weak minds are deceived,
ar-guments,
and

the aspect of death

rendered a 'thousand

times more hideous than it possibly can be; to
point out the erroneous

principles may be of

advantage.
When the soul is originally united to our
body, do we experience any extraordinary joy,
which

delights and

transports us?

What reason then can we have to

tainly not.

suppose that the

separation of the

that body may not be effected
From

Most cer

what

cause

should

soul

from

without pain?

such

pain

arise?

or in the

Shall we fix its residence in the soul,

body? Pain of the mind can only be produced
by thought, and that

of the body is

tioned to its strength or weakness.

propor

In the in

stant of death, the body must be in is weak
est state,

and therefore if it

does

experience

pain, it must be in a very trifling degree.
Let

us now

suppose

a violent death;

that

for example, of a man whose head is carried off
by a cannon-ball.

Can the pain he suffers last

longer than a moment?

Has he, in the interval

of that moment, a succession of ideas so
rapid,
that
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lie

can

imagine the

pangs

113
he feels are

equal to an hour, a day, an age ? These points
lye shall endeavotir to discuss.
I own the sticcession of our ideas is, in reality,
the only natural measure of time ; and that, in
proportion as

hey fio'v, with more are less uni
of longer or shorter du

forrnity, they appear
ration.

But in this measure there is an unit,

or fixed

point, which

is neither arbitrary nor

indefinite, but determined by Nature, and cork
respondent to our organization.

Between two

ideas which succeed each other, there must be
an interval that separates theni; however quick
one thought maybe,

a

little time is required

before it can be followed by another, no

suc

cession being possible in an indivisible instant.
The same observation holds with respect to the
sensations of the body.

A trantht.ioii from pain

to pleasure, or even from one pain to another,
requires a

certain interval.

which our thoughts and

This interval; by

ensations are neces

sarily separated, is the unit I mention ;

and it

can neither be extremely long, nor extremely
short ;"A must even be nearly upon an equality
in its duration, as it depends upon the nature
of the mind, and the organization of the body,
whose movements
ior. IV.

can have
Q

but one

certain
degree
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degree

of celerity.

In the

therefore,. there can

same individual,

be no succession

of ideas

so rapid, or so slow, as to produce that enor
difference

rnous

of duration,.

which

by

pain of a minute is converted intp

the

that of an

hour, a day, or a century.
A very acute pain, of however short

cons

tinuance, teflds to produce either a swoon, or
death.

As o.r

organs

have

only

a

certain

degree of strength, they cannot resist above a
pertain degrce of pain.
cessive, it ceases,

If that becomes ex

because

the body being in

capable of supporting it, is still less capable to
transmit"Jt to the

mind,

with

which

it

can

hold

no correspondence, but by the action of

these

organs.

therefore,

all

Here

this

internal

action

sensation

ceases,. and
must

neces

sarily cease also..
What has already been advanced, is
perhaps
amply sufficient to evince, that, at the instant
of death, the
pain is neither excessive nor
long duration;

of

but in order to
dispel all fear

from the bosom of
timidity itself, we shall add
a few words '1ore
upon the subject..
Though
excessive pains admit of to reflection,
yet
signs, at

least,

the very mom,
"

of it have . been

Observed in

of a violent death.

When
Charles-
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at Fredericksball, the

blow which terminated his exploits and exist
ence,

clapped his hand

he

Since it excluded

not

upon his

sword.

reflection, this

mortal

pang could not, therefore, be excessive.
brave warrior found himself attacked;

The
he re

flected that lie ought to defend himself;

and

thence, it is evident., he felt no more than what
he might have suffered from an ordinary blow.
That this

action

was nothing more than the

esult of a mechanical impulse it would be ab
surd to assert,

as it has been evidently shewn,

in our description of man, that the most pre
cipitate

of the

movements

upon reflection,

and

are

passions depend

nothing

more than

effects of an habitual exertion of the mind.
If I have rather enlarged on this topic it is
only that I might destroy a prejudice so repug
nant to the happiness of man.

To this pre

judice many have fallen victims;
myself known

several,

of the

and I have

female sex

in

particular, who, from the very dread of death,
have

died in

reality.

Such

terrible

alarms

seem, indeed, to be particular to those whom
Nature or education have endowed

with

su

perior sensibility, as the gross of mankind look
Q2

forward
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forward

to

if not with indifference at

death,

least without terror.
In viewing things

as

they are

spirit of true philosophy.

the

consists

With this philoso-

phy our internal sensations would always correspond,

were they

not perverted by the

of imagination, and by the unfortunate
illu-sions
habit of fabricating

of

phantoms

pains and of pleasure.

excessive

Nothing appears ter

rible nor charming but what is at a distauce.
To

obtain

a certain knowledge

must. have the

resolution,

of either

we

or the wisdom, to

take a close and particular view of them,

and

all their extraordinary circumstances will disappear.
If there be any
what has

thing necessary to

been said

concerning the gradual

cessation of life, we might find it
certainty of the signs of death.
the

confirm

in the

un

By consulting

writers on this subject, and

particularly'

\Vinslow and Bruhier, we shall be convinced,
that between life and

death the shade is often

so

that

undistinguishable

all

the

powers

of

medical art are insufficient to determine
upon
it.
According to them, "the colour of the
face, the warmth of the
body, the suppleness of
the joints, are but
equivocal signs of life; and
that
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that

the paleness of the complexion, the cold-

ness

of the

body,

the stiffness

of the

motion,
and
iiities, the , cessation
the
.
e of all
r
t
x
e
total insensibility of the parts, are signs to th
"
full as cquivocalofdeath.
it is also the same
with regard to the cessation of the pulse, and
of repration, which are sometimes so effect.ii
ally kept under, that it is impossible to obtain
the smallest perception of either.
a mirror, or candle,
supposed

to

By carrying

to the mouth of a person

be dead,

people expect

whether lie breathes or not ;

to find

but in this expe

riment there is little certainty ;

the mirror

is

often sullied after death has taken place, and
remains

unclouded

alive.

Neither

do

while the
burning

person

is still

nor scarifying,

noises in the ears, nor pungent spirits appjed
to the nostrils, give

indubitable proofs

of the

discontinuance of life; many are the instances
of persons who have undergone all such trials
without shewing any signs of 1ifi,

and yet,

the astonishment of the spectators,

to

recovered

afterwards without the smallest. assistance.
Nothing can be more evident than that life,
in some cases, has a near resemblance to death,
and therefore that we ought to be extremely
cautious of renouncing,
hastily to the grave,

and committing

too

the bodies of our Him
creatures.
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Neither ten,

creatures.

twenty, nor

twenty

four hours are sufficient to distingiush real from
apparent

and

death ;

persons who

have been alive

the end of the second,
\Vhy stiffir
those

p°'

to prolong?

there

to

are instances
in

of

the grave at

and even the third day.

be interred with

prccipitalioii

whose lives we ardently wished
Why, though all men are equally

interested in the abolition of it, does. the prac
tice still subsist ?
able

On the authority of the most

physicians,

it

incontestably

"that the body, though " living,

appears,

is sometimes

so far deprived of all vital function, as to have
of cleat 11; that, if in
every external appearance
the space of three days, or seventy two hours,
no sign of life appears,
the body exhales a

and on the contrary

cadaverous smell, there is

an infallible proof of actual death:;_ and

that

then, though on no account till then, the inter
ment can with safety take place."
Hereafter we shall have occasion to speak of
the usages of different nations with respect to
obsequies, interments, and cmbalmeiits.

The

greatest part, even of the most savage people,
pay more attention than we to their deceased
friends.

What with us is nothing more than

a cercinony, they consider as an essential duty.
Far superior is the respect which they pay to.
their
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their

them, they speak to

they clothe

they recite their

them,

virtues ;

of humanity,

exploits,

while we,

on our sensibility,

119
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they

extol

who pique ourselves

with hardly an appearance
fly from them,

forsake and

we

neither desire to see, nor have courage nor in
to speak to them,

clination

and

even

avoid

recall their idea to our
every place which may
Than savages

minds.

themselves,

then, do

we, in this respect, discover either mole iadif.
ference or more weakness.
Having thus
death, as they
now

(riven 'a history of life, and of
relate to the

consider them

whole species.

both,

individual,

as they affect

Man dies at

though in general

let us

every age

the duration

the
and

of his life is

Jongerthan that of most animals, yet it is more
uncertain and more variable.
Of late

years attempts

have been

made to

ascertain the degrees of such variations, and

t

establish, by different obserVations, some cer
tainl.y as

to the

mortality of men at

different

Were such observations sufficiently ex

ages.

act and numerous they would ho adrniral)l'ycal
uIated to give a knowledge of the number of
people, their increase, time consumption of pro.'
Visions,

and of a number

of other important
ObjCCt
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Many writers of distinguished abili'

objects.

ties, and, aluoilg others, 1-lalley and

Simpson

have given tables of the rnortalily of the human
species; but as their labours have been confin
ed to an

examination of the bills of mortality

in a few parishes of London, and

other large

cities, their rcse;irchcs, however accurate, seem,
ill my opuuori,

to give a

very imperfect idea

of the mota1i(y of mankind in general.
J

In order to givea complete table of this na

ture

it is necessary

o scrutinize not only the

as
'pafish-reg'isters of sudi towns
Paris,

where

there

is

a

London and
ingress of

perpetual

but also those

strangers and egress of natives,

of (liflereilt country places; that, by comparing
the deaths which

happen in the one with the

deaths which happen
concluioa

may

be

a

in the other,

formed.

M.

general

Dupré,

St. Maur, a member of the French

of

academy,

executed this project upon twelve different pa
rishes in the country of France,
Paris.

Having

obtained

his

and

three in.

permission

to

publish the tables he has drawn up on this oc
casiou, I de it with the
greater pleasure, as they
are the only ones from which the
probabilities
of human life in general can withany certainty
be established
PARISHES.
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0
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0
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0
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0

0
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0
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From these tables rnauy useful
But I

drawn.

might be

consider

shall only

those which respect the probabilities ot the
It is obSe!V!b1e, that in the C3
du-that
oiIe.
lUY1!lS Opj)OC the years NJ
t(), 70,
&c.

nd oflhir

1 he (lea( h

rouliCi 1l1(flb%lS,
the

ii

more numerous L:111
seq iicrt cluinu.
incoiisteuCy
country
agc,

and

the parish

PC0P

rj\

aIi:Cs
be n

'0

3fI)

country

as 25,

parishes

are

in the preceding or sub
cause of this seeming
him

the

generality

of

io'iorant of their exact

thcrck)re it' they die at 58 or 59,
is entered 60 ;
register it

other round numbers.

50,
()
00

in

and so of

From this irregularity

the incoIlvenicce is not great, as it may easily
be corrected by the manner in which

the rniin

bers succeed each other in the- Tables.
By the tables in the country parishes

it ap

half of the children die
-pears, that almost one
before the age of four years,

and by the Paris

table not before 16; -which great difference cer
tainlv arses from the children being sent into
the Country to nurse, and conscquently increases
the iiumber of

deaths there in infancy.

As

likely to come at the truth, I have blended the
two tables, and from thence calculated the pro.
babihitics of the duration of life as follows:
TABLE
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TABLE

11

of 11w PROBABILITIES of the
LIFE.

1R1RATION of HUMAN

Duration

Duration

Age.

Yrs.

Yr
o

Mt.hs. Yrs.
0

.s
I

0

Yrs.

Duration

Age.

Mtlis./ Yrs.

Yrs.

Mtjis.
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0
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3
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By thL
ly born

table it appears, that an infant new

has

chance

an equal

of living' eight

that an infant of one will live 3:3 years

years ;
longer ;

that 'a child of two

vi 1l

live 38 year

lt)I1'er ; that a niaii of 20 will live 93 years and
five months longer ; that a man o130 will
live-LS
years longer; and so proportionally of every
other
It

re.
is

also

to be observed,

ycrs iS the ac at which

first,

that seven

the longest duration

of life is to be expected, since there is then an
equal

chance of

living

42

years

and

three

months longer; secondly that at the age of l
çme

fourth

cannot

of our existence

is

in res9n expect above

gone,
8 or

as

we

9 years

more;

thirdly, that we have enjoyed one half

of our

existence

at tic.

icckon upon only

age of 28,

B years more;

as

we can

and lastly,

that by the
age of 50 three fourths of life are
passed, the remaining probability

being only

br 16 or 17 years.
But these physical truths, however mortify
in,, may be
compensated by moral considera
tlpflS.

A man
ought

to consider as nothing

the first fifteen years of his Life.
tlt happens it,
effaced from the

that

long

Every thing

interval

memory, or has

of time is
at least so
little
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connection
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with the views and objects

which afterwards occupy our thoughts that it
gives us no concerns

Neither, indeed,

have

we the same succession of ideas, nor, it maybe
said, the same existence.

Iii amoral sense we

do not begin to live till we have begun to re
gulate our thoughts

to

direct them towards

assume to oursives a kind of
futurity, and to
consistency of character conformable to that
state which has some relation to what we shall
afterwards become.

By considering the diira*

tion of life in this, the only real point of view,
we shall find, that at the age
one
passed but

of 25 we have

fourth part of our life;

at the

and that, at the age of 56,
age of 38 one half;
there is one fourth of life still remains.

CHAPTER V1,.
OF THE SENSE OF SEEING.

described the parts of which the
HAVING
human body consists, let us now proceed.
to examine its principal organs; the expansion
of the senses, and their several functions;
VOL. iv

T

and
at
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at the same time, point out the errors to
them,
throuh
0

we are

in some

measure

sub

jec{ed by Nature.
The cycs sceni to be
the hurnaii embryo.
the double
d uccd.

formed very early

In the chicken also, of all
are the soonest pro

they

organs

in

I have observed in. the eggs of scverai

sorts of birds, and in those of lizards, that the
in their expan
eyes were more large, and early
sion, than any other parts of a two-fold growth.
Though, in viviparous animals,

and particu

at first, by no means so
larly in man, they are,
large in proportion as
they Ot)tamn

their

in

the

due firmatimi
it

any other parts, of the body.
with

oviparous,
sooner

than

is the

same

the small bones of

the organ of hearing;

of the

the ear are entirely formed before any,
other bones

yet

have acquired any

of their

part

growth or solidity.

Hence it is evident, that the

parts of the body,

which

are furnished

with

the greatest quantity of nerves, as the cars and.
eyes, are those %vhich first appear, and which
are the soonest brought to perfection.
If we examine the
eyes
hours after its birth,

we

of aim inflmnt,
shall

cannot make the siiallist
organ not

having

use

acquired

a

a

few

discern that
of them ;
sufficient

it

time
con-

sistency.
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of

light

Lusedly,upon the retina.

strike but

con

Beibre the sixth week,

children turn their eyes indiscriminately upon
every obect, without appearing to be- affected
by any, but

at

about ibis .time they begin to

fix theiit upon the most brilliant colours, and
seem

peculiarly desirous

of turning hem to

wards the Slight ;

this exercise

any exact notion

of object,

does not give

but

strengthen'

the eye, and qualifies it for fuPure vision.
The first great error in the sense
is the inverted
the retina,
served

to

pears

ecing,

representation of objects upon

and,

tilt

the

sense of feeling

has

undeceive it, the child actually be

holds every thing upside down.
error in

of

The second

early vision is, that every object ap

double;

the same

from

formed distinctly upon each-eye.

object

being

This illusiou

like the other, can only be corrected by chil
dren. from their being in the practice of hand
Mug (iiflere}it objects, and fmni which practice
alone it

is that

are neither
they learn things

inverted nor double, and custom induces them
to believe they see objects in the position

the

touch represents theni to the mind; and there
fore, were we denied the sense of feeling, that
rJ)

of
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of seeing would not only deceive us as t

(Tic

situation, but as to the number of every
object
around us.
We may easily be convinced that objects a.p,
pear inverted, (which

arises from the structure

of the eye) by admitting the light. to pass int6
a

darkened

room through a

small aperture,

'hen the images of the objects without will be
represented upon the wall in an inverted posi
lion; for, as all the rays which issue from their
different points cannot enter the
same extent

and

hole

position which

leaving the object, unless the
large as the object itself;

in

the

they had in

aperture was as

as every part of the

object sends forth its image on all sides; as the
rays which from

those

images flow from

points of the object, as from s

all

many centres,

those only can pass through the small aperture
which come in
opposite directions.
hole

becomes a

through

which

centre

for the

Thus the

entire object,

the rays from the

upper,

as

reIl as from the lower parts of it, pass in con
verging directions;
must cross each
represent

the

and, of consequence, they

other at this centre, and thus

objects

upon

the

wall,

in

an

inverted position.
That
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That we, in reality, see all objects double,
for example, if we hold ip a

is also evident;

look wiLli the right eye at an oh.'

finger, and

one particular part
ject, it will appear against
of the room, shutting that

looking with

and

the left, it will seem to be on a different party
and if we open both eyes, the objct will apthe two

pear to be placed between

extremes.

But the truth is, the image of the obybct j
to
eyes, one of which appears

formed in both

the other to the left ;

the right, and

and it is'

from the habit of touching that west] ppose we
see but one image placed between them both.
From which it is clear that we see all objects
double, although our imagination forms them
single; and that, in fact, we see things where
they are

not,

notwithstanding

we

have

a

pretty exact idea of their situation and posi.
tion ;

and thus it is that till the sense

f feeling

has corrcced the errors of sight, if instead of
two eyes, we had
fancy the

an

lllIn(ired, we should stilt

objects single, although

they were

in ultipited an hundred times.
in

each eye, therefore, is formed a separate

image

o £ ever

Ol)jeCt ;

images strike the
tin,

that

is,

and

we ; i

cOrresp0idnt

the parts

which

the

Iwo

parts of the
are

always
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3t F F o .,s

ftcctcd at the same titite,
single:

but,

If

the

object appears

when the images strike the
ii

of the retina, which arc ]lot
usually aflected t
tbcr, then it appears double, because we are
not hab.ikial to

his unusual scnsal ion, and aw

then somewhat in the SitU4:t10ll of' infants just
begining to exert the faculty of vision.
M.

Chesselden relates the

case

of a

man,

who, in consequence of a blew on the bead, be
came squint-eyc(l, and saw objects double for a
long time; but who was at length enabled, by
slow and gradual steps, to see them singly as he
nad formerly done, notwithstanding the squint
Is not this a proof,

ig remained.
evident, that

still more

in reality we see things

double.,

nd that it is by habit alone Nie conceive theni
to be singe?

Siioud it be asked vhy children

i.cquire less time, in order to see things si'ngle,
thm

pcrans nire

eves

nny

advanced

in years, whosc

have been afThcted by accident ?

might be answered, that. th
t1ren, being

sensations "of d1ii

unopposcd by any

contradictory

habit, these errors arc rectified with ease;
that P's1S 'who have

it

or many years

but.

CC) oh

CC1S single, because they ailkcled the two COt
tc51)Ofldelit parts of the retina, and

who now

see them double, labour tinder the disadvantage
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olfiaving

habit

to

14,90
and

oppose,

must therefore be a considerable time before it
is entirely obliterated.
By the sense of seeing we can

form no idea

of distances.; without aided by the touch,
every
object would. appear to be within our eyes; and
an infhnt, that is as yet a
stranger to the sense
of feeling, must. conceive
sees exists within itself.

that

every "thing it

The objects only ap

pear to be more or less bulky as they approach
to, or recede from the eye; insomuch, that a
a fly near the eye will appear
larger than an ox
at a distance.
this

7ectify

It is experience alone that can

misakc; and it

measuring with the hand,

is by conslafflly

and retnoving froni

one place to another, that children obtain ideas
of ditance and Fnagmtude.
ception

They have no con

of size but (row the extreme rays r&>.

flected from

the object,

of course ever' thing

iuar.appears large, and those at a ¬1 istancetnai!.
The last man in a tile of soldiers appears much
more' (lj.l?1ifIt1t[re than the one who is

earcst 10

us.

this

Ve do not, however, pcrceive

ference, but continue to
stature;

for the

imfribcr

think

him

of objects

seen thus lessened by dsLance, and
e;eated

experience

dif

of equal
we

have

found by

to, be of' the ntur!i
'

sik
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when

we conic closer,

instantly

correct

t1

therefore WC perceive
every object

sense, and

natural proportion, unless

nearly in its

wlieii

we observe them in such situations as have i.iot
allowed us sufficient experience
i1luwns of the eve.

to correct the

If, for example, we view

men UI)O11 the ground,

from a lofty tower,

or

look up to any object upon the top of a steeple,
as we have not been in the habit of correcting
the sense in

that

to us

they appear

position,

exceedingly diminished, much

more

so than

if we saw them at the same distane in anliorid
zontal direction.
'I.'hough

a

small

degree of reflection

may

serve to convince us of the truth of these
posi-tions,
yet it may not be amiss to corroborate
them by facts whicl.i cannot 1)0 disputed.
Chesselden,

having couched

for a cat

M.

ract

lad of thirteen years of age, who had. from his
birth been blind,

and thus

cornmuniated to

him the sense of seeing, was at great pains to
mark the progrs of his visual powers ; his ob
serval ions were afterwards.
pubi islied in the Plii
losophical, Transactions

This youth was not

absolutely and entirely blind: Like.cvery oher
person,

hose vision is obstructed
by a cattra ct,

he could distinguish.
day from night, and even
black
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black from while, but. o' the figure of bodies
he had no

idea.

At

st the operation

was

performed only upon one of his eyes, and when
he saw

was he from

for the first time, so far

judging of distances, that he supposed

(as he

himselfexprsed if) every thi ig lie saw touched
his eyes, in the same manner as every thing he
The objects that pleased

felt touched his ski:-t.

him most were those whose surfaces were plain
and the figures regular, though lie could in no
different forms, or assign
degree judge of their
why some were

saw

him than

His ideas of colours during his former,

others.
dark

agreeable to

more

that

state were so imperfect,
them in

lie

hardly be per

reality he could

suaded they were the same.

when

When such ob

been formerly
jects were shewii him as he had
familiar with

by the

touch,

be beheld

lhrn

with earnestness, in order to know them again)
but as

he had

too many to retain at once

the

and for

one

greatest number

were forgotten,

thing which he

knew,

were a thousand,

it,

there

according to his own decla

ration, of which he no
smallest

after seeing

remembrance.

longer
He

possessed the

was

very much

and those
surprised to find that those persons,
not the
things, which he had loved best, were
VOL.

v.

TJ

most
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most pleasing to his sight ;. nor could lie hcFp
his pa
testifying his disappointment in finding
rents less

lie

had

conceived

Before lie could distinguish that

-them to be.

months elapsed ;

bodies

solid

resembled

pictures

than

handsome

above

till then he only

two

considered

them as surfaces deversified by a variety of co
Isours; but when lie began to perceive that these
shadings actually represented

human beings,

he expected also to find their inequalities; and
to find smooth and even
great was his surprise
what he had supposed a very unequal surface;
hcf her lire deception existed

and Jut, inquired
in

feeling'

He

or seeing.

miniature

portrait

contained

in

his

of hi,-

wa-s

then

father,

mothcr's

shewn a

which

watch-case,

though lie readily perceivcd the

was
and

resemblance

yet he expressed his aniazement how so large a
facc could be comprised in so small a compass;
to him

it

appeared

as

vessel should contain
could bear but

strange as that a pint

a bushel.

At

first lie

a very small quantity o-f

light,-and
every object appeared larger luau the life ;
but

in

proporlion

that were

in

reality

as

lie

large,

observed
lie

others to be equally diminished.
limits of

hat lie saw

he

objects

conceived the
Beyond the

had no conception
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f any

He

thing.

that the

knew

apartment

11c occupied was only a part of the house, and
not imagine how the latter should
yet he could
the former.

be burger than
tion lie formed

no great

pleasure -.he should
he was

Before the opera

eceive from the

promised, excepting that

new sense

thereby

to read and write.
might be enabled
among

other

he

He said

that lie could enjoy no

things,

greater delight

of the

expectations

from walking

in the garden,

because there lie already walked at his case, and
was acquainted with every part of it.

He also

remarked that his blindness gave him one ad
ValILagc over the rest of mankind, namely, that
of' being able to walk in the
confidence and security.
had he began to

night with more

No sooner, however,

enjoy his new sense

than he

was transported beyond measure; he declared
that every new object was a new source of de
light, and that his pleasure was so great he had
not

language

to express

it.

after, lie was carried to Epsom

About

a

year

where there is a

beautiful and extensive
prospect; with this he
seemed greatly charmed; and the
landscape be
fore him be called a
He was couched

in

new

method

of seeing.

the other eye a
year after

the former., and. the success was equally great.
U

Every
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looked

Every object rp'eared larger when he
it with the second eye to

at

the other ;
itli
when

and when

from

he looked

no marks.

least he shewed

or at

such

any

large as

one, 1 bough lie did not

hc saw but with

which

at any thing

appeared twice as

both eyes it

douljlc,

see

what it did with

conclusion

be

might

drawn.
Mr. Chesselden instances several other per
sons NN ho were in

die same situal ion with this

lad, arid on whom he perlbrmed the same ope
ration; and he assures us, that on first. obtaining
the use of their eyes they
ceptions in the same
nuely

; and

expressed their per

manner, though

less mi

that. he particularly observed of

them all, that as they had never had any occa
sion to move their eyes while deprived of sight,
they were exceedingly embarrassed in learning
how to direct them to the objects they wished
to observe.
As
it,

from
from

particular circumstances

a just

we can.'

idea of distance, and

as we

cannot judge of the magnitude ofolp',ects but
by the largeness of

the

image, which they form

or rather

the

our eyes, we

are

angle,
in

necessarily deceived as to the size of such oh
jecfs.

Every man

knows how

liable we are,
in
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in travelling by night, to mislakeabush which
is at. hand for a tree at a distance,
bush which

a distance for a
like
by

is at

or a tree at
hand.

In

manner, if we cannot distinguish objects

their figure we cannot judge of distance or
In this case a fly,

size.

before our eyes,

passing with rapidity

will appear to be

a bird

at a

considerable distance.; and an horse stand ing
in the middle of a plain will appear no bigger
than a

have discovered that it is
sheep till we

a horse, and then we shall recognize

it to be

as large as life,
\V henever, therefore, we find ourselves

be.

where upon tic
nighted in an unknown place,
count of the

darkness no judgment is

formed of distance,

or

figures

to be

of the objects

that may present themselves, we are every mo
ment in danger of being misled with respect to
our

ideas

of such

that internal

objects.

ftar and

Hence proceeds

dread which most men

experience from the obscurity of night, and of
those strange and hideous spectres and gigantic
figures

which so

many

persons tell

us

they

have seen. Though such figures, it is COmnIoiI
ly asserted) exist solely in the imagination, yet
they may appear literally to the eye, and be in
every respect seen as described to us; for when
VV C
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we reflect

whenever we cannot judge o(

that

n unknown object but by the angle which it
forms in

the eye,

proportion to
appears

at

this

object

i4

magnified ia

its propinquity; and

the distance of twenty

that if it
or

thirty

a few feet high, when advanced
paces to be only
within a short space of it, it will seem to be of
considerable magnitude.

At this the spectator

must naturally be astonished and terrified, till
he approaches and knows it by feeling; for in
the-very instant that lie has an actual perception
of what it is,

the tremendous form it assumed

to the eye will diminish, and it will appear in no
other than its real. and absolute form.
other hand,

he is

lfonlhe

approach it,

afraid to

and

flies from the spot with precipitation., the only
idea he can have 0

it will be that of the image

which had been formed in his eye ; the

image

of a 1i'urc he had seen, gigantic in its size, and
iorrb1c
spect io

in its form.
spectres,

The pr"judice with re

therefore,

originates

from

ature, and depend not, as sonie philosophers
ii ae SU
pposcci, solely upon tile imaginatio.n.
When we cannot form an idea of distance,
by the

knowledge

of the

intermediate spacc

between us and any particular object,

we

en-deavour
to distinguish the form. of that object,
ill.
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n order to judge of its size; but when we can
not perfectly distinguish the figures, and at
a number

the same time behold

whose forms are correspondent,

of objects,
we conceive

those which are most brilliant are most
and those most obscure are most remote;
proxi-mate,
a not ion which is
very

in a

Objects disposed
road

the

unoften the

mistakes.

singular

upon

not

from

In

a

source

of

multitude

of

right line, as the lamps
Versailles

to

Paris,

of

which, as we cannot judge of the proximity or
remoteness but by

the quantity of light they

transmit to the eye, it often happens that when
at

examined

the

distance

of

the

a league, we see all the lamps situated on
right hand
in

tioned

is

the

instead of the left., on which they

reality

pearance

of

eighth

situated.

produced

This
from

fallacious

the

cause, for as tlie spectator

a

abovc-rneihas no

evi-dence
of the (lisance he is from the lamps. but.
by the quantity of light they emit, so li

co-

ceives that the most brilliant

lamps are those

which are the

nearest

first and the

to

liiflL

Now

if some of the first
lamps happen to be
dull and obscure, and any ore of the others
particularly bright, that one would appear to
be first uirJ the rest behind, whatever was- their
"
L 1.
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and this seeming transposition

real situation;

would be solely owing to the supposed change
of their situation from
for to

right;

conceive

the
to

to

left hand

be before

actually behind in a long file,

the

what

is

is to see on the

right what Is situated on the left, or on the left
what is situated on the right.
We may fairly consider sight as a species of
touching, though very different from what we
commonly understand by that sense; for in or
must be near the

der to exercise the latter we

object, whereas we can touch with the eye
far as the light the object contains
an

or

inipression,

therein.

This

is

figure

angle,

an.

Ilie

viewed at the greatest distance,
4Gt1

will make

form

when

as

angle
is

object

is

about the

part of its diameter, therefore an

ob

ject of a foot square is not visible beyond.
or a man of five feet
distace than
vision

is in

light which

high

at a greater

But the extent

17180 feet.

some measure influenced
surrounds

us,

and

enabled to see
any object in

the

we

by

f
the

should be

night at 100

times greater distance than in the day, provided
it was equally illuminated ;

thus, for instance,

we can perceive a
lighted candle at

full two

leagues in the night, supposing the diameter of
fluli e
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the luminary to

be one

inch, -whereas in the

to discern it beyond
day we should not be able
the proportion of the above ratio ;
is a

circumstance which

attends

and as this
all

objects

when viewed at those different periods, we may
conclude that one principal reason for our not
discern things
being able to

at a grcacr

dis

tancc, is the brilliancy of the light which fills
up the intermediate space, and so destroys the
reflected rays from
jects.

those still more distant ob

When we arc surrounded with strength

of light the objects

near make a forcible

im

pression on the retina of the eye, and obliterate
those far off, which are weak and faint ;
on the contrary,

if we view a

luminous

in the night, even at a considerable
that

becomes

visible,

and,
body

distance,

while

those

which are near are scarcely discernible.

From

perfectly

these reasons it. is, that a man at the bottom of
a deep pit can see the stars,

or, by employing

a long tube in a dark room, may

obtain some

effects from the telescope in the middle of the
day.
were

From

this it is

furnished

with

evident,

that if bodies

more strength

of light

they would be visible at greater distances, al
though the angle was not increased, for a small
candle, which burns bright, is seen much fhrvoj4, iv,

X

the)-
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flier off than

a

Ilambeau

these facts) relative

that

is

Of

dim.

to the influence of light,

we have a si ill stronger proof in the variation
between

a microscope and telescope, both

of

them iiis trunicnts of I he same kind, increasing
the visible angles of objects,

whether they be

really minute or rendered so by distance, and
yet

the

does

latter

not

magnify

a

beyond

thousand times, -whereas the former will exceed
a

million,

and

this

difference

plainly arises

solely from the degree of light, for could

ilic

distant object be additionally illuminated) tele
scopes would have I he same effect upon distant
($)jCCIS as ill !Cr0sCOpCS have upon small bodies.
But it. is only

by comparing

anle
formed in the retina
ll!)

the size

of the

of the eye, the de-

gree of light which illuminates the adjacent and
intermediate objects, and the strength

of light

-which proceeds from, or is reflected by the ob.
jccL itself, that we can conclude upon the dis
tance at which any particular

body

will

be

visible.
The power of seeing objects at a distance is
very rarely ccjual

in

both

eyes.

When

this

inequality is great, the person so circumstanced
generally shuts that eye with which lie sees the
least, and employs the other with

all its power,
an
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f1(l winch is one cause of squinting.

distinct, by both
appear doubly

jCCL does not

being placed upon it although

eyes

are

they

has frequently been proved
equally strong, but
not to exceed a 1&1i part more than if beheld
with
the

one ;
two

and

optic

this is supposed to

arise from

nerves uniting near

the

place

of the skull and then separating
they came out
before they enter the eyes ;
by an øbthsc angle
but as

the motion made by the

impression

of

brain without passobjects cann't pass to the
ing this united

the two

part,

motions

must

therefbrc be combined, and, consequently, can..
not act with
tinct ;

that force as though they were dis-

but from repeated experiments seem to

bear the proportion above slate,,].
There are many reasons to suppose that short.
sighted persons see oojects larger than others ;
and

it

kss.

is

a

certain

truth

I am myself short-sighted, and my left

eye is. stronger than
times

that they see them

have

I

my right.

A thousand

experienced, upon

any object, as the letters of a book,

looking
that

at

they

appear least to the weakest eye; and that,.-when
I

place

the

book

so that

the' letters

appear

double, the images of the left-eye, are
greater
than those of the right,
X

Several others, I have
2

cXan)incd,
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examined, who were in similar circumstances,
and 1 have always found, that the eye which
saw

every object

This

may

best,

be ascribed to

also

largest.

particular

habits ;

being accustomed

for near-sighted people
approach

it

saw

to

close to the object, and to view but

a small ptrt of it

at a

time, they acquire

small standard for magnitude, and
whole of the

when

a

the

object is seen, it necessarily ap

pears smaller to

them than

to

others,

whose

vision is more enlarged.
There have been many

instances of persons

becoming short-sighted on a sudden, therefore
attributing' it to the roundness or

prominence

of the eye is by no means certain.

Mr. Smith,

in his Optics, speaks ofayoung man that became
short-sighted as lie quitted a cold bath, and who
was under the necessity of using a concave glass
all his life after; arid it cannot be supposed that
the vitreous humours were instantly inflated so
as

to

cause this difference in vision.

Short

sightedness may arise from the position of the
various parts of the eye,

especially the retina,

from a less
degree of sensibility in the retina, or
the smallness of the
pupil. In the two first cases
a concave glass
may be used to advantage, but
yet objects will not be seen so far, or so distinct,
through
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as

others will perceive

with the eye alone, for as short-sighted persons
see objects in a diminished form, the concave
farther.
glass diminishes them still
Infants having their eyes smaller than those
of

adults,

must

smaller also.
back of

of consequence,

see

objects

For as the image formed on the

the eye must be large,

as the eye

i

infants, having it not so great,
capacious, so
cannot have so large a. picture of the object.
This may likewise be a reason,
unable

to

see

so distinctly,

why they are

or

t such

as persons
ho have attained the years
dis-tances,
of maturity,

for as

objects appear

less

they

must sooiier become invisible.
Old people see bodies close to them very.-In
distinctly, but bodies at a great distance from
theni with

more precision, (bait young

This may

happen

from an alteration

ones.
in the

coats, or perhaps the humours of the eye; and
not, as
tuition.

is supposed, entirely from
The cornea,

come too rigid

for

their ditni

instance,

may

be

to adapt itself, and take a pro

per convexity for seeing near objects, as a flat
ness must be occasioned by drying that will be
sufficient of itself to render their eyes more cal
ulated for distant vision.

and,
Although clear
distinct
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dstiuct are frequently confou tided by write r
OF)

they are very diflennt ;
CptidS, yet

way

be said,

br

instance,

to

clearly

approach near enough

component paris before
Men in years

see

a

it, but we

tower, as soon as we get a view of
must

for we

to distinguish its

we see it

distinctly.

see clearly, but not distinctly ;

discern large bodies at a distance, but

they ca

cannot distinguish small objects, as the characters in a book, without the help of magnifying
glasses.

On

the contrary, short-sighted pci;-

obccis
plc see small
aid

distinctly,

but need

the

of concave glasses to reduce large ones.

Much

fbr clear
light is also necessary

sight,

while a small quantity is sufficient for distinct
'vision.
When an object is extremely brilliant, or we
fix our eyes too long upon the same object, the
organ is hurt and fatigued, vision becomes iiidistinct, and the image of the object, having
n.ndc too violent an i wprcssiofl, appears painted
on every thing we look at, and mixes with every
object. that occurs.

How dangerous the look

ing upon bright and luminous objects is to the
s ev
s'ht,--ide,
nt from the effect it has

oii

the

iflhLttiitts of countries which are covered for
the grcatcst part of the
year with

snow;

and

yç lers,
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who

cross

those

countries,

iii the

obliged to cover their eyes with crape.
sandy plains

the

of Africa,

ar

reflection of the

light is so strong, that it is impossible for the eye
to sustain the effects of it.
fore, as write,

or

Such persons there

for

read

any contiiiiiance,

5l1Oi(l chusea moderate light, for though it may
seem

insufficient at first,

dually
at

yet the eye will gra

become accustomed to the shade; and

any rate, it will be less injured by too little

light than by too much.

CHAPTER

VLL

CF THE SENSE OF LT EARING.

the sense of hearing,
seeing,

gives

its

deceive us,

well

perceptions

objects, so it is subject
may

as

whu

a

that of

of

remote

to similar errors,
we can;ot rectify

and
by
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the touch, the ideas which
miiziicalcs

no

distinct

it excites.

It

oni

intelligence of the (lisa

taicc from whence a sound ilig bony is heard : a
great. noise far oft; and a small one near, produce
the same sensation,

and, unless we receive aid

from some other sersc, we can never distinctly
fell wlie( lier the sound be a great or a small one.
It is not. till we have, by experience, become ac
quainted with any particularsound that we can
jU(lgC of the distance from whence we hear it ;
but if, (hr example, we hear the sound of a bell,
we are at no great loss to determine its distance,
any more than we arc of that of a cannon from
the report, judging in both cases from similar
8ouids, whichi we

have

been

previously aC

quaintci wi[h.
Every body that strikes against another pro.;.
duces a sound which

is simple in bodies non-

elastic, hut is often repeated in such as are
elas-tic.
If we strike a bell, a single blow produces
a sound, which is repeated while the sonorous
body conhinucs to vibrate.
succeed each

These undulations

other so fast, that the car supposes

them one continued sound; whereas, in reality,
they form many.
happened

to

A circumstance of this kind

myself,

for

lying

on

the

bed
half
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half asleep, I distinctly counted five strokes of
the hammer upon

the

bell of the

found it
rising immediately

was but the hour

and was convinced by

of one,

clock, and

examining the

machinery that it had struck no more.
son,

therefore, who should for the

hear the toll of a bell,

would

first

A per
time,

very probably

able to distinguish these breaks of sound ;

be

and, in fact, we can readily ourselves perceive
remission in sounds.
Sounding bodies are of two kinds; those Unelastic ones,

which being struck, return but a

single sound ; and those more elastic returning
a succession of sounds, which uniting together
form a

tone.

This

tone

may

be

as a number of sounds produced

considered

one after the

other by the same body, as we find in a bell,
which continues to sound for some time after
it is struck.

A

continuing tone

may be also

produced from a non-elastic body,

by repeat

ing the blow quick and often, as when we beat
a drum,

or draw a bow along the string of a

fiddle.
Considering the subject in this light, we shall
find the number of blows or quickness of
repe
tition will

have no effect in altering the tone,

but only make it. more even or more distinct,
VOL. IV.

Y

whmercac
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whereas

if

JJJOV

striking the

b

we

increase

the

with

body

of

force

the

double the

weight, this will produce a tone Isv iCe as lotiil
as the firincr.

From hence we may inkr, that

all bodies give

a louder

and

graver t.oii, not

n proportion to the number of

1 inics they are

struck, but to the force that strikes them.
i

And

this be so, those philosophers w ho make the

tonc of a sonorous body,

a bell,

of

instance,

an harpsichord,

upon the

for

number only of

to

depend

its vibrations,

not the lorce, have mistaken
eIThct for a cause.

or the string

and

what is only au

A bell,, or au

elastic string,

can only be considered as a drum beaten ; and
the frequency
ration.

of the blows can make no alte

whatsoevtr

in

the

bells, and the longest. and
the

most forcible

tone.

The

thickest strings, have

vibrations ;

and, therefore

their tones will be more loud and
in

proportion

to

largest

the size and

more grave

weight

of the

body with which they are struck.
If we

strike a body incapable of vibration

with a double force,

or a

ter,

a

it

will produce

(lolul)le mass of mat

sound

doubly

Music has been said,
by the ancients,

grave.
to have

been first invented from the blows of diflrent
hammers on an anvil.

we strike
Suppose then
a ri
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a hammer ofone pound weight,
a

hammer of two pounds,

it ii

Ihiat the latter will produce a sound twice
But if we strike with

as grave as the former.
a two 1)01111(1

and then

hammer,

with a three

a sound only one
J)OUUd, ihe last will produce
third more grave than the former.

If we strike

with a. th rcc, and then with a four, it will like
wise follow that the latter will, be a quarter part
more

grave than

coinparin

the

former.

Now,

between all those sounds,

11 the

it is ob

vious that the difference between one and two
is more easily perceived thaii between two and
three, three and four, or any iitirnbcrs succeed
ing in the same pro j)ortiOn.

The succession of

sounds will be, therefore, pleasing
tion to the ease with
tinguished.
former,

or in

in iiopor.

which they rna.y

he dis

That sound which is double the
other

words,

the octave to the

preceding tone, will be the most pleasing bar
mony.

The next to that, which is as

three, will be most agreeable.
versally, those sounds

two to

And thus uni

whose differences may

be most easily compared are the most
agreeable.
It is most certain that the cause of Aeasurc
in all our Senses, originates from the
justness of
prop on iou, and that disproportion never creates
2

a I)lasiIr
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aa pleasing

sensation.

The

lad

whom

Chesselden rcstorcd to sight, was at
delighted with those objects

Mr.

first most.

Inch were regu

lar and smooth oil the surface ;

from this it is

plain that the ideas we entertain of beauty from
the eye originates from regularity and propor
tion ;

it

is the

smooth, round,
pleasing

same

vitli the sense of fteiing,

and uniform. bodies are

more

than those which are rough and irre

gular; why should not. therefore the same pre
Jèrence be given by the ear to the
proportion of
sounds?
Sound has, in common with

light, the pro

perty of being extensively diffused ;
admits of reflection.
lion,

it

is

true, are

and also

The laws of this
less

understood :

reflec
all

we

know is, that sound is reflected by hard bodies,
and that their
being hollow, sometimes increases
the reverberation.

A wall or a mountain some

times reflects sounds so distinct that we are al
most induced to suppose it proceeds from them
iather than from an opposite quarter.

Vaults

and hollow rocks also
produce distinct, echoes.
The internal
part of the ear

is particularly

formed for
reflecting sounds, and may, in Some
measure, be compared to the cavern of a, rock.
In this cavity sounds are repeated, and by that.
mean
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means conveyed

the membranous

which beini

the lamina

i,ilernal

fashioned

cavity

part of

an expansion of the
them

nerves transmits

auditory
The

to

165

of

the

to the mind.

ear,

which

is

out in the temporal bone, like a ca

tern

cut into

the

purposes

a rock,

seems to

of echoing

be

sound

fitted

for

with

the

greatest ; TVCiSiOll.
One of the

most common complaints in old

age is deafness, which probably proceeds from
the

rigidity

the ear,

f the nerves in ilie labyrinth of

augmenting as we

advance in years,

and when the membranous part of the lamina
becomes
and is

ossified deafness

in

is the consequence,

that. case incurable.

It sontctjm

happens from a stoppage of the wax, but
may then be relieved by art.
whether

the defect

be an

it

In order to know

internal or

an ex

ternal one, let the deaf person
put a repeating
watch into his niouth, and if he hears it strike
lie may
from

an

be assured
external

that his disorder
proceeds
cause, and may be, iii some

nieaslire, relieved
It often ha1pe;s, that
people with bad voices,
arni

unmusical ears, bear

than the oilier, and
some

better with one ear

suspecting there might be

analogy between the

cars

and

eyes, as
thoc
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those who squint

have

more

strength

iii. one

eye than the oilier, I made several experiments,
and always found their defect in judging pro
perly of sounds proceeded from the inequality
oftheir cars, and their receiving by both at the
same time unequal SCflSLt ions, afl(i those persons
who hear false also sing false, without knowing
it.

They

also

frcqueiitly deceive. tliewscl vc

-with regard to the side from

whence the sound

comes, generally supposing the noise to conic
the part of the best

on

car.

This, however,

is only applicable to those who are born with
a defect in the hearing.
Such as are hard

of

hearing reap the same

advantage from the trumpet made for this pur
rose

tim at short-sigh ted persons do from con cave

glasses.

As the sight is affected with age so

is

the hearing, and equally requires the assistance
of art.

Trumpets for assisting hearing might

be casiiy enlarged, so as to increase sounds, in
the same mariner that the telescope does bodies;
but they could

be

places of solitude
l)ouring

sounds

used to advantage only iii
and stillness,

would

mix

as the ncigh4

with

the

more

distant ones, and the whole would
produce in
41 lie ear nothing but tumult and confusion.
I Learing
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sense to
Rearing is a much more necessary
In the latter
man than to any other animal.
it

is only a warning against danger, or an en
In man, it

mutual assistance.
couragement to
is

of most

thesource

rest

Alittle benefit.

A

of his

without it the

cessarily

of his

man

pleasures,

senses

born

and

would be of

(leaf

must

nc

dumb, and his whole sphere

be

of

bounded by sensual objects.
knowledge must be
We shall here notice a singular
young man,

who,

born

instance of a

at

deaf,

the age of

'24 suddenly acquired the faculty of hearing'.
which is given in

The account,

the Memoirs

of the Academy of Sciences, 1703,

tge

IS,

is in substance as follows:
" A
young man, of the
aged about '24,

the son

town

of a

of Chartres,

tradesman,

who

had been deaf and dumb from his birth, began
io speak ofa sudden, to the utter astonishment
of the

whole

town.

He

gave

his friends to

understand, that for tlirceoi- four months before,
he had heard the sound

of the bells, and was

greatly surprised at. this new and unknown sell.
saioiL.

After some time a kind of water issued

from his left ear, and he then
well with both.

heard perfectly

During' these

three

months
he
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he listened attentively to all he llcar(l, arid ac
ustomed

himself to speak

pronounced by others.

softly the

lie laboured

perfecting himself in. the

'ords
hard it
and

pronunciation,

in the ideas attached to every sound. At length,
to break silence, be
supposing himselfqualified
declared that he could speak, though as yet but
imperfectly.

Soon

after

able

some

divincs

questioned him concerning' his ideas of his past
state, and principally with respect to God, his
soul, the moral beauty of virtue and deformity
of vice.

Of these,

however,

he did not

pear to have the slightest conception.
gone

to mass

indeed

with

his

ap:

He had

parents,

had

learned to sign himself with the cross, to kneel
down, and to assume all the external signs
devotion ; but

he

did

all

this without com

prehending the intention or the cause.
no idea even of death,

but

of

lie had

led a life of pure

animal instinct, and though entirely taken up
with

sensual objects, and such as were present,

lie yet did not seem to have made any reflec..
lions upon them.

The young

however, in want of

man was not,

understanding,

but

the

understanding of a man deprived of all inter
course with society is soyerv confined, that the
111111(1
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totally under

some measure,

the

control of its immediate sensations.
It is possible, nevertheless, to communicate
ideas to deaf men, and even to give them .pre
cisc

notions of general subjects, by means of
A person born deaf,

signs, andby writing.

write, and even by
may be taught to read, to
the motion of the lips to understand
said

to him;

a

proof how

plain

what

much

is

the

senses resemble, and may supply the defects of
each other
On this

subject it may not be improper to

quote a fact, of which I
ness.

was

myself a

wit

One M. Pereire, a native of Portugal,

who had made it his particular study to teach
persons born deaf and dumb, brought to my
house a young man who was thus
circumstanced.
teen, in

He was

unhappily

at the. age of nine

the month of July, 1746, when

M.

Pereire undertook to teach him to speak and
read.

More than four monUis had not elapsed,

when lie was capable of pronouncing syllables
and words; and in the space of ten months, he
perfectly understood, and could, with tolerable
distinctness, pronounce about thirteen hundred
different words.
VOL. IV.

This education, so favour
Z

ably
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ably begtiii, was interrupted for nine inont1ii
the

by

absence

of the

master;

who

their

thund him far less intelligent than lie had left
His pronunciation was vitiated, and of

him.

the words Ire had learned most of, he retained
not the

remembrance.

smallest

accordingly

his instructions

renewed

he never left him till June
the

meetings

of

the

Pcreirc
in

the

and from that time

of February, 1748

month

M.

At one of

1749.

French

Academy

this

young maim was brought them, and had several
questions

proposed

him in

to

writing.

these his answers,, whether written

indeed, was slow, and the sound
but

or verbal,

His pronunciation,

were highly satisfactory.

was harsh ;

To

of his voice

at these defects there is little

cause to wonder, as it is by imitation alone iii at
our

to
organs are enabled

form precise,

soft,

and well-articulated sounds, and, as this young
man was deaf, he could not be expected to imi
taic what he did not hear ;
ness, by

but which

harsh

the assiduity and skill of his master,

might, however, in some

degree, be corrected

afterwards.
In

the above

master,

and

the

case,

the expedition

progress of the

of the,

pupil,

who

indeed
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indeed seemed to be no wise deficient in point
of natural ability
ample proof,

and understanding, are

an

that persons born deaf and dumb

to con verse with other.
may, by art., be brought
men;

and

I am

persuaded

that,

so early
young man been instructed

had

this

as at the

have attained
age of seven or eight, he would
as great a number of ideas as mankind possess
in gcncraL

VHAPTEIt

VHt..

OF THE SENSES IN GENERAL.

animal body is composed
THE
matters, of which some. are
as

the bones,

the

fat,

the

f- different
insensible,

blood, . ,&c.

and

others, as the membranes and the nerves,
ap
to
be
active
substances, oiiwhich depend
pear
the action of every member.
Z2

The nerves are
the
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the immediate organs of the mind, but which
may be said

to diversify from a difference in

that according to their
disposition, insomuch,
and quality, they trans.
position, arrangement,
mit to the mind different kinds of sentiment,
'which have been distinguished by the name of
sensations, and which appear, in effect, to have
no resemblance to each other.

Nevertheless,

if we consider that all external senses are only
nervous membranes, differently placed and dis'
posed ;

that the nerves are the general
in

of feeling, and that

the animal

other substance is possessed

organs

body, no

of this property,

we shall be led to believe that the senses, bay
ing all one common
proceeding
in various
from

principle, and the nerves

from the same substance, though
the sensations which result

forms,

them are

not

so

essentially

different as

they at first appear.
The

eye

ought to be regarded as an

ex-

bepansion of the optic nerve, whose position
ing

more exterior

than

that

of

any

other

nerve, has the most quick and the most deli
cate sensation.

It will be moved,

therefore,

those of
by the smallest particles of matter, as
light; and will consequently give us sensations
of distant bodies,

provided

they produce

or

reflect
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The ear is not

reflect those small particles.
placed
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in which

so exteriorly as the eye, and

there not being so great an expansion of nerves,
will not be possessed of the like degree of sen

sibility,

nor

more gross,

it.

will

be affected

by

particles

as those which form sounds,

and

will give us sensations of such distant objects
as can put those particles in motion.

A

they

are much grosser than those of light, aud have
less quickness, they cannot extend themselves
so far; and consequently the ear will not give
us

sensations

of

objecis

so

which the eye communicates.

distant

as those

The membrane,

which is the seat of smell, being still lcss fur
nished with

nerves than the ear,

it will only

give us sensations of particles of matter which
are more

gross and

less remote, such as

the

odour from bodies, which may be said to be the
essential oils which exhale and float in the air,
as light bodies swim upon the water.
nerves

are also

in

less

quantity,

As the

and

more

divided over the tongue, arid, palate, and
odoriferous parts are not strong enough
them, the

oily or

saline

parts

must

the

to at'
detach

themselves from other bodies, and lodge UOfl
the tongue to

produce 'the sensation, o.

taste.

This sense diflèrs materially from that ofsmel1mg,
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because the last brings to us

sensations

of things at a certain distance, but the former
cquircs a kind of contact, which operates by
the

means of the

matter, such as
the

nerves

arc

fusion of certain

salts,

oils, &c.

parts of

In short, as

minutely divided,

and

as the

skin affords them but a very thin covering, no
particles

of matter

so

small

as

those which

form light, sound, or odours, can affect them;
and the sense of feeling gives us no sensation of
distant objects, but

of

those only whose con

tact is immediate.
It

therefore,

appears,

between our senses is
or

that

the

difference

occasioned by the

less exterior position

more

of the nerves, and of

their greater or smaller quantity in the different
organs.

It

is

for

this reason that.

a

nerve,

when irritated by a stroke, or uncovered by a
wound, gives
without

the

us

often the sensation of light,

assistance of the

eye; and from

the same cause we often experience sensations
ofsonnd, though the ear be not affected by any
thing exterior.
When the particles of luminous or sonorous
matters are re-united in
great quantities, they
rrn a kind of solid
dit
body, that produces
rcut kinds of sensations, which
not to
appear
have
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have any relation with

the first.

The particles

which compose light being collected
quantities,

in great

affect not only the eyes but also the

nervous parts of the skin, and produce the sen
of

sation

heat,

which

ferent from the first,
the same cause.

is a

dif

sentiment,

though originating from

Heat,

then,

is

a

sensation

with light, which acts as
arising from a contact
a solid body, or as a mass of matter in motion.
The action of light, like other matters in mo
(ion, is evident when we expose light bodies to
the locus of a burning glass ; the action of the
light communicates before even it heats them,
a motion
p1tcccl.

by which they are disturbed and dis
Heat,

then, acts as

solid bodies act

upon each other, since it is capable of displac
ing light matters, and communicating to them
a movement of impulsion.
The

like happens

ticles are collected hi

when the
great

sonorous par

quantities;

they

produce sensible agitation, which is very dit
ferent from the action of sound upon the ear.
Any

violent explosion,

as

a

loud

clap

ot"

Thunder, shakes us, and

communicates a kind

of trembling, to all the

neighbouring bodies.

Sound then also acts as a solid
body, for it is
iiot the agitation of the air which causes this
li:ern uJ'z
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since even at that time we,

tremulous motion,

do not remark that it is accompanied with the
however strong the wind may

wind; besides,

such violent agitations,

be, it never produces

action of the

It is by this

sonorous particle

that a cord in vibration sets the next in
tion; and we ourselves feel,

mo

when the noise is

violent, a kind of fluttering very different from
the sensation of sound by the car, although

it

be an effect. of the same cause.
All the difference in our sensations are pro
duced by the greater
by the

more

nerves, which
senses,

as the

affected by th

or
is

less

or smaller number, and
exterior position of the
some of onr

the cause that

eye,

ear,

and smell,

small particles

from particular bodies;

which

be

exhale

others, as tasting and

feeling, require actual contact,
emanations, so as to

may

form

or

a solid

more gross
mass;

and

it is this feeling which gives us the sensation of
heat of bodies
solidity, or fluidity, and of the
A

fluid differs

from a

solid, because it has

not any
us to
particles gross enough to admit
grasp it on different

sides at one tinie.

particles which CO1)OSC fluids

The

cannot touch

each other but at one
few points,
point, or so
that no part

can

have any

considerable ad
hesion
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Solid bodies,

another.

reduced

impalpable powder, do not ab

an

the parts,
solutely lose their solidity, because
sides, preserve a
touching each other by many
degree of cohesion;

and this is the reason why

we can make them up in masses, and

squeeze

them. together.
The sense of feeling is spread over the whole
body, but employs itself differently in different
parts.

The sensation which results from

is excited by the contact of some foreign
feel-ing
body to that

of our owna

If we apply a fo.

against the breast or shoulder we

reign body

shall feel it, but without having a single idea
of its form,

the

because

touches but one side only.
respect to all other

parts

breast

or

shoulder

It is the same with
which

bend

cannot

themselves round or embrace at one time many
parts of foreign bodies.
body, which
many

Those parts

like the hand, are

flexible and

apply themselves at

of our

divided into

moveable parts,

and can

time upon

different

one

sides of a foreign body, are those

only which

can give us the ideas of their form and size
It is not, therefore, because there are a greater
qnanlity of nervous

tufts at the extremity of

the fingers

any

VOL.

than

in

A

a

other

part

of

the

body
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body, that the hand is, in effect, the principal
organ of feeling, but merely because it

is di.

vided into many parts all moveable, all flexible,
all acting at the same time, anti arc all obedient
to the will;

and which alone gives us distinct

ideas of the figure and form of bodies.

Feeling

is no more than a contact of sipcrficies, and the.
superficies of the hand are greater, in

propor

tion, than that of any other part of the human
body, because there is not any one which is so
greatly divided.
to

those derived

fingers,

suffices

perfect organ
ideas

This ad vantage, when added
from
to

the

flexibility

of the

render this part the

most

to give us the exact and precise

of the form of bodies, and, if the hand

had twenty fingers, it. is not to be doubted but
that

the sense of feeling would

be

infinitely

more perfect; and if we should suppose that it
were divided into an infinity of parts we should
have, even in the very moment

of the touch,

exact and precise ideas of the figure
ference of bodies, however small.
contrary, the hand
should

were

without

and dif

If, on the
fingers, we

have but very imperfect and confused,

knowledge of the objects which surround us.
- Animals which have hands
appear to be the
most acute; apes.do

things

so resembling the,
mechanical
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mechanical actions of man that they seem to be
actuated by the same sensations ; bi.t those anitnals which are deprived of hands having not
part

any

and. flexible enough to be

divided

able to twist

round the

cannot

have any

they

of the

form or

objects

which

they

quainted with.
feeling is the
two

parts

see them

is

either
this

for

frightened

ought to be the

by

the

mouth.,

organ of their

and

because

for touching bodies,

tliein, which they

do over and

teeth.

It

take them between

before they

at

best ac

muzzle, because it is-divided

again,

mals,

It

Thib principal

fongue serves thorn
turning

notion

precise

size of titern.

reason that we often

of bodies,

uperficies

ia
the

and
over
their

may also be conjectured, that ani

which, as the scuttle-fish, the l)olyp1l,

and many insects, have a great number of arms
or paws, which they

can unite and join, may

also have an advantage over others, in knowing
how to cliuse what

is most agreeable to them.

Fishes,

whose bodies

with

therefore,

are

covered

sctIcs., ought to be the most stupid of all

animals, for they cannot have
any knowledge of
the form. of bodies; and their
sene.offeeliig
mut be very obtuse, since
they cannot feel but
throtgh the

scale.

Thus
A9
a

hl animals, whose
DO(hCS
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bodies have no
legs,

paws,

divided

&c. will

extremities,

have much less

as arms,

feeling than others.

sense of

however,

Serpents,

are

less stupid than fishes, because, although they
have no extremities, and

are

covered

with

a

hard and scaly coat, they have the faculty of
bending

round

foreign

arid

bodies,

by that

means obtaining some conception of their form
and magnitude.
to the exercise of

The two great obstacles
the

sense of feeling

then

first, the uni

are,

of the ani

formity of the figure of the body

mal, or the defect of the different divided and
flexible parts; and secondly,

the

the skin, whether with

feathers,

shells, &c.

hair,

The more this

cloathing of
scales,

cloathing is hard

and solid, the less the sentiment of feeling
he; and the finer and

will

more delicate the skin,

the sense of feeling will be the more quick and
exquisite.
over men,

Women, among other advantages
have their skin

more fine,

and the

sense of feeling more delicate.
The fetus in the womb of the mother, has
a very

delicate

skin;

it must

every exterior impression
manner; but as it

in

therefore

the

feel

most acute

swims in a liquid, and

as

liquids
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break the action of all the causes which

shock, it can but very
may occasion any
sel-dom
be injured, and never without some vio
lent shock be received by

the

mother.

Al

of feeling depends, in a great
though the sense
measure upon the fineness of the skin, yet, as
it can have but little exercise in the f'tus state,
so can it have but little sensation arising from
feeling.
In a new-born infant, the hands remain as
useless as in the ftus, because, by swaddling
they are

not permitted to make use of them,

till the end of six or seven weeks;

by this ab

surd custom, we retard the unfolding
important sense
depends;
viselv,

on

which

and therefore we

were we to

of this

all our knowledge
should

allow the

act

more

infant the

free

use of its hands the moment of its birth, as it
would

then

of things;

sooner

and

ideas have an
ones ?

acquire ideas of the form

who knows how far our first
influence over our

subsequent

One man, peiiaps, possesses more

in

genuity, or capacity than another, merely be
cause in his earliest infancy he was allowed to
make a greater and read icr use of this sense. A
oon as Cllil(irCfl are indulged with the
liberty of
t.!icir hands, thicyendeavourto touch whatever Is
presented
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presented. to

them.

handliuig every
grasping;

take pleasure

They

thing

are

they

of

capable

find out
they seem as if desirous to

the form of bodies, by feeling theni on
and they amuse or instruct

side;

i

every

themselves
And w!ich

in this manner with new objects.

predilection for novelty remains our favourite
amusement I hi:ough I jib.
It is by fieli:ig alone that we can attain any
and it is by

complete and, certain intelligence'

that alone, all the other senses tare prevented
illusion
being perpetual sources of

from
error.

Bu

and

iii what imumer is tills-

sense developed. ?

In what mantier are our first

ideas attained?

Have

we

not

forgot

every

of infancy
thing that passed during the cloud
How,

shall we trace our thoughts back to their

origin?

Even

in

them, is

there

not

attempting

thus

presumption?

to trace
There is,

and were the object in view of less importance,
vitli justice might it be stigmatized, but as the
mind cannot be employed in a more noble re
search, every effort may

surely

be exeried in

so important, a contemplation.
Let us suppose, then, a man newly brought
'e:
vhoe body and organs
into existence,
but 10m, awaLiri
perfecfly formed,

anidst (h':

10-
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of Nature, is an utter stranger to
productions
Of a
himself and every thing he perceives.
man thus
first

circumstanced what would

emotions,

opinions?

the

first

measure

the

sensations,

first

Were lie himself to give us a detail

of his conceptions at this period,
he express

be the

them?

Might

as follows?

it

how would

not be in

some

And here let us suppose

such a man to speak for himself.
" Well do I recollect that
joyful,

arxiou

moment, when I first became conscious of my
own existence;

I knew not what I was, where

I' was, nor from whence I came.
my eyes,

chat an

addition

to

On opening
my

surprise!

The light of day, the azure vault of heaven,
the

verdure of the

of the

waters,

my spirits,

and

all

earth,

the

employed,

filled

me with

transparency
all

animated

inexpressible

delight.
'.' At first, I
imagined that all those objects
were within me, and formed a
part of myself.
'Impressed with this idea, I turned my eyes to
ward the sun, whose splendour
instantly dazzled
and overpowered me.
Involuntarily I c1scd
my eye-lids, though not without a slight sensà
tion of pain; and,
during this short interval of
darkness.,
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darkness, I imagined that I was about to sink
into nothing.
"
Full of affliction and astonishment at this
I

great change,
sounds.

was

roused by a

The whistling

the melody

of birds,

which the soft

of the

impression

most recesses of my soul.

breezes,

a

formed

variety

concert,

pervaded

the

of

and
of
in

I continued to lis

ten, and was persuaded, that this music was
actually within inc.
"So much

was

I engrossed with this new

kind of existence, that

I

entirely

forgot the

light part of my being, which I had

known

the first, till again I opened my eyes.

What

find myself once more in possession of
joy to
so many brilliant objects !

The present plea

sure surpassed the former, and for a time sus
pended the charming effect of sound.
111 turned my eyes upon a thousand differ
ent objects, I soon found that I could lose and
restore

them

at

pleasure;

and

with

a

repe

tition of this new power I continued to amuse
myself.
I began to
hear

see without

em&ion,

without confusion, when

and to

a light breeze,

communicated a new sensation of pleasures by
'
wa ft in
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to my nostrils, and excit
walling its perfumes
ed n me a kind, of additional self-love.
41

by these

Occupied

and impelled

sensations,

different

of my
by the various pleasures

new existence, I instantly arose, and was tran
that I moved along, as if
sported by perceiving
some hidden power.
by some unknown,
11
one step, when
Hardly had I advanced
me

the novelty of my situation rendered
moveable.
posed that

for I sup

My surprise returned;
all the objects

motion, and the whole

me were in

around

creation

iim

seemed

once

more to be in disorder.
I carried my hand to my head, I touched
my forehead,

I felt my whole frame.

Then I

found my hand to be the principal

organ of

my existence.

were

All

its

informations

distinct, so perfect, and so

superior to

so

what I

tad experienced from the other senses, that I
employed myself for some
its.enjoyments.

time

in

repeating

Every part of my body, which

1. touched with my hand, seemed' to touch my
hand in turn, and
actually gave back sensation
for sensation.
"

it was not

long before I perceived that

this faculty of feeling was expanded over
my
whole frame, axd I began to discer the limits
*
OLIi
Bb
of
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e7f my existence, 'which at 'first I

had snpposed

of an immense extent, and diffused over all the
objects I saw.
CC
Upon casting my eies upon my body, I
conceived it to be of a
all

size so eiiorrnotis) that

other objects seemed to be, in

as so many luminous particles.
my

person

with

formation of my hand,

I gazed
I

pleasure.

comparison,
upor

examined

and all

its

the

motions;

and my hand appeared to be more or less large,
in proportion as
from my eyes.

it was

more

On bringing

concealed, I found, almost

or less distant
it very near,

every

it

other object

from my sio'ht.
I began to suspect there was some fallacy
in the sensation' I experienced from the eye, be
cause as I perceived my Ii and was only a small
part,' I could not conceive' !lo. it should ape'
pear so

large;

for information

1

therefore -resolved to depend

upon the touch, which as yet

had never deceived me.
high'y

serviceable.

and walked wj:lji,
hcavcns.

This precaution -was

I renewed

my face

my

turned

motions,

toward

the'.

llappe;ung to strike li.glitly against

a: palm-tree,

I was

dismayed,

and

laid. my

Irand, though not w'ithow fear, upon this

ob

jct, arid fbund. it.to be a being, distinct from
ny self
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because it did not return double sensa
Now it

tion as my own body had done.
that, for the

I perceived there was

first time,

something exterial,

was

something which did

nut

form an actual part of my Own CIIStCAICC.
"
From this new discovery I concluded that
I ought

to for-111

with

my opinion

external objects, in the same

respect

to

manner as I had
1

done with respect to the park of my body.

resolved, therefore, to feel whatever I saw, and
vainly at{empted
forth

my

vacuum.

o touch the sun, 1 stretched

arm and thund

nothing but an airy

Every elibrt. I made, as each object

appeared to mc equally near, led me
fit of stir

from one

into another, nor was it till aftei

an infinite number of trials that I was enabled
to use the eye as a guide to the hand, and that
I

perceived there were

some objects

more rc

inote from me than others.
C

Amazed and niortified at the uncertain!

of my state, and the endless delusions to which
I seemed

subjected,

the more

I

reflected

the

morel was fatigued and
oppressed with thought;
I seated myself beneath a tree loaded with
licious fruit, within my reach.

de

On stretching

forth my arm, and gently
touching it, the fruit
I?stantly separated from the branch ;I seized it,
Bb2

an
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and being able to grasp in my hand

au entire

substance, which formed 110 part of myself, ap..
When I held it

peared of great importance.

weight, though in itseif trivial, seemed

up its

like an animated impulse, in conquering which
Hound another and a greater pleasure.
"
I held the fruit near my eye, and I con,
iderecl its form and its colours.

Its fragrance

it near my lips, and with
prompted me to carry
eagerness did I

inhale

that fragrance.

The

envited my sense of tasting, which I

perfume
found to

be

superior

to

that

of smelling.

What savour, what novelty of sensation, did .1
now experience
quisite.

Nothing could be more ex

What before

heightened into

now

tasting

gave

me

had been pleasure was
The power of

luxury.

the idea

of

I

possession.

of this
imagined that the substance

fruit had

become apart of my own, and that I was ein
powered

to transform things

without

me

at

will.
"

Charmed at the

idea of this

new power,

and incited by the sensations I had already ex
perienced, 1
to

eat.

At

continued to pluck the fruit and
length,

however, an

agreeable

languor stealing upon my senses, my limbs be
came heavy,

and my soul seemed

to lose

it

çtçtiyity
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My sensations, no longer vivid and

activity.

distinct, presented to me oily feeble and irre
gular images.

In the instant, as it were, my

became useless, closed, and my head, no

eyes

longer borne up by the strength of the muscles,
sunk back, and found a support upon the ver
dant turf beneath me.
To every thing around me I was now lost
and insensible.

Of my very

existence I

tained not the smallest sensation.

re

How long

I continued thus asleep I know not, for as yet
I

had

not formed

the smallest idea of fimuc

My awaking appeared like a second birth, and
I only felt, that my existence had
a certain

experienced

This short aniiihu1a

interruption.

tin. produced in me a sensation of fear, and I
began to

conclude that I was not to exist for

ever.
"

In this stale of doubtand PerPlNit.y I also

began to suspect that sleep had robbed me of
some part of my
around,

in

late

powers,

when turning

order to resolve my doubts,

vhat aslonishment (11(1 I

with

behold another form

similar to my own ? I took it for another self;
and I imagined that, 'far from
having last any
thing (luring my late state of annihilation, my
xistcncc was in reUity doubled.
"Over
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" Over this new
being I carried my hand,
and found, with rapture and astonish nient, that
it

was not

more;

a part of myself, but

something

something more charming, something

more glorious! nor could I hell) supposing that
my existence

was about to be transtusc(1

as it were, second part of my

tircly into this,
being.

New ideas and new passions now arose,
of my soul,

took possession
curiosity.

and excited

By the touch of my hand

her to be animated ;

exi-)ression

and

love served

to

complete that

my

I found
vivacity

ilartcd from her eyes and 11fl1)resC1 my
and

eu

soul,

happiness

ivhich was begun in the individual, and every
¬ense was gratified in its full variety."

CHAPTER

IX.

OF THE VARIETIES IN THE HUMAN SPECIES.

which we have hitherto ad?
EVERY thing
vanced relates-to man as an individual.
The history of the species requires a separate
detail, of which the principal facts can only b
dcrivcc
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in thc
derived from the varieties that are found
Of the va

inhabitants of different regions.

remarkable is

first and the most

the

rieties,

is the fortn and

the second

the colour,

Considered ii

and the third is the disposition.
extent, each

its-, full

of

these

size,

objects

might

Our 'remarks,,

afford materials for a volume.

however, shall be general, and confined to sucl
been
points as have

established on undoubted

testimony.
In

examining the surface. of the earth,. and

north, we
find in Lapland, and in the northern. parts of
a

Tartary,
figure is

inquiries from the

our

beginning

race

of

sma1l-ize(l

men,

whose

uncouth, and whose physiognomy

Is-as
wild as their manners are unpolished.
Though they seem to be of a

degenerate spe

are numerous, aud the countries'

cies they yet

they occupy 'are extensive.
The Danish,. Swedish,. and Muco'viteT1ap
landers, the iiihabitarts of No\a-Zembia, :the
Borandians,,

the

the old continent,

Samoiedcs,
the

the Ostiacks

Greenlanders, and

of
the

north of the Esqu irnaux Indians,
savages to. the
of the

new

conii!cnt,

common race,
multiplied

which

along

the

appear

to

he

of one

has been extended
coasts

and

of the norfher&i
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seas,

in

deserts and

climates,

uninhabitable by every other
people have broad faces and
eyes are

of a yellowish

black, their eye-lids

considered
nation.

These

flat noses ;

their

brown3 inclining

are

drawn

a

toward

to
the

temples, llièir cheek-bones are extremely prod
ininent, their rnoulhs are large, the lower part
of their countenances

is

narrow,

thick and turned outward ;

their

their

lips

voices

are

hrill,wiih heads bulky, hair black and straight,
and skirt of a tawny colour.
in stat ttre

and though meagre, they are yet of

a squat form.

In general

four feet, and' the tallest
and a

They are small

half.

their size is about

exceed

not four feet

Among these people, if there i

any difference to be found, it depends
greater

or

less

degree

of

deformity.

n

the
The

Borandians, for
example, are still less than the
Laplanders.

The white

of their

eye is of a

darker yellow, and
they are also more tawny;
and their
legs, instead of being slender, like
those of the latter, are thick and

bulky.

The

Sarnoieclcs are more
squn t than the Laplanders;
their heads are
larger, their noses longer, their
complexion more dark, their
legs shorter, their
hair
longer, and their beards more
scanty.
The Greenlanders have
the most tawny skin,
:its
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its' colour being that, of a deep
said

even
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that wine of them are as black

it is
Throughout them all

those of Ethiopia.
to be observed

as

the women are as unseemly as

and so nearly do they resemble each

tic-me;

other, that at first it is not easy to distinguish
The

them.

women

of Greenland are

vey

small, but well. proportioned; their hair is more
black, and their skin softer, than those of the
Samoiede women t
length

that

their

children are

nipple, which is of a jet
tlier's shoulder.

breasts

are

of such

to receive the

able

black, over the moo

Some travellers say they have

no hair but upon the head,

and that they are

not subject to the periodical complaints com
to the sex.

mon

Their visage', is

eyes small, black, and lively) and
hands are. short.

large,

their

their feet and

In every other respect the

Samoeide and the Greenland women are simi
lar.
and

The savages

horth

of the

Esqu.imau,

even in the northern parts of Newfound

land, bear 'a resemblance to the Grcenlanders;.
their eyes, it is lrue,are larger, but, like them,
they are of small stature, have flat noses, and
large and broad faces.
Nor is it. alone iii deformity, in diminutive
ness, and in
VOL.

1Y

the colour

of the

C c

hair and eyes,
iht
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iliat these nations resemble each other, but ali
in their inclinations and manners.

Incivility,

superstition, and ignorance, are alike conspi
cuous in them all.
The Danish Laplanders have a large black
in all their

cat, which they make a confidant

and

secrets, a counsellor iii all their diflicul1ies
'whom they consult on all occasions.
the Swedish

arid

though

that no inducement can

and dastardly

into
bring them

the

G uslavus Adolph us ii ndertook

but undertook in

a regiment of

vain, to form

there is. reason to sup

Indeed

Laplanders.

every

they are robust and

nimble, they are yet so timid

field of battle.

in

is

for the purpose of consulting

family a drum,
the devil;

there

Laplanders,

Among

cannot live
pose that they

but

in

their own
In

country, and, in their own manner.

tra

use skates
veiling over the ice and snOw, they
made of fur, which are
ells,

and

half a

in Ienrthi

broad,

foot

and

about

which are

raised and pointed before, and fastened
foot by

straps of leather.

make such
easily

dispatch

overtake

the

on

With

the snow,

swiftest

two

to the

these they
that. they

animals.

They

also use a pole, pointed with iron at one end,
and rouiided
-

at

the

other.
-

This pole

serves
.10
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them along, to

direct their course, to

keep them from falling, to stop the imetnosity
of their career,
overtake.

and to kill

what game they

With their skates they descend the

steepest precipices, and scale the most

nor are the women less skilful

mountains;
such

craggy

the men.

exercises than

accustomed to the 1)0W and

They are

arrow;

and

iii
all

it is

asserted ,that the Muscovite Laplanders launch
a javelin with so

much dexterity, that at the

distance pft)iirty pares they are sure to bit a
mark no larger than a silver crQN),.j,A, and with
such force, that it will transfix a 1uniar

body.

They bunt the ermine, the fox, the lynx, and
the martin, whose skins they barter for brandy
and tobacco.

Their food consists principally.

of dried hh, arid the flesh of the bear aud rein
deer.

of fishes,

Of tbc bones

mixed with

the

Iirch-tree, is

tender

bark

their bread

and

ponitdd

of the

pine

composed.

or

Their

drink is elilr train-oil or brandy.: and when
deprived

of

is water,

in

these,
whicJ

their favourite

beverage

jpijper-brrics have been

infused.
Examined ii1 a mQral sense, the Laplanders
have kèw virtues, and all the vices of ignorance.
Jnfnerscd

in

superstitioi
C C 2

and idolatry,

of

Supreme
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have no conception; nor
Supreme Being they
is it easy to determine which is

most

conspi-

cuous , the grossness of their understandings or
the barbarity of their manners, being equally
destitute of courage and shame,
Boys and
brothers and

and sons,
girls, mothers
bathe

together

sisters,

without being in

naked,

the

When they come

smallest degree ashamed.

out of their baths, which are \varm, they
rivers.
mediately go into the

im

It is the custom

to offer their wives and
afuong all these people
and are much offended
daughters to strangers,
if the offer is not accepted.
In winter, the Laplanders, clothe themselves
with the skin of the rein-deer, and in summer
To the uses of linen

with the skins of birds.
they

are utter

The

strangers.

women

of

Nova-Zembla have the nose anl ears pierced,
and ornament them with penJ ants ofblue stone;
and to add a lustre to their charms, they form
blue

streaks

upon

their

forehead

and

The men wear no hair on the head,
their beards round.

The

chin.

and

Greenland

cut

women

dress themselves with the skin of the
(log-fish :
they also paint their faces with blue and yellow,
and wear pendants in

their ears.

They

all

livP underground or in huts almost so, covered
with
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with the bark of trees, or the bones of fishes.
of them form

Some

trenches,

subterrancous

from one but to another, by which, during the
winter months, they can enjoy the society oftheir
out.
neighbours without going
series

of darkness for

A continued

several months obliges
abodes

them to illuminate their dreary
lamps,

vith

in which they burn the same train oil

they use as drink. In summer they have scarcely
more comfort than in winter, being obliged to
live perpetually in a thick smoke, which is the
only device they have contrived for the destruc
tion of gnats,

which are perhaps more nume

rous in these regions of frost, than in those of
the most scorching heat.

Under all these hard

ships they are subject to few diseases, and they
live to a prodigious age.

So vigorous indeed

are the old men, that they are hardly to be dis
tinguished from the young.
mity

they

experience

is

The

that

only infir

of

blindness,

which is very common among them.
Wally dazzled
snow in

Perpc

by the sftong reflection of the

winter,

and enveloped

in

clouds of

smoke in summer, few when advanced in
years
are found to retain the use of their eyes.
As

all

therciure,

The

different

resemble

each

tribes

or

other

in

nations,
form,

in

s1ia1'e,
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in manners, and even in od.

or bape, in colour

of the
dity of customs, they are undoubtedly
same race of men.

The

practice of offering

their women to strangers, and of being pleased
when they arc thought worthy of caresses, may
of their own de
proceed from a consciousness
formity

as well as

that of their women.

In

a striigcr has
appearance, the woman, whom
accepted, they afterwards
perior

respect for

her su

At any rate it is certain, al

beauty.

though remote from each other, and separated
by a great sea, the custom is general in all the
above countries.
the Grim Tartars,

W'e even meet with
the

it amopg

çalniucks, and among

several other nations of Siberia and of rFlrt1rr,
'here iersonal deformity is almost as conspi
cuous as in tho

of the North.

In all the

ieighbouring nations, on the other hand, as in
China, and in

Persia*, where the

remarkable for
beauty,

the men

women are

are

also

re

parkab1e for jealousy.
In.
'La lBoulai tells us, that in
order to prevent all cause of
jealousy, when the women of Schach die, the place of their
interment is
industriously kept secret, in like manner as the
ancient Egyptians
delayed the embalment of their wives
for several days after their
decease, that the surgeons might
have no temptation.
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thamining the different

l)9

nations adjacent

to this extensive territory, which the Laplanders
occupy, wefiuid they liae no affinity.
are

icsembled

they

by the Ostiaks

Alone
and tht

'I1ongusians, whose situation is to the south and
south-east of the Samoicdes.
and

Borandians

Russians;

nor

Samdiedes
to

resemblance

file,

do the Laplanders to the Fins,

the Goths; the
The

bear no

T1

Dailes,

GreE1andrs

Or

the

Norwegians.

are likewise

entirely dif

ferent from the savages of Canada, who are tall
aiid well proportioned,
differ from each
the Laplanders.

other, they do

They

more so fróni

and

erii

taller branch of the .Sa.

live on raw fish or flesh,and

for (1 rink they prefer blood to water.
Laplanders

tribes

The Ostiacks, however,

to be a less ugly and
moiedes.

and though the

the

Like the

Saineoides they

are irn

mersed in idolatry; nor arc-they known to have
any fixed abode.

In fine, they
appear fo foin*

a shade between the

race of Laplanders

the Tartarians; or rather,
said

that the

Borandians,

indeed,

the

NovaZemblians,

be

the-lowest

and

pcr

savages to t1rè

north of the Esquiunaux Indians,
to

may it

Laplanders, the Samoiedes, the

haps the Greenlanders, and the

rduced

nd

point of

are-Tartars
degenérac
that
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that the Ostiacks are less
degncrated than the
Tongusians, who though
are yet more

to

the full as ugly,

sizeable and shapely.

The Sa

moiedes and Laplanders live in the latitude of
(iS. or 69, the Ostiacks and the Tongusians in
that of 60.

The Tartars, who are situated
along
the latitude

the Wolga, in

of 55, are
gross,

stupid, and beastly; like the Tongusjans, they
have hardly any idea of religion, nor will they
receive for their wives any

women until they

have had an intercourse with other men.
The

Tartars

the greatest

occupy

of

part

Asia, arid in fact extend from Russia. to Kamts
chatka, a
leagues

space in length

and from TOO to

kingdom

of

750

in

11

France.

to

1OO

breadth;

times larger

circumference twenty
whole

from

than

The

a

the

Tartars

terminate China, the kingdoms of Boutan and
Alva, and

the empires

of Mogul and Persia,

even to the Caspian Sea, on the north and west.
They spread

the
along the Wolga, and over

west coast of the Caspian
hestan.

They

have

Sea,: even to

penetrated

Dag.e

to the north

coast of the Black Sea, and formed settlements
in the

Crimea, and: in

the neighbourhood

Moldavia and the Ukraine.

All these

of

people

have the upper part of their, face very,h' we (" "(I,
vriuk1eI,
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Wrinkled even while yet in their youth.
are short and

noses

Their

flat, their eyes little, and

stink in their head; their cheek-bones are high;
is narrow;

the lower part of their face

long and prominent;

chin

is

long

and straggling;

large as to

their

their teeth

are

there eyebrows are

cover the eyes

so

their eye-lids are

thick; the face broad and flat; their cornplec
tion

tawny,

their

hair black,; they

have but

little beard, which is disposed like the Chinese;
have thick thighs

fhey

though but

of middling

markably strong

are

The ugliest of

in whose appearance

something frightful.
and

all 'wanderers and vagabonds;

only shelter
skins.

and

stature, they are rea

and robust.

them are the Cairnucks,
there seems to be

and short legs,

They
their

is that of tents, made of hair

Their food

is horse-flesh,

or

and flesh of

other animals, either raw or a little s&ftened by
being between the horse and the saddle.
eat

also fish

'dried

in the

sun.

They

Their most

common drink is mare's milk, fermented, with
millet ground into meal.

They all have the

head shaved, except a tuft of hair on the top,
which they let

grow sufficiently long to form

into tresses on each side of the face.

The wo

then, who are as ugly as the men, wear their.
VOL., IV

D

d

hair
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hair, which they bind up

with bits of copper,

and other ornaments of the

same nature.

The majority of these tribes are
gers to religion, morality,

alike stran

and decency.

are robbers by profession; and those

They

of

live in the neighbourhood of civi
Dug-who
lized countries, sustain a great traffic of slaves,
whom they carry off by force, and afterwards
Turks and

sell to

the

wealth

consists

the Persians.

chiefly

Their

of horses, which are

numerous, perhaps, in Tartary than

more

They live in the

of the world.
any other part
same place with their

horses,

in training,
tinually employed
exercising them,

in

'whom they

and

are

dressing,
reduce

con
and

to such

that they actually appear
implicit obedience,
to understand, as it were, the intention of their
riders.
To attain a knowledge of the particular dif
ferences which
we

have

that

only

travellers

tribes.

The

subsist
to

in the race of Tartars,

compare

have

given

Calmucks,

the

descriptions

of their

who

diffiffent

are situated in.

the neighbourhood of the Caspian Sea, between
the Muscovites and the great Tartars, are, ac
the most
cording to Tavernier, robust, but
ugly

and

the

most

deformed of

all human
beings.
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Their faces are

noses so

flat that

so flat and so broad

being.

small,
that their eyes, which' are uncommonly
are from five to six inches asunder; and their
two

holes are barely

per

Next to the Cal.

ceivable instead of nostrils.

mucks, the natives of Daghestan rank in
The little Tartars,

class of deformity.

who dwell near

Tartars of Nogai,

the

or the

the Black

Sea, are less ugly than the Calmucks, though
their eyes small, and in

thir faces are broad,
their

From their
the

there

figures

a

is

great

intermixture with the Circassians,

Moldavians, and other

tions,

it

is

neighbouring na

that this race have

probable

much of their origiial ugliness.
of Siberia
faces,

resemblance.

have,

short flat

like
noses,

the

lost

The Tartars

Calmucks,

broad

and small eyes;

and

though their language is different, yet they bear
so strong a resemblance to each other, that
they
can only

be

considered

as the same people.

The further we advance eastward we find the
features of the Tartars are
gradually softened,
but the characteristics essential to the race still
remain.

The Mongou Tartars,
according to
Palafox, who conquered China, and who were
the most
deformed,

polished,
yet,

though

like

they are the least

all the other tribes, their

Dd

eyes
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nuio's

eyes

are

small,

faces broad

beards, either black or red;

flat, scanty

their noses

corn

pressed

and

tawny.

The people of Thibet, and the-Other

southern

and

and

short,

their

provinces of Tartary,

complexions

more agreeable aspect.
first physician

are also of

Mr. Sanchez, formerly

to the Russian army, a gentle

man distinguished by

his abilities, has oblig

ingly communicated to me

in writing the re

marks he had made in the course of his travels
Tartary.

through
In the
the

sited

years

1735, 1736, and 1737,

Ukraine,

the

the sea of Zabacli, and
to Asoph.

lie

banks

he vi

of. the Don to

the confines of Cuban

traversed

the deserts

between

the countries of the Crimea and.Backmut;

he

went among the Calinucks, who wander about
without any fixed habitation, from the kingdom
of Casan to the
Crimea and

as also the

banks of the Don;

Nogai-Tartars,

who

wander

tween the Crimea and the Ukraine,
wise

the Kergissi

and

be

and like..

Tclieremissi-Tartars,

ho are situated to the north

of Astraçan, be

tween the latitude of 50 and 60.

These ac

cording to him, are more diminutive and squat,
less active and more corpulent;
black,

.

complexions

tawny,

their eyes are

and

their

faces,
larger
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broader than those we have mention.
larger and
lie adds, that among these Tartars, he
ed..
saw numbers of men and women who had no
to

resemblance

them,

white as

were as

but

slaves
They have many

the people of Poland.

from among the Russians
among them,brought
and Poles; and as their religion admits anum
ber of wives and concubines; and as their Sul
tans, and Murzas or nobles, -prefer t1jewomen of
for their wives, the chil
Georgia and Circassia
dren produced, from such..alliances are less ugly,
and more fair than

from connections

There is even

themselves.

a

among

whole tribe of

Tartars, called Kabardi risk i-Tartars, who are
remarkable for

their

beauty.

Of these

Mr.

Sanchez saw three hundred on horseback, who
were going to enter into the service of Russia;
,and be declares that lie never saw men of a more
noble
were

and
fair,

manly

figure;

and

fresh

their complexions

ruddy ;

their eyes were

large and black, arid they were tall
proportioned.
nant-general

and well

He was assurcd by the Lieute

of Serapikin, who had

long residence at

Kabarda, that

the

made a
womer

were equally handsome; but this tribe, so dif,
fercnt

from

all

the

Tartar

around

them,
came
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originally from

the Ukraine,

moved to Kabarda about the
last century.

and

re

beginning of the

the Tartar blood is intermixed, on

Though

one side with that of the Chinese, and on

the

other with that of the Oriental Russians,
yet
there

is

sufficient characteristics
to suppose

remaining
stock.

them

of the race

of one

Among the Muscovites

are

common
numbers,

whose form of visage and body bear a
strong
resemblance

to

Chinese are

totally

those

of the

Tartars.

different in their disposi

tions, manners, and customs.
naturally

The

The Tartars are

warlike, and addicted to the

fierce,

chace, inured to fatigue, fond of independence,
and to a degree of brutality uncivilized.

Al

together opposite are the manners of the Chi
nese;

they

are effeminate,

pacific,

indolent,

and full of ceremony and
superstitious, slavish,
compliment,

In

their

features,

and

form,

however, there is so striking a resemblance, as
to leave a doubt whether ,they

did not spring

from the same race.
Some travellers
Jarge and

tell us, that the Chinese are,

fat, their limbs

faces broad and rouiid,

well

formed,

their

their eyes small, eye,
brow
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brows large,

their

eye-lids turned

rand their noses short and flat;
chin they have

upwards,

that upon the

and
very little beard,

upon

each lip not more than seven or eight tufts of
inhabit the southern

hair.

Those who

vinces

are more brown and tawny than those

in the northern;

that in

colour they resemble

the natives of Mauritania, or the
thy Spaniards;

pro,

more swar

but those in the middle prom

vinçes are as fair as the Germans.
According to Dampier and others, the Chi
nese are not all fat and bulky, but they consider
being so as an ornameut to the human figure.
In speaking of the island of St. John,

on the

coast of China, the former says, that the inha
bitants are tall, erect, and little encumbered with
fat; that their countenances are long, and their
foreheads high; their eyes little, their nose to
lerably large, and raised in
mouths of a

the middle;

their

moderate size, their lips rather

thin, their complexion ash-colour,

and their

hair black; that they have naturally little beard,
and even

that they

pluck out, leaving only a

few hairs upon the chin arid upper lip.
According to

Le Gentil, the

Chinese have

u oth ing disagreeable in their countenance, es
pecially

in

the

nothcrn

provinces.

In the
soutlirn
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southern ones, when
necessarily much exposed
to the sun, they are swarthy.

That in general

their eyes are small and of an oval form, their
'de short, their bodies thick, and their stature
of a middling height;

he assures us that the

women do every thing in their power

appear little and oblong, that

their eyes
this

o make

it

purpose

is a

constant

practice

for

with

young girls, instructed by their mothers, for
cibly to extend their eye-lids.

This, with the

addition of a flat nose, ears Icng, large, open,
is accounted complete beauty.

and pendent,

He adds, their complexion
lips

of a

fine

proportioned,

vermilion,
their

is

delicate,

their

their " mouths

well

hair very black, but that

chewing beetle blackens their teeth, and by the
use of paint they so greatly injure their skinr
that before the age of thirty they have all the
appearance of old age.
Palafox assures us that the Cli incsc are more
fair than the oriental Tatars ;
also less beards,

but

that

in

that they have
every

other rc

spe.ct their visages are nearly the same

It is.

ei
very uncommon, he says, to see blue eyes
ther in China or in the Philippine islaiids; and
when

seen, it

is in Europeans, or

in those of

ropean parents.
Inigo
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better

made than the men.

Of

are large and
says, their visages

he

their noses broad,

complexions rather yellow;

and generally coin pressed, and their bodies are
of

a

thickness

Hollander.

resembling that

g'reatly

The

on

women,,

the

of

a

contrary,

fat than other
though they are generally rather
wise,

are

howcvcrof a free

and

easy shape;

skin are admirable; and

their complexion and

their eyes are incomparably fine; but from the
great

pains taken to

fancy, thereai;e few to be -6een
the shape is even tolerable.
"
All
the
Dutch travellers
Chinese
eyes,
the

have

in

hardly

of Canton,

of whose nose

allow

broad

general

flat noses, and

natives

it in their in

compress

faces,

the

small

beard;* that

any

and

tlrnt

the whole of the

southern coast, are as tawny as the inhabitants
of Fez, in Africa, but that those of
provinces are
pare the
from

mostly fair.

descriptions

though they

Now if

we

com

we have already given,

the above authors,

-Tartars, hardly

the interio

of

will a doubt

the

Chinese

and

remain that, al

differ a little in stature and coun

tenance, they originate from one stock, and that
the

points in

VOL.

IV.

which they
E

e

differ

proceed en'
tirely
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tirely either from

the climate, or

of races.

Chardin says,

Tartars is commonly

"

the mixture

the size of the little

smaller that

the

Euro-peans
by four inches, and they are thicker in
Their complexion is of

the same proportion.

the colour of copper; their faces are flat, large
and square; their noses compressed, and their
eyes are little.

Now

these

are

the

exactly

features of the inhabitants of China; for I have
found, after the most minute investigation, that
conformation of face

and

to the east
body throughout the nations

and

there is the

same

north of the Caspian Sea, and to the east of the
of

peninsula

Malacca.

From

this

stance I was inclined to believe that,

circum..
however

different they may appear either in their com
plexion or

manners,

they

proceed from

one

stock, for difference of colour depends entirely
climate and the food;
upon the quality of the
and difference in manners is determined by the
nature of the

and by the greater

soil,

or less

degree of opulence."
Father Parennin, who lived long in China,
and whose observations are so accurate and so
minute, tells us, that
of

the Chinese,

Chm,

from

the western neighbours
Thibet northward

t

differ from the Chinese in mariners,
language,
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and external confor
language, physiognomy,
that they are a people rude, ignorant,

mation;

and slothful, charges that cannot be laid to the
and

Chinese;

go to Pekin,

that when any of these Tartars
Chinese are asked

and the

reason of this difference,

words, that
which

it is the nature
this

produces

that it

they answer,

proceeds from the water and the soil;
of

the

the

in other
country

change upon the bodies

and dispositions of the inhabitants.

He adds,

that this remark seems to be more applicable
with respect to China than to any other coum
try he ever saw;

that

following the

northward into Tartary,
he

found Chinese

settled
that

heads sunk into

to the latitude of 48,
had.

from Nanquin who

there, whose

Mongous,

emperor

children had become ac
bow-legged, with their

being

their shoulders, and a coun.

tenance which created disgust.
So strongly do the
Chinese,

Japanese

resemble

the

that we can hardly scruple to rank

them in the same

class.

Living in

a

more

southern climate they are more yellow or more
brown.

In general their stature is short, their

face, as well as nose, broad and fiat, their eyes
small,

their hair black,

more than

perceptible.
Ee2

and their beard little
They are

haughty,
fond
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fond of war, full of
dexterity and vigour, civi'
and obliging,
smootllatoigued , and courteous,
but fickle and vain.
With
astonishing pa
ticncc they sustain hunger, thirst, cold, heat,
and all

fatigue,

the other
hardships

Their ceremonies,
ing, are

of life.

or rather
grimaces,, in cat

numerous

and

uflcouth.

They are

laborious skilful artificers,. and, in a word, ..their
manners,

dispositions,

and

customs

are the

same as the Chinese.
One singular
common,

is,

custom

so

which they

to contract the

have

feet

women, that

they are hardly able to

themselves.

Some travellers mention,,

China, when a girl has passed
they bend the foot in
toes are

made to

of

support
that in

her third yeai,

come

under the

sole;

which

that
burns

away the flesh;. and then they wrap them
a number of bandages.. . They

the
all

feel

the

lives;.

that

women
their

difficulty;

and

they

only

violence

as

pain
they

walk

the foot

prevent

unanimously allow,

is

up
that

operation
with
to

great

the last

Other travellers say that

compress
to

add,

of this.

that their gait

degree ungraceful.

the

such a manner that the

they apply to it a strong water,

in

in

its

with

so much

grothi;. but they

that every wonlan, of cont.
dition
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dition, and even every handsome woman must
have a foot small enough to enter with case the
of six years old.
slipper of a child
The Japanese,
therefore

and

con clude,r

the

Chinese,

we may

from the

proceed

same

stock, that for their civilization we must recur
to a very distant part

that

of antiquity, and

they differ more from the Tartars in their man
ners than their figure

To this civilization,

the excellence of the soil, the

mildness of the

climate, and their vicinity to the sea, have per
haps greatly contributed;

Tartars,

while the

from their inland situation,.and being separated
from

mountains,

other nations by high

vast

deserts,

which are situated under a climate to

the last

remained

wanderers

over

their

have

cgrce inclement, especially towards the north.
The country of Jesso,

which

is

to the

north

of Japan, and of which, from its situation, the
climate might be expected to be temperate, is
however
its

cold, barren, and rnoantainous,

inhabitaiits are

those of China and

altogether
Japan.

different
They

and
from

are igno

rant and brutal, without manners, and without
arts.

Their bodies are short and thick;

hair long, their

eyes

black,

(heir

their

foreheads

flat; and their complexions, though yellow, are
rather less so than that ofthcJapanec

Over
their
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their bodies,

and

even

the

face, they fiav

much hair; they live like
savages, and
food consists of the
other fishes.

heir

oily parts of whales and

They are to the last degree in

dolent and slovenly;

their children go almost

naked; nor have their women devised any ex
ternal ornament beyond that of painting their
eye-brows and lips of a blue colour.

The sole

occupation and pleasure of the men are hunt
ing and fishing;
customs

similar

and though they have some
to

the Japanese, as that of

quavering when they sing, yet in general they
bear a much more striking resemblance to the
northern Tartars, or to the Sarnoiedes, than to
the Japanese.
In examining nations adjacent to China, on
the south and west,

we find that the Cochin

Chinese, who inhabit a mountainous region to
the southward of China, are more tawny and
more ugly than the Chinese; and that the Ton-'
quinese, whose country
whose climate is

more

is more

fertile,

and

mild, are in every

re-spect
proportionally more handsome.
are
According to Dampier, the Tonquinese
of a middling
height;

and though their com-

plexion is tawny, their skin is so delicate and
smooth, that the smallest
change is perceptible
in
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either
in their countenance, when they happen
a circumstance ut
to grow pale, or to redden;
In
Indians.
which they differ from all other
oval; their
common their visage is flat and
use every
nose and lips are thick; and they
art, in order to render their teeth as black as
possible.
These nations,
from the Chinese.

therefore,

but little

They resemble the natives

of the southern provinces in
are more

differ

colour;

if they

live in a
tawny, it is because they

warmer climate;

and though their

faces are

less flat, and their noses less contracted, we yt
cannot help considering them as a people of
the same origin.
Thus it is also pith the natives of Siam,
Pegu, of Aracan, of Laos, &c.

Of all these

the features have a considerable resemblance to
those of the Chinese; and though they differ
-from them i& colour, yet thek affinity to the
Chinese is

gteater than to the other Indians.

The size of the Siamese,

says Loubère, is r

ther small, their bodies are well
proportioned,
their faces are large, and their chock-bones
pro
ininent, their forehead is
suddenly contracted,
and terminates in a point like the thin;
eyes are small and oblique;

theix

the white of the
eye
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C is somewhat yellow;
low, from the

elevation

their cheeks are hole
of the

check-bones;

their mouths are large, their lips thick,
'teeth

their

black, their complexion is coarse, and of

a brown colour mixed with red, or, according
to some travellers, of an ash colour, to 'which
the continual sultriness of the air contributes
as much as the birth; their nose is short and
rounded at the point;

their ears are large, and

the bigger they arc the more they are held in
estimation.
This taste for long ears is highly prevalent
in the east; in different places different arts are
ised to render them so, and in some they draw
them down

to

almost

the shoulders.

As for

the Siamese, however, their ears are naturally
larger than

is thick,

black,

and both sexes wear it so short,

arid straight;
'that it does

their hair

ours;

not

descend lower than the ear.

their lips with a kind of perfum.
They anoint
ed pomatum, which makes them appear very
little beard, and that they
pale; they have
roots; nor is it customary
pluck out by the
-with them to pare their nails.
Struys

says,

that the Siamese women wear

of such mass and weight,
pendants in their ears
-that the holes become so large the thumb may
be
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plexion

of both sexes is tawny;

tall,

not

lie adds, that the com

them.

be put through

are

they

peoples
According to

those

ii

a mild and a civilized

and

have among them

not less expert and skilful than
lie says,

Eurore.

that the custom

they have of blackening the teeth,
from an idea that

that it
with

is

for this

black

it is

white

to have teeth

the

that

Father Tacliard, the Siamese

are exceedingly alert,
tumblers, &c.

and

shapely ;

Siamese are in general

that though

proceeds

not becoming in

like the brute creation;

reason they begrime

varnish,

man

and

then

meat for several days, that

them

abstain

from

t may thoroughly

adhere.
The

inhabitants

of the kingdom

of Pegu

and Aracan are more black, yet bear a
strong
resemblance
Chinese.

both

to

the

Siamese

Those of Aracan

and

put great

the

value

upon a forehead large and flat., and to render
them so, they apply a plate of lead to the fore
head

of their children the minute

born.

they

are

Their nostrils are
large, their eyes are
small and lively, and their ears are of such
length as to hang over their shoulders.
feed without
V.0 T,

IV.

disgust on mice
Ff

rats,

They

serpents,
and
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and fish, however corrupted.

Their

women

are tolerably fair, and their ears are as
long as
those of the men.
The
people of Achen, who
are situated further north than those of Aracan,
have also flat visages,

and an olive-coloured

skin ; they allow their boys to go quite naked,
and their girls have only a slight
plac of silver
to conceal what Nature dictates..
None of these nations differ much from the
Chinese, and all resemble the Tartars in the
smallness of their eyes,

the largeness of their

visage, and the olive colour of their skin.
southward

proceeding
change

more

Mal?cca,
black,
tioned.

sensibly.

and

the

In

begin

to

inhabitanis

of

features

The

of the island of Sumatra,

diminutive,

lively,

and

well

are

propor

Though naked from the middle upof scarf excepted,

rard, a little kind

which'

over the right and some
they wear sometimes
times over the left shoulder, their aspect is
fierce.

They

are

naturally

formidable when they

brave, and

have swallowed

even
a cer

tain quantity of opium, which intoxicates them
with a kind of fury.
According
Sumatra and

inhabitants of
Dampier, the
Malacca are of the same race;
to

and they
they speak nearly the same language,
have
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have 11]e same bold and haughty disposition.
their visage

They are of a middling stature,
long,

their eyes

black,

their noses of a mo

derate size, their lips thin, and their teeth are
blackened.
In the

island of Pugniatan,

and

of a yellow

Pissagan,

the natives are

within 16 leagues of Sumatra,
tall,

or

like

complexion,

the

Brazilians;

their hair is long, and they

completely

naked.

Those

of the

go

Nicobar

islands, which lie northward of Sumatra, are
a tawny or yellowish colour, and they also
go naked.

In speaking of these last islanders,

and
Dampier says, that they are tall

well pro

that their visage is long, their hair
portioned ;
black and straight, and their noses of a mode
rate size;

that the women have no eye-brows,

which it is probable they do not suffer to grow.
In Sombreo, an island north of the
isIads, the inhabitants are very

Nicobar
and

black,

they ,paint their faces with green, yellow, and
other colours.
These natives of Malacca, of Sumatra, and.
of the liile adjacent islands, though different
from

each

other, are much more so

to

the

Chinese and the Tartars,

and

another race.
sprung from

The inhabitants of

F f 2

seem

from

have

Java.
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Java, nevertheless,

have not the smallest

semblance to those of Sumatra and
s hulc to

the

Chinese (the

colour

re

Malaca,
alone ex

cepted, which, like the MahiCCaS, is red mixed
with

black) they seem. to be intimately related.

Pigafetla describes (hem as a people not unlike
the Brazilians.
coarse,

and

Their complexion, says he, is

their bodies are square and mus

cular, though in size they are neither very
talk
nor very short; their visage is flat, their cheeks
their eyes small, their eye-brows

flabby,
clined
and

to the temples,

short.

Father

and

their beards

Tachard

says,

that

in
thin
the

people of Java are well made and robust; that
they are lively and resolute;
treme

heat of the

almost naked.

and that the ex

climate obliges them to go

From other descriptions it ap

neither
pears, that the inhabitants of Java are
black nor white, but of a purplish

red,

and

that they are mild, familiar and courteous.
of Java,
Legat informs us, that the women
who are not exposed to the rays of the sun, are
less tawny than

the

men,

nance is comely, their
shapely,
brown ;

that

their counte

breasts prominent and

their coi-nplexons beautiful, though
their

hands

delicate,

their air

soft,

their eyes brilliant, their smile agreeable, and
that
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that numbers of them dance with elegance and
spirit.
Of the Dutch travellers, th

generality allow,

that the natives of this island are robust, well
proportioned,
vigour;
bones

nervous, and

that their visage is

broad

and

full of muscular
flat, their cheek
their

prominent,

eye-lids

and their
large, their eyes small, their hair long,
coin plexion tawny; that they have little beard;
that they wear their hair and their nails very
lon; and that in order to beautify their teeth,
they polish them with files.

In a little island

fronting that of Java, the women are tawny,
their

eyes

small,

their

mouths

large,

their

ioses flat, and their hair long and black.
From all these accounts we may infer, that
the inhabitants

of Java greatly

resemble the

Tartars and Chinese; while those of Malaeca,
Sumatra, and of the neighbouring little islands
d ifflr from them equally in the features of th
fice, and in the form of the body.
have very naturally happened ;
sula of Malacca,
Java,

as

This may

for the penin

the islands of Suniata and

well as all the other islands

of the

Indian Archipelago, must have been pc pied
by the naflons of the ncigl)bouring contineiits,
aud even by the Europeans, who have had set
tleine
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tiements there for these three

hundred years

This must have occasioned a very
riety in the inhabitants

both in

and colour, and in the form
proportion of the limbs.

great va

he features

of the body and.

In the island of Java,

for example, there is a people called the Ciza'
crelas, who are altogether diffirent,

not only

from the natives of the island, but even from
all the

other

Indians.

and fair,

white

and

Chacrelas

The

their eyes are

are

so weak.

that, incapable of supporting the light of the
sun,

they go about with

them

lowered

and

almost closed till night, when their vision be
comes more strong.
the inhabitants of
According to Pyrard, all
the Malacca islands are similar to those of Su
mode of living,

matra and Java in manners,
habits, language, and colour.

Accord ng to

Maldeslo, the men are rather black than.tawny,
and the women are more fair.

rr1ey have all,

he says, black hair, large eyes, eye-brows and
and robust, They
eye-lids, and bodies vigorous
are also nimble and active; and though their
to
hair very soon becomes grey, they yet live
a great age.
has

its

Each island, he further remarks,

particular language;

doubted but that they have

nor

can

it

been peopled

be
by

different
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The inhabitants of Borneo

different nations.

arid of Baly, lie adds,

are

rather black than

but according to other travellers, they

tawny;

are only brown like the other Indians.

Carreri

says, that the inhabitants of Ternate are of the
same colour as those of Malacca, which is a little
darker than those of Philippine islands;
their countenances
are more

shapely

are comely;
than

that

that. the men

the women, and that

both bestow particular care upon their hair.
The Dutch

travellers

tell

us, that the na

tives of the Island of Banda are remarkable for
longevity;

that they have seen one man at the

age of 130, and numbers
period; that

on the verge of that

in general they are indolent and

inactive;

and that while the men amuse them

selves

sauntering

in

abroad,

the

women

are

subjected to all. the offices of labour at home.
Dampier observes,

that the original natives of

the island of Timor,
most

adjacent to

dling

size,

and

which

New

is

one of those

Holland,

are

of an erect form;

a mid

that their

limbs are slender, their visages long, their hair
black and bristly, and their skin exceedingly
black;

that

they are alert and dexterous, but

and slot hfuL
superlatively indolent
however, that the inhabitants

lie adds,

of the

13-Ay of
L'11. 11 I a 0
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Lapho are', for the most part, tawny or cope
per-coloured.
In turning northward

'e find Manilla, and

the other Philippine islands, of which the in
more

intermixed than

those of any other region in

the universe, by

habitants are perhaps
the alliances

they have formed with the Spa

niards, the Indians, the Chinese, the Malabars,
the blacks, &c.

The negroes,

who

live in

the rocks and woods of Manilla, (lifer entirely
from the

other

inhabitants; of some the hair

is short and frizlv, like the negroes of Angola,
and olothers it is long.
of

varions

Gcmclli

shades of

Carreri,

Their colour consists
black.

According to

there are some among them

who, like the islanders mentioned by Ptolemy,
have tails of the length

of four or five inches.

This traveller adds, that he has been assured,
by Jesuits of undoubted testimony, that in the
island of Mindoro, which is not far from Manilla, there is a race of men called Man gliians,
who have all tails of that length, and that some
of these men had even embraced the Catholic
faith;

that they are of an olive

colour,

arid

have long hair.
Dampier

says,

that the inhabitants of the

island of Mindanao, which is one of the prinCipa
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cipal and

most southerly of the

that their limbs are

are of a middling height,
small,

their bodies erect,

their visages

oval,

their

Philippines,

heads small,

their

foreheads. flat, their
short, their

small, their noses

eyes black and

mouths moderate, their lips thin and red, their
teeth black, their hair black and smooth,

and

their skin tawny, but of a brighter yellow thaa
many of the

other

that in point of

Indians;

have the advantage of
complexion the women
that they are also more shapely, and

the men;

have features tolerably

regular;

that the men

are in general ingenious and alert, but slothful,
and addicted to thievery.
Northward

of Manilla

Formosa, situated at
the coast of Fokien,

no

is

the

great distance

to

Struys,

stature,

the Formosans

particularly

mountains, and that
The women have

of

from

in China, but the native

bear no resemblance to the Chinese.
ing

island

are

Accord
of small

those

who

inhabit

they

have broad faces.

large coarse breasts,

the

and a

beard like the men; their ears, naturally long,
they render still more so by thick shells, which
their hair is black and
they wear as pendants;
long, and

their

complexions

degrees of yeUow.
VOL. Iv.

are of different

Though averse to labour,
G g

they
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they are yet admirably skilled in the use of the
javelin and bow ; they are excellent s'wirnmers%
and run with incredible swiftness.
clares,

that

in this islarl(1

he

Struys de

actually saw

a

man with a tail above a foot long, covered with
reddish

hair, not unlike that of an ox, and that

this man assured

him,

if it was

a blemish to

it proceeded from the climate, for

have a tail,

all the natives of the southern part of the island
had tails like himself.
I know not what credit we ought to give to
this relation of Struys, for if the fact be true,
it differs from

it must at least be exaggerated:;

what other travellers have said with respect t
these men with tails, and even from

the account

of Ptolemy, and from that of Mark Paul, the
latter of whom, in his geographical description,
of Lambry there are
says, that in the kingdom
mountaineers who have tails of the length of
the hand.

rest
Struys seems to

upon

the au

as Gemelli Carreri does
thority* of Mark Paul,
the tail lie men
upon that of Ptolemy, though'
tions to have seen is widely different in its di
mensions from those of

the blacks of Manilla,

the inhabitants of Lambry,

and other

as described by other writer.

places)
The
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The editor of the discription of the island of
Formosa, from

the

memoirs of Psalmanazar,

makes no mention of a people so very extraor
dinary;

but says, that though the

climate is

exceedingly hot, the women, those especially
who are not exposed to

the

fair and beautiful;

are exceedingly

cetaiii Jotio.ns they take
preserve

their

that with
care

ptaticular
that

complexion;

equally attentive
and

of the sun,

rays

they

to
are

to the beauty of their teeth,

instead of rendering them black, like the

Japanese and Chinese, they use every effort to
keep

them white;

that

but thick and strong;
vigorous,

the men are not tall,

that they are commonly
skilful

indefatigable,

in

war,

and

dexterous in manual exercises.
In their accounts of the natiyes of Formosa,
the

Dutch

have

travellers diffir from

yet mentioned.

all those

Maiidelslo,

we

as well as

the writers of the collection of voyages, which
paved

the way for

the

establishment

Dutch East-India Company, informs

of the
us that

these islanders are taller than the Europeans,;
that the colour of their skin is of a dark brown;
that their bodies are hairy ;
men are

low in

and that the wo

stature, but robust,

fat, and

tolerably well proportioned,
Gg2

In
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In few writers respecting
mention

find any
the

form and

of men

features

this island
with

do We

tails; and of

of the natives, authors

differ also prodigiously.

With respect to one

fact they seem, however, to agree, though it is
not perhaps

less extraordinary, namely, that

the women are not

allowed

to bear

children

before the age of 35, though allowed to marry
long

before that

custom,

In speaking of this

period.

Rechteren

thus

expresses

himself:

After the women are married, they must not
become mothers till they have completed their
35th or 37th year.
pregnant

before

When they happen to be
that

time,

their priestesses

their feet, and
trample upon their bellies with
thus occasion a miscarriage,
dangerous,

as

painful

and

if not more so than the natural la

To bring a child into the world previous
to the age prescribed, would be not only a dis.
bour.

crime. I have seen wo
grace but an enormous
men mho had suffered 16 of these forced mis

allowed to bring into
carriages, and were only
the world their 17th child."
The

Mariana.islands,

which are the

or

the

most remote from

Ladrones,
the eastern

coast, are inhabited by a people rude and un
Father Gobien says that, till th
civilized.
arrival
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arrival of the Europeans, they had never seen
and

fire;

that

when,

astonishment

first

they

gellan,
plexion

on

the

beheld

exceed

their

of

Ma

arrival

Their

it.

com

is tawny, though less brown than that
of the Philippines;

of the natives

and robustness they
are

They

could

nothing

tall

and

surpass
well

the

in strength
Europeans.

proportioned;

though they feed solely on roots,

fruits,

and
and

fish, they are very corpulent, which hcwever,
does not check their nimbleness and.
activity.
They live to a great age;
to find
to

among

nor is it uncommon

them persons

who,

strange!s

sickness, have already reached their lOthh

year.
Carreri says,
islands

are of

that

the

a gigantic

and so strong that
they

natives
figure,

eyes
the

hair

is

frizly,

are large,
Indians.

corpulent,

In general

their noses thick,

and their colour like
The

these

can raise a
weight of

WO pounds upon their shoulders.
their

of

natives

their

that

of

of Guan, one of

these islands, have
long black hair, large noses,
thick lips, white teeth,
long visages, and
fierce aspects.
They are also exceedingly ro
bust; and it is said
they do not in heigLt
measure 1e-as than seven feet.
Southward
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Southward of the Mariana-islands, and east.
ard of the

we

Malaccas,

of the Papous, and New
to be the
tells us,

that

the Papous are
their

hair

country

Guinea, which seem

most southern regions.

that

Caffres,

find the

is

Argensola

as black

frizly,

as the

and

countenance meagre and disagreeable.

their

In this

country, nevertheless, there are people as fair
as the Germans; but their eyes are
exceedingly
weak and delicate.

According to

Le Maire,

they are not only very black, but also savage
and brutal;

they wear rings in their ears and

nostrils, and sometimes also in the partition of
the nose;

they likewise wear bracelets of mo

ther-of-pearl

above

the

elbows

and

on

the

wrists, and cover their heads with a cap made
of the bark of a tree painted with several co
lours.

They- are well proportioned,

sufficiency of beard;
is also the hair,
so woolly as
very fast,

have a

their teeth are black, as

which,

that of the

though frizly, is not
negroes.

They run

nd thir weapons consist of clubs,

spears, and sabres,, made of hard wood,

the

use of iron
being unknown to them.
They
also
employ their teeth as weapons, and bite
Eke dogs; beetle and
pimento mixed with chalk
make part of their food.

The women are of
hideous
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hideous aspect; their breasts hang down to the
navel; their bellies are extremely prominent;
arms

their

and in their

and limbs are small;

visages they resemble so many apes.
of the island
IJampier says, that the natives
of Sabala, in New Guinea, are a class of taw
ny Indians, with long black hair, and
manners are not much different

whose

from those of

Mindanao, and the other oriental islands;
besides

them, it

is also

peopled

with short woolly hair.

by

but

negroes,

Speaking of another

island, which be calls Garret-Denys, he says,
that the natives are black, vigorous, and well
shaped;
that

that their heads are large and round;

their hair,

which

they cut in

different

fashions, and tinge with different colours, as
red,

white,

yellow, is short and frizly;

and

that their faces are large and round, and their
noses

thick and

flat;

would

physiognomy

that nevertheless their
not

be

agreeable, did they not thrust
about one inch
across

the

thick and

nostrils,

so

touch the cheekbones;
their ears with

absolutely

dis

a kind of peg,

four

inches long,

that both

ends

and that they

may
pierce

similar pegs.

According to the same author,

the natives

of the coast of New Holland, which. is in the
latitudg
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latitude of 16,

and to the south of the island

of Timor,

of all

are

mankind

perhaps

the

most miserable, and the most upon a level with
the brutes.

They are tall, erect,

their foreheads

eye-brows thick.

Their

thin;

their heads

their limbs are long and slender;
are large;

and

round, and

eye-lids are

their

always

half shut; a habit they contract in their infan
and as they
cy to save their eyes from the gnats,
never

open

their

eyes, they cannot

see at a

distance without raising their head, as if look
their heads.
ing at something over
and

lips

are thick, and

They pull out, it would

Their noses

their mouths

large.

seem, the two front

for in neither sex, nor

teeth of the upper jaw;

at any age, are they ever found to possess these
teeth.

They have no beard; their visage

is

long, nor does it contain one pleasing feature.
Their hair is short, black, and frizly,like that of
the negroes; and their skin is as black as those
of Guinea.

Their whole cloathing consists of

a bit of the bark of a tree 'fastened round the
middle. They have no houses, and they
sleep
on the bare
ground, without any covering.
They

associate, men,

women, and

children,

promiscuously, in troops, to the number of ()
or 50.
Their only food is a small fish, which
they
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in little arms
ihey catch by forming reservoirs
of the sea, and to every kind of grain or bread
they are utter strangers.
The natives of another part of New Ho!land, in the
ude,

seem

3d degree of south lati

2d or
to

of the same race as

be

we have now described;
their

extreme;
ns

those of the

their

hair

they

have

eyes

and

are ugly to an

the

same

defect

their skin is black;

others;

frizly,

those

their bodies

tall and

slender.
From these descriptions it appears, that the
islands
peopled

and

coasts

by men

of the

widely

ocean are

different from

each

The natives of Malacca, of Sumatra,

other.

and of the Nicobar islands,
their

Indian

origin

from

appear to derive

those of the

Indus, and those of Java from

peninsula of
the

Chinese,

the white men excepted, who go by the name
of Chacrelas, and who must have sprung from
The natives of the Malacca

the Europeans.

islands seem also in general to have originated
from the Indians

in the peninsula;

but those

of the island of Timor, which is ne

to New

Holland, are almost similar, to the people of
that country.

Those

of Formosa,

Mariana islands, resemble each
VOL. iv.

H It

and

the

ether in size,
vigour,
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to form a ra
vigour, and features, and seem
distinct from that of every other people around
in

The Papus, and other nations

them.

neighbourhood
blacks, and

of

Guinea,

New

are

the
real

resemble those of Africa, though

at a prodigious distance from that continent,
and

separated froi

leagues of sea.

it

by

of 2,200

The natives of New Holland

resemble the Hottentots.
any conclusions from
differences, it is

a space

But before we draw

all these relations and

necessary to

pursue our en

quiries with respect to: the different nations of
Asia and Africa.
The

Moguls, and other nations

of the pe

ninsula of India, are not unlike the Europeans
in shape and in features;

but they differ more

or less from them in colour.

The Moguls are

olive, though in, the Indian language the word
Mogul signifies
tremely

delicate,

very often:
as the men;

The women are ex'a

White.
and

they bathe themselves

olive colour as well
they are of an
and, what is

opposite to the wo

men in
E'irope, their legs and thighs are long,
and their bodies are short.
that after

I avernier

says,

passing Labor, and the kingdom of

Cashmire, the women have
naturally no hair
on any part of the
body, and the men have
hardl7
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hardly any beard.
the

Mogul

According

women

are

35
to Thevenot,

very fruitful, though

suffer so little from the
exceedingly chaste, and
that they are often abroad
pains of child-birth,
He adds, that in the king

the day following.

dom of Decan they are allowed to marry, the
male by his tenth, and the female by her eighth
year;

arid at

that age they not uioften

have

chiLi ren ; but the women who become mothers
so sOfll usutlly cease bearing before they arrive
at ,;O, and by thaL period they appear wrinkled,
and

marked with

all the

deformities of age.

It is not an uncommon practice among them
have their skins

o

pricked in

the shape

of

flowers, and by painting them with the juices
of plants, they perfectly resemble them,.
The natives of Bengal are more-yellow Iha
the

Moguls.

totally;

In

disposition also they differ

their women, instead of being chaste,

of all the Indian wonei are the most lascivious.
In this country they carry o:i a great traffic of
slaves,

male

and

female.

numbers of eunuchs.

They

also

make

They are comely

and

well-shaped, are fond of commerce, and have
much mildness in their manners.
The natives of the coast of CororiThnf1el are
more black than the people of Bengal;
11h2

they
are
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are also less civilized, and in general g

nearly

Those of the coast of Malabar are still

naked.

their hair is black also,
straight,

more black ;

and long, and are of the same size with
Even

Europeans.
and

men,
public
their

in

children,

bathe

men,

are married

they

wo

promiscuously

Their women wear

basons.

noses;

their towns

the

in
in

the age

of

at

rings

eight, and though black, or at least. of a very.
deep

brown,

they

yet

are

and well

comely

proportioned.
The customs of the different Indian nations
are all very singular,

if not whimsical.

The

Banians eat nothing which has had life in it;
they are even afraid to kill the smallest reptile,
however
and

offensive

bea;s

into

to them;

their

rivers

as

the

of different kinds upon

the

the birds and insects.

food

rice

for

fishes, and grains
earth for

they throw

meet a hunter, or a
of him to desist;

When

they

fisher, they earnestly beg

if deaf to

their

entreaties

they offer him money for his gun, or his nets,
and 'when no
persuasion
they trouble the water
fishes, and
cry with

all

nor
to

offer will

avail,

frighten away the

their strength to

put

the birds and other
game to flight.
'41he

Naires

of

Calicut

form

a

class

of

nobles,
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nobles, whose sole

profession is that of arms.

men

and of a

These

are

handsome,

comely

and though
aspect, though of an olive colour,
their ears to such a

they lengthen

pitch as to

make them fall over their shoulders, and some
times lower, they are tall, hardy, courageous,
and highly expert in military exercise.

These

Naires are allowed no more than one wife, but
the women may have as many husbands as they
Father Tachard says, that they some

please.

times have not

fewer

than

ten,

whom

they

consider as so many slaves, subjected

by their

This privilege is annexed to

nobility,

beauty.
from

which the women of condition derive

themselves every possible advantage.

to

Those of

inferior rank are allowed but one husband, but
they comfort themselves under this restraint by
the

caresses

carry on
their

of strangers,

with

their illicit amours,

husbands, who

them upon the

dare

bjet.

in

whom

they

defiance

not even

of

speak to

The mothers prosti

tute their daughters in their early infancy. The
nobles, or Naires, seem
rent from

to

the lower order,

be of a race

diffe

for the latter, men

as well as women, are more
ugly, ycliuw, Un
shapely,

and

more

diminutive.

Among the

aircs there are some whose
legs are as thick
as
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as the body of another man.
they have

their birth, and not from any

from

and nevertheless they

particular malady;
exceedingly active.
thick

legs

have

This

not

among the Naires
dians;

This deformity

race of men

increased

much

are

with
either

or any other classes of In..

they are, however, in other places, and

especially in

are said

Ceylon, where they

to

be the race of St. Thomas
The natives of Ceylon are not unlike those
f the coast of Malabar.

They are less black,

but their ears are as large, and descend as low.
nim
They are of a mild aspect, and naturally
ile,

alert,

and

lively.

Their

hair

%hich is

the

common

wear short;
very black, the men
people go almost naked;

and the women, ac

cording to a custom prety

general

bave tilciT bosoms uncovered.

in India,

In Cey Jo

there

is a species of savages, who are called i cc/as;
they occupy a small district on the north part
of the island, and seem to be of a peculiar race.
The spot they inhabit is entirely covered

with

vood, amidst which they conceal themselves so
closely that it is with great difficulty they are
discovered.
sometimes

Their
red,

like

complexion
that of

Their language has not the

the

is

fair,

and

Europeans.

smallest

affinity
to
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o that
have no

QC),().

of the other Indians.

villages

nor

houses,

nor

They

hold

any

intercourse with the rest of mankind.

Their

with

which.

weapons
thry

are bows

and

arrows,

kill a great number of boars, stags, ad

other animals; they never dress their meat, but
sweeten it

with honey, which they possess in.

abundance.

great

origin of this

We are

tribe,

the.

strangers to

which is far

from being

numerous, and of which every family lives se
perate.

It appears that the Bedas of Ceylon,

as well as the Chacrelas of Java, who are both
fair and few
traction.

in number, are of European ex

It is possible that

men and women

might have

some European
been

formerly

deserted in these islands, or thrown upon theni
of being -mal
by shipwreck, and that for feattreated by the natives, they and their descend
ants have remained in the woods, and

in

the

mountainous parts of the counfry, where, ha
bituated to a savage life, they might at length
consider it as preferable.
It is sup rosed that the natives of the Maldi
via islands are descended from those of Ceylon,
bear no resemblance, the latter being
yet they
black and badly formed ;

the former shapely,

and, their alive colour excepted, little different
frw
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from the Europeans.

Besides they are a people

composed of all nations.

Those of the northern

parts are more civilized than those of die south
em.

The women, l)OtWitllstanding their olive

colour are
as fair

handsome;

and some of them

as those of Europe.

Their

are

hair is unid

versahly black: this they consider as a beauty ;
and they studiously render it of that colour, by
keeping the heads of their boys.and girls
shaved every eight days till the age of
con-stantly
ell g'lit or nine years.
the hair very

Another beauty is to have

long, and

very

thick;

and

for

this

purpose they anoint their head and body

with

a perfumed oil.

These islanders love ex

ercise, and are industrious artists ; they are su
perstitious and greatly addicted to women; and
though

the women

are

of exposing their bosoms,

particularly cautious
they are yet

debatiched, and lavish of their favours.
exceed-ingly
The natives of Cambaia are of an ash-colour;
and those
bordering on the scathe most swarthy.
In

their accounts of Guzarat, the Dutch

uis, that the

natives

that

tell

are all of yellow shades;

they are of the same size as the Europeans
that the Women who are
rarely exposed to the
sin, are fairer than the men
; and that some
them

are lit tic more

swarthy than the Portu.
guese.
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Mandeislo says, that the people of Gu

zarat are all of a colour more or less tawny or
olive, according to the climate in which they
are

that

situated ;

the

men

are

and

strong

and black eyes; that
shapely, have large faces
the women
that they

are

small but well

proportioned,

wear their hair long, also pegs

in

their nostrils, and large pendants in their ears.
Few of them

are deformed; some have a more

clear complexion than

others, yet they have

all black straight hair.

The ancient inhabi

'tants of Guzarat are easily distinguished from
the

others

by

their

colour,

which

more black, and by their being

is

much

more stupid

and barbarous.
Goa

is the

chief Portuguese settlement in

the Indies, and though it may have lost much
.of its former splendor, it is still,
rich

and

a

commercial

city.

however, a

Here, at one

time, more slaves were sold than in any other
part of the world;

and where the most beau.

tiful women and girls, from all parts of Asia,
became the property
These

slaves were

of the

of

all

highest

colours,

bidder.

and

were

skilled in music, as well as in the arts of sewing
and embroidery.

The

Indians

were chiefly

captivated with the Caifre girls from Mosamo
VOL. iv.

1 i

bique,
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are all black.
bi.que, who

"It is remarkable.,

,c a.v s flyrard, th,at the sweat of the Indian men
or women has no disagreeable smell;
oFr 1he
they

newroes
of
b

are in any
He

pOrt1hle.

Africa

the

whereas

stencll~

whell

degree over-healed, is inup
adds, that

the Indian

women

are fond of the European men, and that
prefir

they

them to the white men of the Indies."

The Persians are neighbours to the Moguls,
and hear a considerable likeness to them; those
the
especiilIy who occupy
Persia.

The

Provinces

natives

of Bascia

southern parts

of Ormus,

of the

and

Balascia,

and

of

are

very

brown and tawny ; those of Chesrnur, and the
other provinces,

in

which

the heat is

tense than in Ormus, are more fair;
of the northern
The women

provinces

less in

and those

are tolerably white.

who inhabit the islands of the Per

sian guiph, are, according

to the Dutch tra

vellers, brown or yellow, and not in the least
agreeable.

and cus
They have several modes

toms similar to those of the Indian women, as
having a hole formed through the cartilage of
the

nose,

for

the

admission

of

a

and

ring,

through the skin of the nose, immediately
low

he eyes, for that of a
wire.
gold

this

custom

of piercing

the

be

Indeed

nose, in

order
to
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rings and other trinkets,

has extended much fariher than the guiph of
Persia.

Many of the

omen

in Arabia have

an incision made
through their nostrils for the
a me purpose; and with fl) s
people it is an act
of gallantry fbr the husband to salute his wife
through those rings, which are

sometimes SO'

large as to encompass the whole mon ii.
in

Xenothon,
says,

that they

speaking

of

the

Persians,

were generally fat and
gross;

Marcellinus, on the contrary, says, that in his
time

they

were

meagre

adds, that they are to

and

this

thin.

day

Oleárius

what the last

mentioned author describc, that they are full
of strength

and

vigour,

and that their com

plexion is olive-coloured, their hair black, and
their noses aquiline.
That

the

Persian blood is

Chardin,

is

the

Guebres,

who are a remnant of the ancient

Persia.ns,

says

evident

naturally gross

from

arid who are ugly, ill shaped, and coarse s'kin
ned.

It is evident, also from the inhabitants of

the provinces

nearest to India,

who,

as they

never form any alliances but among each other,
are

little

less

deformed

than

the

Guebres.

Throughout the rest of the kingdom the Per
sian blood has become highly refined, by inter'
I i

mixtures
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mixtures with the Georgians and Circassian,,.
two nations the most remarkable for the beauty
of the inhabitants of any in the world.
in Persia there is hardly

a man

Thus

of distinction

whose mother came not from Georgia or Cir
and

cassia;

monly, by

even

the

the mother's side, sprung

native of one or other of
it is

many

himself is

king

com

from a

these countries.

As

years since this mixture first took

place, the Persian women, though still inferior
in beauty to the Georgian, have become very
handsome.

The men are
commonly tall, erect,-

fresh-coloured, and vigorous; their air is grace
ful, and their appearance engaging. The mild
ness of their climate, and the sobriety in which
they are brought up, contribute much to their
This they in no degree

personal beauty.

in

herit from their fathers, for without the above
mixture the men of rank in

Persia would

be

extremely ugly and deformed,being descendants
of the

Tartars.

The Persians,

on the con- "

trary, are polished and ingenious; their imagi
nation

is lively,

quick, and fertile;

fond of arts and
bitious

of warlike

sciences,

though

they are yet am

honours;

they are

proud-.

and very fond of
praise; have much familiarity.
in their

tempers; they are amorous and volup
tuous,
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tuous, luxuriant,. and

and are alike

prodigal,

unacquainted with economy and commerce.
Though in general tolerably sober, they are
immoderate devourers of fruit;

and nothing is

common than to see one man eat twelve

more

pounds
four

Some

of melons.

times

that

quantity,

iii

eat

three

and

by

over-in..

appetite for fruit,

dulging their

or

numbers lose

their lives.
Fine women

of every colour are

common

in Persia, as they are brought thither by merchants,

selected

on

account of their beauty..
come

The white women

from Poland,

from

Muscovy, frin Circassia, from Georgia, and
from
tawny

the

frontiers

ones

from

of

the

Great

Tartary,

the

territories of the Great

Mogul, the kingdom of Golconda and Visa.'
pore;

and the black ones from the coast of the

Red Sea.
Among the

inferior

classes

strange superstition prevails.

of women

a

Such as are bar

ren imagine that they have only to pass under
the suspended body of a gibbeted criminal to
become fruitful; the influence of a male corpse,
and that even from a distance, will communi
cate to them fecundity.

When this expedient

fails, they go into the canals which flow from
the

public baths, when

they know a number
'1
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posed

forlnerT their
part

of the

alike ineffectual

prove

last

the latter
sup

Should

of men are bathing.

is to

resource

as

swallow that

which is cut. OtI'

prepuce

the

in the

circtifllCisiOIl; and this they deem a

operation o

sovereign remedy against. sterility.
of

The inhabitants

Persia,

of

Turkey, of

Arabia, of Egypt, and of all Barbary, may be
considered as one
in the time

and the same people, who,

of Mahomet

immense

invaded

and

territories,

his successors,
extended

their

dominions, and became excccdingly intermix
coun
original natives of all those

ed with the
fries.

The

Moors, are to

Persians,

the

and

the

a

degree civilized;

but

certain

Turks,

the Arabs, have for the most part remained in a
slate of lawless independence.
the

Tartars,

They live like

without

without law,

ment, and almost without society:
bery, and
chiefs;

they glory in

respect to
they

violence, are

virtue;

govern

theft, rob

au-11 orized

their

by

their vices, and pay no

and all

human institutions

such as are

despise, excepting

foinded

upon fanaticism and superstition.
They
they

are

inured

habituate

to

labour, and to which

their horses,

refreshment but once

in

allowing

twenty-four

them
hours.
Their
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47
but

meagre,

are

excellent coursers, and see!n indefatigable.
In

the

general

Arabs live miserably:

they,

have neither bread nor wine, nor do they take
the trouble to cultivate the earl).

Instead of

bread, they use will grain, mixed arid kneaded
with the milk of their camels, sheep. and goats.
These

they

place,

till

conduct in
they find

bage for them.
tents, and

a

flocks from

spot of sufficient. her..

On this s;ot th'y

live with

till the licrbagc

place to

erect their

their wives and

children

is consumed, when

they de

in search of more.
camp and PToCCCI
However hard nn.y be their mode of living,
and simple their food, yet the Arabs are robust
and stout;

they are of a. tolerable size and ra

ther handsome.

As the generality of them
go

naked, or with the slight covering ofa wretched
shirt, their skins are much scorched by the heat
of the

sun.

Felix, and
diminutive;

Those of the

coasts of Arabiam

of the island of Scotora,
their complexion

is

ae more

either ash

coloured or tawny; and in form they resemble
the Abyssinians
The Arabs P'

their arms, lips, and difTe

rent parts of their body, of a deep blue, which
they penetrate into the flesh by means of a kind
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of needle contrived on purpose, and it can ne
ver be effaced.

This custom

among the

negroes

hotnetans.

Some of the

is also common

who traffic

with the Ma

youug girls among

the Arabs paint various devices-on their bodies,
of a blue colour,

which

is done by

vitriol on

the point of a lincet, and this they consider as
an

embellishment to their beauty.
La Boulaye

says,

that the Arabian women

of the Desert paint their hands, lips, and chin.,
of a blue colour; that in their noses they mostly
have gold or silver rings, of three

inches

in

that though born fair., they yet lose

diameter;

all their complexion by

constantly ex

being

sun; that the young girls are very
posed to the
'agreeable,

and immoderately fond of singing;

that their songs are not melancholy and
plain-five
like those of the Turks and Persians, but
more strange, they raise their voices as much as
possible,

and articulate with

prodigious

vc

iocity.
"
The Arabian princesses and ladies," says
another traveller, "are very beautiful, arid be
ing
fair.

always
The

sheltered
women

from

of the

-not only naturally
tawny,

the sun, are very

inferior
but

classes are

are

rendered

:nuch more so by the sun, and are of a disagreeable
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They prick their lips with needles,

able figure.

and cover them

with gunpowder, mixed with

are rendered blue and
ox-gall, by which the lips
livid

after.

ever

the cheeks,
chin.

and

In like
each

side

They draw a line

manner they prick
of the mouth and
of black along the

eye-lids, as also on the outward corner of each
eye, that
large

and

principal

it

may

appear more expanded, for

prominent eyes are

considered the

beauty of the Eastern women.

To

express the beauty of women, the Arabs say,
"
To this
She has the eyes of the antelope."
animal they always
and black

eyes,

compare their mistresses;

or the -eyes of the antelope,

never fail to be the burden of their love songs.
Than the antelope nothing can be more beau
tiful; and it particularly discovers a certain in
nocent fear, which bears a strong resemblance
to the natural modesty and timidity ofa young
woman.
ried,

The ladies, and women newly

blacken the eye-brows,

mar

and make them

unite on the middle of their forehead; they also
prick

their arms

and hands,

and form

them figures of animals, flowers, &c.
also paint their nails of a reddish colour.

upon
They
The

men paint the tails of their horses with this. coyjJ. IV,

K

k

lotir.
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The

women

wear

rings in

(heh cfr.5

tn1 bracekts upon their arms and legs.''
FfJ this account
Arabs are

it may be added, that the

all jealous of their wives, and that,

-whether they obtain them by itirc1iisc or carry
them

away

force,

by

they

treat them

with

wildness and CVCD with respect.
The Egyptians, though they live so near tile
Arabians, have the same religion, aid are go
verned

by

the

same laws, yet

they are very

di fibre ut in their manners and c tsto ms.

In ail

the towns and villages along the Nile, for ex
for the em
ample, we meet with girls set apart
braces of travellers, without any obligation to
For this purpose they
pay for such indulgence.
have

liatxses

always full

of these

girls ;

and

when a rich man finds himself dying, as an act
of pious

charity

he disburses a sum of money

to provide damsels a:id an edifice of this kind.
'When any of these girls have a niac child, the
mother
three

is obliged

or

lo

rear

him till the age of

four, after which she carries

the patron of the house,
ploys him as one

of

however, remain with

or his

his

him to

heir, who em

slaves.

The girls,

the mother, and when

of a proper age they supply her place.
The Egyptian women are very brown, their
eyes
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yes are lively, tlieir stature rather low, their
TI-10,11e. of drcs by no means ao'reeal)le, and their
conversation

very

tiresome.

reo

number of children ;

markable for bearing a
and some travellers

are

They

pretend, that the fertility

occasionsd by the intindtiori of the Nile is not
the earth, but to

confined to

animal creation..

the

They add, that by drinking

f the Nile, or by bathing in it,
months afe

human and

its overflow,

vluch

July and August, the women

the

first two

are

those of

generally, con

ceive; that in April and May they are as gene
delivered, and that cows almost always

rally

bring forth two calves,
To

reconcile

Nile with

a ewe two 'lambs,

this benign

&c.

influence of the

the troublesome disorders occasioned

by it would be difficult.

Granger says, that in

Egypt the air is unwholesome ;

that the eyes

are peculiarly subject to diseases so inveterate,
that many lose their sight;
there

try

other;

are more blind people than in

and

that

the

during

Nile the generality of the
iiicted

that in this coun

with

any

increase of the

inhabitants

obstinate dysenteries,

are af

occasioned

by the water being then strongly impregnated
with

saline particles.

Though
ronJ

the

women

of

Egypt

are

con

small, yet the men are of a good height.
K k 2

BQt1,
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Both, generally speaking, are of an

olive co

lour, and the more we remove from Cairo the
more tawny we find the natives, till we come
to

the

confines

of

Nubia,

where

are

they

nearly as black as the Nubians themselves.
The greatest defects of the Egyptians
idleness and cowardice.
-whole day but

drink

They do nothing the

coffee,

smoke tobacco,

sleep, or chatter in the streets.

They are ex

tremely ignorant, yet are full of the
diculous vanity.

are,

Though

most ri

they cannot

deny

they have lost that nobleness they once posses
sed, their
history,

skill in sciences and in arms, their

and

even

their language;

from an illustrious nation
rated into

a

people

arid

that

they have degene

dastardly and

enslaved,

they yet scruple not to despise all other na
tions, and to take offence at advising them to
send

their children

to

Europe, to acquire

a

knowledge of the arts and sciences.
Of a distinct origin are the

numerous

na

tives that inhabit the coasts of the Mediterra
nean, between
Egypt and
as well as the

the western ocean,

extensive territories from

bary to Mount Atlas.

The Arabs,

Spaniards, and, more anciently,

Bar

Vandals,

the Romans

and the Egyptians, peopled these regions with
mez
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from

each

mountains

25
other.

The

of Arias,

for

example, have an aspect arid complexion very
different from those of their neighbours; their
skin, far from being tawny, is fair and
ruddy;
and

their hair is of a deep

yellow, while that

of the adjacent nations is black; circumstances
which

have led Dr. Shaw to suppose them the

descendants

of the

Vandals,

'who,

oil

their

expulsion, might have settled in some parts of
these mountains.
The

women

though

so

of the

near to

kingdom

of

Tripoli.

those of Egypt, have yet

no resemblance to them.

The former are tall;

and they even consider
length of stature as an
essential article of beauty.

Like the Arabian

women they mark their cheeks and chin; and
as in
they

Turkey they so highly esteem red hair,
even

paint that of their

children

with

vermillion.
In general the Moorish women affect to wear
their hair down to their heels, and those whose
hair is less in length, use false locks; and
they
all adorn their tresses with ribbons.

The hair

of the eye-lids they tinge with the dust of black
lead;

and the dark colour which this gives to

the eyes they esteem a singular beauty.

In
this
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from

the women of ancient Greece. and Rome.
Most
pass

part

for

of the

handsome

1iooiis1i
even

in

women

wOtIl(I

Europe.

The

skin of their children is exceedingly fair
dt'iicatc ;

and

though

and

the boys, by being ex.,

posed to the sun, soon grow

swarthy,

yet the

girls, who are kept more at home, retain their
beauty till the age of 30, when they commonly
cease

to

have

children.

At

this

premature

sterility they have less cause to repine, as they
are often mothers at the age of Ii, and grand
that of 22; and living as long as

mothers at
European

women, they commonly see several

generations.

In reading Marmol's description of these

dif-ferent
nations, it is evident that the inhabitants
mountains of Barbary

(;f the
those

of the sea-coasts

brown and tawny.
inhabitants of

and

are

plains

fair,

and

are

very

i-Ic says expressly, that the

Capex,

a

are

city. of

black; that those who
poor people exceedingly
dwell on the river

Dara, in the

kingdom of

Morocco, are
that the inhia
very tawny; and
bitanis
Fez, on

of

Zarhou,

and of the mountains

the side of Mount Alas,

are

of

'white.

lie adds, that the latter are so
liffig affected by
Cold',
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cold, that even in frost and £flO\V their dress is
and through the whole year they

very slight;
O

with

head

the

diaiis, he says,

are

uncovered.
rather ta

The',

Numi.,

ny than black

womeri'are tolerably fair, am! even

the

luslv,

though the men are meagre; but that the in ha
bitants of Guaderi, at the extremity of Nuuii
dia, and on the frontiers of Senegal, are rather
black that tawny ; that, on the other hand, in
the province of Dara, the women are beau1i
fiil and

fresh coloured ;

the whole

regions

and that throughout
of both sexes

negro-slaves

are numerous.
The difference then is not great
among the
nations that dwell betweii the
35th degree
nent;

north latitude,

0t1, 30th, or

in the old coni

that is, from the Mogul empire to Bar.

bary, and even from the Ganges to the western
coasts of Morocco, if we

except

the varieties

occasioned by the mixture with more' northern
nations, by which some of 'these vast countries
have been

conquered

and

peopled.

territory, the extent of wbich
2000

leagues,

the

inhabitants

In

this

is not less than
are in general

brown and tawny, yet well made, and

tolera

bly handsome.
If
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examine those

If we next

v1io live in

mates more temperate, we shall
north svar(l

people

of Mogul

Armenians,

Turks,

Circassians,

Greeks,

large, are the most

find that the

and Persia,

Georgians,
and

fair

the

and

cli

the

Mingrelians,
Europeans

at

handsome in the

world; and that however remote Cashmire may
be from Spain, or Circassia from France, yet
situated nearly at the

same distance from the

equator, the resemblance

between the natives

is singularly striking.
The people of Cashmire, says Bernier, are
celebrated for

beauty;

as the Europeans;

they are as well made

they have nothing

of the

Tartar visages; nor have they that flat nose, and
those pig's eyes we met with among their neigh
bours.

The

women are

particularly

hand

some; and it is very common for strangers, on
coming

to the

court of Mogul,

to

provide

themselves with wives from Cashmire, in order
to have children that may pass for true Moguls.
The

natives

of Georgia

are of a

more re

fined extraction than those of Cashmire.

In

the 'whole of that
country we find not an ugly
face; and the women
enjoy from Nature graces
superior to those of any other race.

They aTe
tall
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tall and well-shaped; their waist is exceedingly
delicate, and their faces are truly

charming.

The men are also very handsome;

and,

their natural

from

ingenuity, were it not counter

acted by a wretched education, which renders
them ignorant and vicious, they might success
fully cultivate the arts and sciences.

In

no

country whatever, perhaps, are libertinism and
drunkenness carried to so great a pitch as in
Georgia.

Chardin says, that even the clergy

are exceedingly addicted to wine; that, in the
character of slaves, they retain a

number of

concubines, and that at this custom, as
being
general and even authorised, no person
offence.

takes

He adds, that the prefect of the Ca

puchins assured

him,

that

the Patriarch

of

-Georgia publicly declares, that he who, at the
grand festivals, as those of Easter and Clirist
mas, does not get drunk, is
unworthy to be cal
led a Christian, and ought to be excommuni
cated.

With all their vices the

a civil and humane

people,

Georgians are

little

subject to

passion, but irreconcileable enemies when pro..
yoked, and have conceived an
antipathy.
"
The women of Circassia,"
says Struys,
are also exceedingly fair and beautiful. Their
complexion has the finest tints, their forehead
voi4. 1 v.

L 1

is
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is large and smooth, and,

without the aid of

art, their eye-brows are so delicate, that
they
Their eyes
appear as curved threads of silk.
are large, expressive, and full of fire; their noses
finely shaped, and their lips perfect vermilion;
their mouths are small, and

constantly expres

sive of smiles, and their chuiis firm the termi
nation

of a

perfect

oval.

Their necks

breasts are admirably formed;

and

their stature is

tall, and the shape of their body easy;

their

skin is white as snow, and their hair of the most
beautiful black.
cap,

over

They wear a little black stufF

which

is

fastened

a

roller

of the

same colour; but, what is truly ridiculous, the
widows, instead of this roller, wear the bladder
of an ox, or .a

cow, blown

out as much

as

possible, which disfigures them amazingly.

In

summer the inferior classes wear nothing but a
shift, which is open down to the middle, and is
generally blue, yellow, or red.

Though tole

rably familiar 'with strangers, they are faithful
to their husbands, who are
by no means jealous
of them."
Tavernier says also, that the women of Co.
mania and Circassia are, like those of
Georgia,
very shapely and beautiful; that they retain the
fre.hness of their
complexion till 'the age of
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that they are all

45 or 50;

very industrious,

and often employed in the most servile offices.
In marriage these people possess an uncommon
If the husband is not con

degree of liberty.
tented with his

makes his com

wife, and lie

sends for the
plaint first, the lord of the district
wife, orders her to
husband

be sold, and

with another.

plains first,

her

husband

provides the

If the woman com
is

taken from

her,

and she is left at her freedom.
The Mingrelians -are said to be as beaulifit] ,
and as well

shaped as the Georgians

or

Cir

cassians; and, indeed, they all seem to be of the
same

race.

The

Chardin, are very
air, their faces and
have a look so
beholder.

women

of Mingrelia, says

handsome, have a majestic
forms are admirable, and

engaging as to

Those

vho are less

attract

every

handsome,

or

advanced in years, daub their eyebrows, cheeks,
forehead, nose, and chin, with paint.; the rest
only paint the eyebrows.

They bestow every

possible attention to their dress, which is similar
to that of the Persians.

They are lively, civil,

and obliging, yet full of perfidy,

and there is

no wickedness they will not put in practice, in
order to
lover.

obtain, to

preserve,

or get rid

of a

The men have likewise many bad qiaL 1 2

lilies.
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lities.

They

re all bred up to thievery, which

they make a business and amusement.

With

infinite satisfaction do they relate the different
depredations they have committed, for which,
they are extolled, and derive their greatest glory.
In

Mingrelia,

falsehood,

mur

robbery, and

der, they call good actions; whoredom, bigamy,
The husbands are

and incest, virtuous habits.

little disturbed with jealousy; and when he de
tects his wife in the actual
gallant,

embraces of hc

he has only a right to demand a pig
is his only atonement,

his

only revenge; and the pig they generally

eat

from him, which

between them.

They,

pretend it is a very good

and laudable custom to have a number of wives
and concubines, because they can haye a greater
increase of -children, whom they
gold,

or

exchange

for

goods or

The Mingrelian slaves are
man

from the age of 25

for 15 crowns, and

can sell

provisions.

not very dear.
to 40

is

for

A

purchased

if older for eight or

len,

a handsome girl, from 13 to 18 for 20 crowns;
a woman for 12 crowns; and a child for three
or four.
The Turks, who
number of
purchase a vast
these slaves, are so intermixed with Armenian,
Georgians, Turcomans, Arabs,Egyptians, and
evcl!
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to distiri
even Europeans, it is hardly possible
the real natives of Asia Minor, Syria,
guish
The Turkish men
and the rest of Turkey.
robust, and tolerably well made,

are generally

and it is rare to find a deformed person among
them.

The women are also commonly

and free from blemishes; they are very
beauti-ful,
from home, aiii
fair, because they seldom stir
never without being veiled.
According

to

Belon, there is not a woman

whose complexion is not

in. Asia

fresh

as a

rose, whose ski it is not fair, delicate, and smooth
as

velvet.

they form
ub all
some
vhi1e

of China, diluted,

Of the earth

a kind of ointment, with which they

over their bodies
likewise

they

bathes

eye-brows

black,

before

paint their

others eradicate the hairs with

rusma,

and paint themselves eye-brows in the form of a
cresent, which are beautiful when viewed at a
distance, but quite the reverse when examined
iiiore

closely.

This custom is very ancient.

.Aniong the Turks, he adds, neither men

nOr

'women wear hair on any part of the body, th
head and

dim

excepted;

that

they use rusnia

mixed with quick lime, and diluted in wafer,
'which they apply before
they go into the warm
bath, and

o soonas they
begin to sweat in thus
baihig
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bathing the hair rubs off with

the

hand, and

the skin remains soft and smooth, as if
had

never been

any

upon

it.

He

there

remarks

further, that in Egypt there is a shrub

called

jilcanna, the leaves of which dried and powder
ed make a reddish

yellow

women

of Turkey use

hands,

and

feet.

to

colour, which the
colour

their

hair,

With this they also tinge

the hair of their infants, and the manes of their
horses.

The Turkish

women

employ every

art to add to their beauty, as do also the Per
sian, but the articles they use are different, as
the men of the former prefer red, and those of
the tatter brown complexions.
has been

It
came

pretended

originally
the same

hye

formerly.

As

the Jews, who
and

Palestine,

complexion

they had

from

brown

that

Syria,

Misson,

however, justly

ob.,

serves, the Jews of Portugal alone are tawny.
with

As they always marry

their

own

tribe,

the complexion of the parents is transmitted to
the child, and thus with little diminution pre
served, even in the northern countries.

of Prague, for example,

German Jews,

those

are

swarthy

not

more

The

than the

other

Ger-

mans.
The
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The present natives
other Turks,

of Judea resemble the
more brown

a little

being only

than those of Constantinople, or on the coasts
of the Black Sea, in like manner as the Ara
bians are more brown than
their situation

from

the Syrians,

being more southern.

It is the same with the Greeks.

Those of

the northern parts are more fair, while those of
the southern islands, or provinces, are brown..
are more
Generally speaking, the Greek women
handsome and vivacious than the Turks; they
also enjoy a greater degree of liberty.

Carreri

says, the women of the island of Chio are fair,
handsome, lively, and very familiar with the
men;

that the girls

straint;

and that they all have their necks un

covered.
women

see strangers without re

lIe likewise

says,

that

the Greek

have the finest hair in the world, espe

cially in the vicinage of Constantiiiople;
that

those

whose

but

hair descends to the heels,

have features less regular.
The Greeks consider large eyes, and elevated
eye-brows, as a very great beauty in either sex;
and

we

may remark in all busts and

of ancient Greeks, the

eyes

are

much

than those of the ancient Romans.

medals
larger
rr i
J_ lie
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The inhabitants of the
cellent swimmers

and

ar

Archipelago

divers.

Thevenot, they are trained

ex

According to

to the

praàtice of

bringing up goods which have been sunk into
the

sea;

and

that

in

the island of Samos, a

young man has no chance of obtaining a wife,
unless

he can

twenty,

dive

fathoms.

eight,
The

and

latter

Dapper
adds,

says

that in

some of the islands, as in Nicaria, they have a
strange custom
distance, and
that when

of speaking to each other at a

that

their

voices are so strong,

a quarter of a

even a

league, nay

whole league asunder, they maintain a
conver-sation,
though not without long intervals, as
after a question is asked, the

answer does not

arrive for several seconds.
The Greeks,

Neapolitans,

Sicilians,

COra

icans, Sardinians, and Spaniards, being situ
ated nearly under the same line, are uniform in.
point of complexion.

Those people are more

French,
swarthy than the English,

Germans,

Polanders, Moldavians, Circassians,and all the
other inhabitants of the north of
we advance to

Lapland;

observed, we find another

Europe, till

where', as

already

race of men.

1r

travelling through Spain, we begin to perceive
difference of colour even at Bayonne.

There
the
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women have a complexion more brown,

and eyes more brilliant.

The Spaniards are meagre, rather short, yet

handsome.

are yellow

They

but their eyes are

beautiful,

and

swarthy;

their teeth

well

are regular.
ranged, and their features

Their

fair and handsome;

but as

children are born
they

changes sur

grow up their complexion

:prisingly ;

the air and sun

low and tawny;

nor

render

them yel

is it difficult to distin

a Spaniard from a native of any other

guish

country

in

In

Europe.

Spain, as in

the

some

provinces of

environs of the river Bidas

-soa, it is remarked, the

inhabitants have ears

of an immoderate size.
Black or brown hair begins to be rather tin
frequent in England, Flanders, Holland,
in the northern
provinces of Germany;
it hardly to be seen
Poland.

in
to

According

Denmark,

and

nor is

Sweden, or

Linnus,

the Goths

are tall, their hair smooth and white as silver,
and the iris

f their eye is bluish.

The Fin

landers are muscular and
fleshy; the hair long,
and of a yellowish white, and the iris of the
eye is of a deep yellow.
In

Sweden

fruitful.
VOLIY.

the

women

are

exceedingly

Rudbeck says, that
they commGnly.
Mm

bear
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bear 5, 10,

01. 12

, 20, 24, 9'.4

1

children,

and

-in(] even "0.

the men of'en live

not

He

t,-, the
he ae o1

iinoftcn

adds, that

(JO, some to

that of 140; that one Swede lived to 156
years,
and another to 16 1.
This author is

an enthusiast with regard to

ii is country, and accord in,(- to him, Swe. !en is
the

first country in the world.

in the

women

does

pensity to love,

not imply

are

less

Spain or Portugal.
the

degree
have

in

amorous
It

is

northern nations

overrun

all

warm ;

and

distinguished

l'Europe,"

than

ihoe

of

universally known,
have

Euroe,

to

so great a

that

historians

the north by the appella

tion of O/juiiza Gcntiuin..
The author of the "
de

greater pro-

they produce more children in Sweden,

the women

that

a

in cold climates the inhabi

tan1s arc far more cliasle than
though

lhis tertiliv

agrees

Voyages

with

Historiques

thidheck,

that

there are more instances of
longevity in Swc
den, than in any oilier European nation ;
that he saw severaE
1ersons who,
sured, had
passed the age of

he

150.

and

was as-

This

he attributes to the
lon-gevity
a1ubrity of their
climate ;

and of the

pcople

of

Denmark

makes the same remark; the Dunes,

he

he adds,
are
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e taB, robust, and of a lively and florid corn
plexion; Illat the women are likewise very fair,
well made, and exceedingly prolific.
Before the
t'1
0i. I

the

reign

of Czar

Muscovites

barbarism.

had

I.

Peter

we are

not. emerzed

from

Born in slavery, ihey were igno

rant, brutal, cruel, without con rage and with
out manners.

Mn ind

omen

bathed

pro

miscuously in stuves heated to a degree intole
rable to

all

persons but themselves ;

quitting this

warm bath thy

and on
like

plunged,

the Laplanders, into cold water.

Their food

and

dishes were

was homely ;
cucumbers
can,

or

Much

in

their favourite

melons,

from

brought

sum ner

they

Astra-

preserved

inixure of water, flour, and salt.

in

a

From ridi.

culous scruples they refrained from the use of
several meats, particularly
Yet even

at this

period of unrefinernent,

women were skilled in
their

and veal.

pigeons

cheeks, plucking

the
out

and painting artificial ones.

arts

the

of colouring

their

eye-brows,

They also adorn

ed themselves with pearls and jewels, and their
garments
stuffs.

were

made

of rich

and

valuable

From these circumstances does

it not

appear, that the barbarism of the Muscovites
was near a close, and that their sovereign had
Mm2

less
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less trouble in

polishing

them than some au.

thors have endeavoured to insinuate? They are.
now a people civilized, commercial,
of the arts

and

sciences,

fond

studious

of spectacles,

and ingenious novelties.
Some authors have said that the air of Mus
covy is so salutary, as to prevent its being vi
sited with a pestilence.

In the annals of the

country, however, it is recorded, that iii the
year 1741, and during the six subsequent years,
the Muscovites were dreadfully afflicted with
a contagious distemper, insomuch

that even

the constitution of their descendants has been
altered by it;
now the
period

age

few of the inhabitants attaining
of an

100, whereas before that

numbers lived much beyond it.

The Ingrians and Carelians, who inhabit the

northern provinces of Muscovy,
original natives

and

are the

of the country round Peters

and robust constitu
burgh, are men of vigour
tions.

Their

they resemble

complexion

is

the Finlanders,

generally
and

fair;

speak the

same language, which has no affinity to that of
any other European nation.
of all the diffeBy this historical description
rent inhabitants of Europe and Asia, it appears
that

the

variation

in

their

colour

depends
greatly
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greatly, though not entirely, on the climates.
There are many other

causes, by which

not

only the colour, but even the form and features
and among the

may be influenced;

principal

may be reckoned the nature of the food,
or mode of living.

the manners,

and

A civilized

people, who enjoy a life of ease and tranquillity,
and who,

by the

superintendance of a

well

regulated government, are protected from the
fear and oppression of misery, will, from these
reasons alone, be more handsome and vigorous
than those of a savage and careless nation,

of

which each individual, deriving no assistance
from society, is obliged to provide for his own
subsistence, to sustain alternately the excesses
of

hunger

food;

and

the

of

effects

unwholesome

to be alternately exhausted with labour

and lassitude;

and to undergo

the rigours of

a severe climate, without being
ter

himself

from them;

to

able to shel

act,

in a

more frequently like an animal than
In

the

supposition

that

differently circumstanced,

two

word,

a man.

nations,

were

even

thus

to live

in the same climate, there can be no doubt but
that the savage people would
tawny, diminutive,

be more

ugly,

and more wrinkled, than

those enjoying civilized society.

Should the
former
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former possess any advantage, it ivould consist
in the superior strength, or rather hardiness of
the body. It mightlikcwisehappen that
among
the savage

people there

would

be

fewer

in

stances of lameness or bodily deformities ;

for

in a civilized state, where one individual con
to the support of another, where the

tributes

strong has no power over the weak, where the
qualities

of

the body are less esteemed

than

those of the mind, men thus defective live and
even multiply; but among a savage people, as
each

individual subsists and

merely by his
those who are

defends himself

corporal strength and address,
unhappily born

weak and de

fective, or who become sick or disabled, soon
cease to form a part of their number.
We must
jointly

then

admit of

three

causes as

varieties which

productive of the

we

have remarked in the different nations of the
earth.

First,

the

influence of the

climate;

manners;
secondly, the food; and thirdly, the
the two

last having great dependence on the

former.

But before we lay down the reasons

on which this

opinion is

founded, it is neccs-,

Ame
sary to describe the people of Africa and
rica in the same manner
Europe and Asia.

as we have those of
The
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The nations of the sthoie northern part of
Africa, from the Mediterranean to the rFrol)ic,
we have already mentioned.

All those beyond

the 'i'ropic, from the Bed Sea to
an extent
Moorish

of

150

leagues, are of the

though

so tawny that they

100 or

species,

the Ocean,

black.
appear almost

The women are rather

fairer than the men, and tolerably handsome.
a vast number of
Among these Moors there is
mulattocs, who are of a black still more deep,
their mothers
Moors

being negro women,

purchase,

and by whom

whom the

they have a

number of children.
Beyond this territory, in the
degree of north latitude,
of Senegal
and
Nubian
western
after

17th

or

we find the negroes

both on the coast of the

ocean and that of the Red Sea;

them

all

18th

the

other

nations

and

of Africa,

from the lSth degree north to the 18th
degree
south latitude, are perfectly black, the Ethio
pians or

Abyssinians excepted.

The portion

of the globe by Nature allotted to this race of
men, therefore) contains an extent of
ground,
parallel to the equator, of about
in breadth, and
especially

900

leagues

considerably more in length,

northward

of the equinoctial line.

Beyond the 18th or 20t1i degree of south latitude
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tude the natives are no longer negroes, as will
appear

whei we come to speak of the Caifres

II
MA I-10"'enlots.
Ct
By confounding the

Ethiopians with their

neighbours the Nubians, who are nevertheless
of a different race, we

have

been long in

error

their

colour

wih

respect

to

an

and

Marmol says, the Ethiopians are ab
fea-tures.
solutely black, that they have large

faces and

and

in this description the Dutch

travellers agree.

The truth, however, is, that

flat

noses,

from the Nubians both

they differ

and features.

in colour

The skin of the Ethiopians is

brown or olive-coloured, like that of the south
rri Arabs,
their origin.

from

whom probably they derive

fea
They are tall, have regular

lures, strongly marked; their eyes are large and
beautiful; their noses well proportioned; their
white.
lips thin, and their teeth

The Nubians,

on the contrary, have flat noses, thick and pro
minent lips, and their faces exceedingly black.
These Nubians, as well as the Barberins, their
western

neighbours, are a species

of negroes

not unlike those of Senegal.
between bar
Ethiopians are a people
barism and civilization.
Their garments are
The

of cotton or silk.

Their

houses are low, and
of
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of a bad construction; their lands are wretchedly
to their nobles, who despise,
iieglected, owing
maltreat, and plunder the citizens and com
mon people.

Each of these classes live separate

from the other, and have their own villages or
hamlets.

Unprovided with salt, they purchase

it for its weight in gold.

So fond are they of

raw meat that, at their feasts, the second course,
'which they consider as the most delicate, con
sists of flesh
vines

they

entirely so.
make

beverage is

a

tamarinds.

They

no

sour

Though

wine;

and

composition
use horses

for

they have

their

usual

made

with

travelling,

and mules for carrying their merchandize.

Of

the arts or sciences they have little knowledge;
their

language

is

without

rules;

and

their

manner of writing, though their characters are
more beautiful than those of the Arabians, is so
imperfect, that, to write an epistle, they require
several days.

Their mode of salutation is some

thing whimsical.

Each takes

the right hand

of the other, and carries it to his mouth;

this

done, the saluter takes off the scarf of the
per
son saluted, and fastens it round his own
by which

the latter is left half naked,

body,
few of

the Ethiopians wearing any
thing more

than

this scarf and a pair of cotton drawers.
VOL. IV.

N n

In
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In Admiral Drake's voyage round the world,
1c

mentions a fact, which, however, extraor

dinary, appears not incredible.

He says that

on the frontiers of the deserts of Ethiopia there
is a people called the Acridophagi,
who

eaters,

are black,

nimble, and very small.

or Locust..

meagre, exceedingly
In the spring, by cer

tain hot and westerly winds, an

infinite num.

ber of locusts are blown into that country, on
vhich, as they
with fish,

they

are unprovided

with cattle or

reduced to

are

the

necessity

After collecting them in large

of subsisting.

quantities they salt them, and keep

them for

food

wretched

the

throughout

nourishment

year.

This

produces singular

effects:

they

hardly live to the age of 40, and when they ap
under
proach that age winged insects engender
their skin, which at first creates a

violent itch

so prodigiously, that
ing, and shortly multiply
their

whole

begin by

flesh swarms with them.

eating

through

They

the belly, then the

breast, and continue their ravages till they eat
all the

from

flesh

vouring

insects

them in turn.
cated

it

the

are

bones.

these

men

Were this fact

would afford a

Thus, by de
devoured

by

well authenti

large field

for

reflec-

tion.
There
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There are vast

deserts in Ethiopia, as well

to Cape
as in that tract of land which extends
This country, which may be con

Gardafu.

of Ethiopia, is al

sidered as the eastern part
most

Ethiopia is

To

uninhabited.

entirely

the

south,

and a
by the Bediouns,

bounded

few other nations who follow the law of Ma
a

hornet;

which

circumstance
that the

the supposition,

Arabian extraction;

corroborates

Ethiopians

are

indeed they are only

strait
parated by the

of Babel-Mandel;

of
se

and

therefore it is probable, that the Arabians had
formerly

invaded

Ethiopia,

and

driven

the

natives northward into Nubia..
The

Arabians

have even

extended

them

selves along the coast of Melinda, of which the
inhabitants are ofthe Mahornetan religion, and
only a

tawny

Zauguebar,

complexion
re

not

black;

The
they

natives

of

generally

speak Arabic,, and their garments are made of
cotton.

This country., though under the torrid

zone, is riot excessively hot;
of the natives is black
the Negroes.

and yet the hair

and frizly like that of

We find, on the whole of this

coast, as well as at Mosainbique and Madagas
car, some

white men,

who,

it

is

pretended

came originally from China, and settled there,
Nn2
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in the time that the Chinese
Eastern seas,

navigated all the.

in the same manner as
they

now navigated by the
Europeans.

are

Whatever

foundation there may be for this
opinion, it is
certain that the natives of this oriental coast of
Africa are black, and that the tawny or white
men

find

we

countries.

there,

have

come

from

other

But, to form a just idea of the dif

ferences among these black nations, we should
examine them more minutely.
In the

first place, it is evident, from comm

paring the descriptions given by travellers, that
there is as much variety in the race of blacks
as in

that of the

whites;

and

that,

like

the

latter, the former have their Tartars and their
Circassians.

Those of Guinea

'ugly, and have
and

of Sofala,

are extremely

an insufferable
Mosambique,

and have no bad smell.

stench;
are

those

handsome,

It is necessary, then,

to divide the blacks into different races;

and

reduced to

two

in my opinion, they may be
principal

ones,

that

and

of Nubia, Senegal, Cape de Verd,

Gambia, Sierra-Leone,
Coasts, of the coast
Loango,

Negroes,

In the first I comprehend

that of the Caffres.
the blacks

of the

Congo,

the

Teeth

and

Gold

of Juda, Benin, Gabon,

Angola,

and

of Benguela,
till
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Cape-Negro.

In the second

eastern coast of Africa, such

as those of the

till we come to

to
J place the inhabitants beyond Cape-Negro
the point of Africa, where they assume the
name of Hottentots; as also all those of the

land of Natal, Sofala,

Monomotapa, MOsa m

bique, and of Melinda;
and

gascar,
likewise

the

not

two races of black men
more in

colour

islands

neighbouring
and

Caifres

the blacks of Mada

than

These

Negroes.

resemble each

other

their features,

hair,

in

In their manners

kin, or smell.

are

and dispo

sition there is also a prodigious difference.
When we come particularly to examine the
different people of which these races are corn
posed,

we 'shall

perceive

among the blacks
shades

as many

as the whites ;

from brown to black,

as

varieties

and all the
we have al

ready remarked from brown to fair in the white
races.
Let

us

begin,

northward

of

then,

Senegal,

along the coasts, lake
ferent tribes

with
and,

a view

the
in

countries

proceeding

of all the

dif

which travellers have discovered

and described.

In the first place it

that the natives of the

is certain

Canary islands are not
Negroes
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Negroes; since

from authentic information it

ippears, that the ancient inhabitants were tall,
well-made,

and

that the women

of a

becoming complexion;

were handsome,

and

had

rc

markable fine hair ; and that those who occu
pied the southern parts were more of an
colour than those in the northern.

olive

In the re

lation. of his voyage to Lima, Duret remarks,
that the

ancient inhabitants

of the

island of

Teneriffe were tall and vigorous, though mea
gre

arid

of them

tawny, and that most

had

Excepting the fiat nose, therefore,

flat noses.

these people had nothing' in common with the
The natives of Africa in the Same

Negroes.
latitude
very

with

but

tawny,

Moors,

are

these islands,

and

as well as the

who belong,

islanders, to the race of whites.
The inhabitants of Cape-Blanc are Moors,
who

follow

the

wander about,

law

of

like the Arabians, in

pasture for their horses, camels,
and sheep.

The

traffic,

them

give

Negroes,
eight

with

or tei

hicIi

they

that

we

dissolve

lii

procure
their

who

quest of

oxen, goats,
whom they
slaves

horse, and two or three for a camel.
these Moors,

and

Mahomet,

for

a

It is from

gum-arabic,
milk.

They
scarcely
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meat, and never destroy

dying of sickness, or

old

age.
The Moors are separated
by the river
side

Senegal;

from the Negroes

they live on

and are only tawny;

but

the north

the

Negroes

who reside on the south, are
absolutely black.
The

Moors

lead

an

Negroes occupy

villages;

and independant;
hold them
meagre,

erratic

life,

the

while

the

former are free

the latter have tyrants who

in slavery;

the Moors are

of a disagreeable

aspect,

short,

but

inge..

nious and subtile; the Negroes are tall, bulky,
and

well made, but simple and stupid.

country

inhabited

by

sterile, where verdue

Moors
is to be

is sandy
seen

The
and

in a very

that inhabited by the Negroes, i

few places;

rich, abounding in pasturage, in millet, and in
trees

green, though few

always

bear any fruit

fit for food.
In some places both to the north and south
of the river we
ibulies,
the

who

Moors

possible,

find a species

seem to form

and Negroes,

are

lit ion of the

of men called

a shade

and

whom,

Mulattoes produced
two

nations.

between

by a

it

is

coaw

These Foulies are

"iit black like the NegrQes, yet darker than the
Moors;
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Moors;

they

are also more civilized than the

former; they follow the laws of
Maliomet., and
are hospitable to strangers.
Tile islands of Cape
with

Mulattoes,

de

Vcrd are

descended

from

peopled

the Portu

guese, who first settled there, and the original
Negro- inhabitants.

They are

called copper.

coloured Negroes, because, though they resem
ble the Negroes in their features, they are
more

of a

yellow than black;

yet

they are well

made, ingenious, but intolerably indolent.
hunting and fishing they chiefly subsist,

By
and

they train up their dogs to hunt the wild goats.
They freely resign

their wives and daughters

to the embraces of strangers
consideration.

for the

smallest

For pins and other trifles they

will exchange parrots, porcelain shells, amber
gus, &c.
The first

Negroes we

meet with

those who occupy

those

These people, a

on the south of the Senegal.
%sclI as

are

the

different terri

tories between this river and that of Gambia,
are called Jufofjs.

They are tall, very black,

welt proportioned,

and their

features are less

harsh than those of the other Negroes;

some

of them, especially, among

have

the females,

features far fro-Lit being irregular.

They have
the
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the same ideas of beauty as the Europeans, con
fine

sidering

eyes,

a well formed nose,

small

mouth, and thin lips) as essential ingredients;
in the ground of the picture alone do they dif
fer from us;

for, with

them, the colour

be exceedingly black and glossy
complete.

must

to render it

Their skin is soft and delicate, and,

colour alone

excepted,

we find among them,

women as handsome as in any other country of
the world, they are usually
and

amorous.

They are

very gay, lively,

very fond of white

men whom they exert every assiduity to please,
both to gratify themselves, and to obtain pre
sents which may flatter their vanity.

To their

predilection for strangers the husbands make
not the smallest opposition, (to whom

indeed,

they not only make a free offer of their wives,
daughters, or sisters, but even construe it into
a dishonour, if that offer is rejected) but under
of jealousy, if they de
go all the violent effects
tect them with any of their own nation.

These

women arenever withoutapipe in their mouths,
and their skin, when they undergo any extraor
dinary heat, has

a 'disagreeable smell, though

by no means so strong as that of other negroes.
They are highly foud of leaping and dancing to
the sound, of a calebash, drum, or kettle;
yor

iv

0 0

and
all
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all the movements of their dance
lascivious or

indecent

are so many

postures.

They

fre

and to render their teeth even,

quently bathe;

files.

*they polish them with

The

generality

have figures of animals,

of the young wmnen

flowers, &c. marked upon their skin.
While at work,
almost

women

their backs.
the

ascribe

Negroes;

or

travelling,

the Negr

always carry their infants on
rro

flat

since

this custom some travellers
nose and

big bellies among

the rnothef, from

necessarily

is apt to strike the nose of
giving sudden jerks,
the child against her back; who, in order to
avoid the-] low, keeps its head back by pushing
the belly forward.
woolly.
"

11

Their hair

In hair and

is black and

in complexion, consists

-it principal difference from tire rest of maix

kind;

and, perhaps, there is a stronger

resem-blance
between their features and those of the

"

the visage of a Tariuropeans, than between
tar and that of a Frenclirnaii.
"

rather du

Terire says

most negroes are

expressly,

flat-nosed,

that,

it is because the

children;
1)1rCfl1S crush the noses of their
-I

if

that

render then!
ey also compress their lips, to

and that those who escape these opera
tions their fc:tures are as comely as those of
ihick ;

the
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the Europeans, This remark, however, applies
only to the negroes
others,

are

the

of Senegal, who,

most

beautiful,

of all

Among all

oilier negroes, thick lips, broad and flat noses,
appear formed as gifts by nature;
are by

Iliern considered so much as beauties

that every art is tsed
at their

and which

birth,

upon the children who,

discover a detkiency in

those

ornaments.
The

Negro

women

are

very

fruitful;

in

child-birth they experience little
difficulty, and
cquire not

the smallest assistance;

nor of its

effects do they feel any consequence beyond the
second day.

As nurses and mothers they de

serve great encomiums , being
exceedingly ten
der

of

their children.

They are

more in-

and alert than the men, and the
they even
study to acquire the virtues of discretion and
teffiperance.
tuate
Jaloff

Father Jane says, that to habi

themselves to cat and
negro

inoiuhs in

women

p'it

speak
water

little, the
iito

their

the morning, and keep it there till

the hour allotted for the first meal arrives.
The pegroes of the island of Goree, and of
the Cape de Vend coast, are, like those of Se
iiegal, well made, and very black.

So highly

do they prize their colour, which is also glossy,
0 o2

that
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that they despise those who are not the same as
much as white men
despise the tawny.

They

are strong and robust, but indolent. and slothful, and cultivate neither corn, wine, nor fruit.
Rarely do they eat meat;
their

chief sustenance.

fish and millet
They

eat no

are

herbs,

and because Europeans do, they compare them.
to horses.

Of spirituous liquors they are fond

to an-excess, and for which they will sell their
relations, children, and even themselves.

They

a small piece of
go almost naked, wearing only
calico, 'which descends from the

waist to the

middle ofthe thigh, and which, they say, is all
that the heat of their climate will allow

them

Notwithstanding their poverty, and

to wear.

'wretchedness of food, they are contented and
is the
They also think their country

cheerful.

finest in the world, and that, because they are
the

blackest,

are

they

men;

and were

cover

a

the most beautiful

it not that their women

fondness

for white

of

dis

men they would

deem them unworthy of their notice.
Though

the

negroes

of Sierra

Leona

are

less black than those of Senegal, they are not.,
ur.

however, as Struys asserts, of a reddish cob

The custom prevalent among them, as well as
01
among the negroes of Guinea, of p"'
their
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and other colours, pos.

sibly misled that author.

Among the latter the

women are more debauched than at Senegal;
prodigious numbers ofthem are common pros
titutes, from which they incur not the smallest
Both sexes go with their heads un

disgrace.

covered, and their hair, which is very
they
ears

shave or cut in various forms.
wear

they

short,

In their

pendants, which weigh

three

or four ounces, made of teeth, horns, shells,
wood,&c.

Some liavethe upper lip, or nostrils,

pierced, for the same purpose.

They wear a

kind of apron made of apes' skins and the bark
of trees.

They eat fish and flesh, but yams and

bananas

are their chief food.

passions but

for

They have no

women, and no

but to remain idle and inactive.
wretched huts,

inclinations
They live in

frequently situated

on

dreary

wilds, though in the neighbourhood of fertile
and

delightful

spots.

place to another are

The

roads

from

one

commonly twice as long

as they need be; they never attempt. to curtail
them, and even when told how in half the time
they may reach

any particular spot, tbv per

sist in mechanically following the beaten path.
They never measure time, nor have the

inallcst

idea of its value.
Though
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Though

the

negroes of Guinea

-tire geiio.

rally healthy, they seldom attain old age.
negro,

at

the age of 50, is a

A

old man.

very

This contracted period of existence
may, with
great probability, be imputed to the premature
intercourse between the sexes.
their tendcrest years,

are permitted to pursue

and

every debauchery;

The boys, ii,

as for the girls,

no

thing in the whole country is so rare as to find
the

one who remembers

period at

which she

ceased to be a virgin
The inhabitants of the island of St. Thomas,
of Annobona, &c. are negroes, similar to those
the

of

continent.

neighibou ring

by the Europeans,

however,

they

Dispersed,
are

few

in

number, and those suljected to the bondage of
their invaders.

Both sexes, the covering of

hind of short apron excepted, go naked.

Mami

deislo says, that the

settle

Europeans,

who

on the iland of St. Thomas, which is but one
a half' from the equalor, retain their
degree and
white colour till the third generation ; and lie
seems to insinuate that they afterwards become
black: but that this change should be so sud
denly effected seem
The

negroes

Arada are

of

by no means probable.
the

less black

coasts

than

of

Juda

an(1

those of Senegal,,
Guinca
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So fond are they of the

Guinea, and Congo.

flesh of dogs that they prefer it
viands;

and,

always the

at their

to

all other

feasts, a roasted dog is

first dish presented.

lection for dog's-flesh

is

This predi-

not peculiar to

the

Negroes, but common among the Tartars and
savages of North America.
some

places,

The former,

in

castrate their dogs, in order to

make them fat, and more palatable.
According

to

and

Pigafetta,

Drake,

who

seems to have literally copied him, the negroes
of Congo are black,

though

than those of Senegal.
hair is black
red.

in a

Of the generality the

and frizly, though of some it is

They are of a middle stature;

are either

less, degree

brown

or of a

their eves
colour;

sea-green

their lips are not so thick as those of the other
negroes, and their features are not unlike those
of the
Europeans.
In

some

of the

customs are truly

provinces of Congo

singular.

When,

the

for ex

ample a person dies at Loango, they place the
hotly upon
feet high,

a kind of amphitheatre,
in a

about six

sitting posture, willi the hands

resting upon the knees;

they deck it out. in the

most ornamental dress, and then
light up fires
before and behind it :

as the clothes absorb the
rnoiture
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moisture they cover
the corpse

is

it with fresh

earth.
band

dried,

thoroughly

much funeral ceremony

ones,

until

when, with

they commit it to the

In the province of Malimba the hus
is ennobled by the

wife;

and when the

sovereign dies, and only leaves a single daughter,
to her, provided she is marriageable, devolves
the royal authority.
to

is

The first thing

travel over the

Oii this occasion
obliged,

she does

whole of her kingdom.

all

her male

subjects are

previous to her arrival at each town

and village, to form themselves into a line for
her reception,
night

and she selects one

her.

with

When

to pass the

returned

from

her

man who best pleased
journey she sends for the
her and instantly marries him; after which the
whole regal authority devolves to the husband.
communicated to

These facts M. de la Brosse

me in his written remarks on what lie saw most
worthy of notice,
coast of Angola,

during
in

his

1738;

to

voyage

and

of the

the
vin

dictiveness of these negroes he adds the follow
ing

anecdote:-" Every

they demand brandy
chief men

clay

of us

of the place.

for

(says

he) did

the king and

Happening

one day

to refuse it them we had soon reason to repent;
for several

officers, both French and English,
.1y, in
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lake,
fishing up a small

they

erected a tent for the purpose of enjoying the
While thus employed

fruits of their pastime.

or eight negroes, the
they were joined by seven
chiefs of Loango, who, in the custornry mode
of salutation,

presented

them their hands.

to

These they had previously rubbed with a sub
tle poison, whose effect is instantaneous, when
unhappily the persons to whom it is commu
nicated takes any thing without first washing
their hands;

and

so

successful were they in'

their purpose, that no less than eight persons
perished upon the spot."
As a cure' lbr a pain of the head, or for any
bodily
slight

pain whatever, these
wound

upon

the

negroes make

part

affected,

and

through a small horn, with a narrow hole, they
suck out the blood till they' obtain relief.
The negroes of Senegal, Gambia,

Cape

d

Yerd, Angola, and Contra, are of a more beau'
tiful black than those of Juda, Issigni, Arada,
and

of the

circurnjacent

places.

They

eitccedingly black when in health, but

th'e'

whet

sick they become of a copper-colour,
"
In our islands (says rather dLi: Tertre in
his

history

of the

Antilles)

the negroes

OF

Angola are preferred to those of Cape de Ve'd.
vor. IV.
P p
for.
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for bodily strength;

but

when

heated, their

stench is so strong, that the air whithersoever
they pass is infrcted
of an

hour.

vi1li it for above a
quarter

The negroes

of Cape de

Verd

smell not so strong, their skin likewise is more
black and beautiful, their body is of a

better

shape, their features less harsh, they are much
t:tller, and in disposition more mild."
The
for

negroes of Guinea

the office

of tillage

employments;

are

well qualified

and other laborious

those of Senegal are less vigo

rous, yet are good domestic servants, and very
ingenious.

Father Charlevoix

all

the

negroes

shapely,

ones

Senegal

most tractable,

and as

that

says,
are

of

the. most

domestic the

most useful; that the Eambaras are the tallest,
but they

are all idle and

knavish;

that the

Aradas best understand the culture of the earth;
that the Congos are the smallest,, but most ex
pert swimmers;

that

the Nagos are the

most

humane, the Mondongos the most cruel ;

the

Mimes the most resolute, the most capricious,
and the most subject to despair; that the Creole
negroes,

from

whatever

nation

they

derive

ther origin, inherit. nothing from their parents
but the spirit of servitude and colour; they are
more ingenious, rational> and adroit, but more
idle
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iMe and debauched than those of Africa.
adds, that
is

the understanding of the

exceedingly

contracted ;

He

negroes

that numbers of

them seem to be even entirely stupid, and can
never be made to count more than three; that
they have no memory, and are as ignorant of
what is past, as of what is 'to come;

that. the

most sprightly ridicuc the others with a tole
rable grace; that they are full of dissimulation,
and would sooner perish than divulge a secret;
that, they arc commonly mild, humane, tractable,

simple,

credulous,

and

even

supersti-tions
; that they possess fidelity and courage,
and might with proper discipline make a toic
rable figure in the field.
If the negroes are deficient in genius, they
are by no means so in their feelings;

they are

CCflhfLtl or melancholy, laborious or inactive,
friendly or hostile, according to the manner in
which they are treated.

If properly fed, and

well treated, they are contented, joyous, obiig
ing, and on
read

their very countenance we

the satisfaction &f their soul.

may

If hardly

dealt with their spirits forsake them, they droop
with sorrow, and will die of melancholy.
are alike impressed with
T

They

injuries and favours.

the authors of the one they are implacable
1

P 2

ciiemies;
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enemies ;

while

to those,

who use

they

imbibe an affection which

defy

all danger

zeal

and

friends,

and

hazard to
To

attachment.
and

them

welt

makes them
their

eprcss

their

children,

countrymen, they are naturally

compassionate; the little they have they chear
distribute among those wio

fully

cessty,
cessity

in

ne

otherwise than from that ne

though

they have

of them.

are

That

not the smallest
knowledge
they

have

excellent

hearts

is evident, and in having those they have the
seeds

of every

mand a tear.

virtue.

Their

sufferings

de-

Are they not sufficiently

wretch-in
being reduced to a state of slavery; in
being obliged always to work without reaping
the

smallest

fruits

of

their

ithut

labour,

being abused, buffeted, and treated like brutes
those oppressions, which
Humanity revolts at
ever have
nothing but the thirst o' gold could
introduced, and

which would

still,

perhaps,

did not the
produce an aggravated repetition,
law

prescribe

master, and

limits

to

the

brutality

to the misery of his

groes are cpmpeUcd to labour;

slave,

of the
Ne

and yet of the

coarsest food they are sparingly supplied. Their
unfeeling msters say, they can sit pport Ii u ngcl
well;

that what would serve an European for
one
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one meal is to them a sufficient subsistence for
three days;

however little they eat or
sleep,

they are alike hardy, alike capable of fatigue.
Now can men, in whom the smallest sentiment
of humanity
and on such

remains,
shallow

excesses

justify

adopt

such

maxims,

foundations attempt to

to which notiing could ever

have given birth but the most sordid avarice.
But let us turn from the gloomy picture, and
return t

our subject.

Of the people who Inhabit the coasts, or the
interior parts of Africa, from
Cape Negro to
Cape de Voltcs,an extent of aboijt 400 leagues,
we know little

more than that they are not so

black as the other uegroes, and that
they much
jesemble their neighbours the
latter ar

a people well known, and few travel

lers have
are not

Hott.cntots: the

omitted speaking

of them.

Negroes, but Caifres;

would be only

and their skin

of a tawny hue

render it black with

They

did they not

paint and grease.

M. Kolbe, thongli lie has given so minute a
description of the Hottentots, considers them,
however,

as

Negroes.

hair is short,

He assures

black, frizied, and

us

their

woolly, and

that not in a single instance did he ever
per
ceive it

long.

But

from this. alone

we are
not
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rot aulhoriscd
M. Kolbe

o consider them as real ncro

himself says

their colour is olive,

and never black, thonh
they take the utmost
palils

to render it so;

nor, in the next

ice,

can there be much certainty derived from
appearance of their hair,

Ilic

as they never either

comb or wa!i it, but rub it
daily with

grease

and soot in large quantities, which
gives it the
resemblance of a fleece of black
sheep loaded
with dirt; besides, they are in disposition dif
ferent from the negroes.

The latter are cleanly,

sedentary, and easily subiected to slavery ;
former,

on

the

other

hand,

are

the

frightfully

filthy, unsettled, independent, and highly jea
Ions of their liberty.

These contrarieties are

more .thau sufficier t to

confirm us in

mon that the Iiottentots are of a

the opi

race distinct

fl-mn that of the Negroes.
Gawa, who first doubled the Cape of Good
Hope, on his arrival in the bay of St. iIeiem,
on the 4t1

of November,

habitants black,
aspect.

.1479, found the in

short in stature, and ugy iii

He does not say, however, that

were naturally as black

as

the

hwy

riegroe, and

doubtless they Only appeared to him so

black

as he describes, from the grease and soot with
-which they are covered.

The same traveller
remarks
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remarks, that in the articulation of their voice
Their

there was something similar to a sigh.
habits

were made of skins, and their weapons

consisted of sticks hardened with the fire
pointed with the horn of some animal.

and

To the

arts in'use among the Negroes, the iIot.tentots7
it is plain, are utter strangers.
The Dutch
northward

travellers say,

of the

that the Savages

Cape are smaller than the

Europeans; that theircolour isareddis1i brown;
that they are very ugly, and take great pains to
render themselves black; and their hair is like
that of a

man

who has long hung in cliaAns.
are of the co

They add, that the liottentots

lour of the Mulattoes; that their visage is un
shapely;

that they are meagre, of a moderate

nimble,;
height, and very
guage
cocks.

resembles
Father

the

and that their lan
of

clucking

Tachard

says,

hair as
they have, commonly

turkey

that though

cottony

as the

who have it long,
Negroes, there are numbers'
and

which

floats

upomi their shoulders.

He

even asserts, that some of them are as white as
EuropeanE,

but that they begrime their ski.?,

WLtII a mixture of grease and the powder of a
certain

black stone,

and

naturally fair, but they

that the

women are

blacken themselves 1o
please
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please their husbands.

Ovington says, that the

Ilottentots are more tawny than the other Iii..
dians;

that no people bear so
strong a rescm

blance to the Negroes in colour and features
but that they are less black, their hair is not
frizly, nor their nose so flat.
From all these. testinionies it is evident that
the

Hottentots

are

not

real

negroes,

but

to
people of the black race, approaching

a

the

whites, as the Moors of the white race do to
the black.

These Hottentots,, moreover, form

a species of very extraordinary savages.

The

women, who are much smaller than the men
have a kind ofexcrescence, or hard skin, which
and
grows over the os pubis,

descends to

the

of an apron.

miid dle of the thighs in the form

Thcvcnot says the same thing of the Egyptian
women, but

instead

of allowing

this skin to

hot irons.
grow, they burn it off with

I doubt

whether the remark is true with respect to the
Egyptian women;
the

female natives

but

certain

it

is that all

of the Cape are subject

to

this monstrous deformity, and which they ex
to such
have the curiosity to
pose
persons as
see it. The men, though not by natui, are all
demieunuchs, being, from an absurd custom,
about the
deprive& of one of their testicles at
age
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M. Koibe saw this ope

age of eiglifeen years.

ration performed upon
and the
mony

is

a

circumstances with
accompanied

Hottentot ;

young

are

which the cere,
so

singular

as to

merit a recital.
After having rubbed the young man with the
fat of the

entrails of sheep,

which had been

killed on purpose, they streched him upon li-is
back,

and tied his

three or

hands and his

four of his friends held

feet, while

him.

Then

the priest (for it is a religious ceremony) made
an

incision with

the left testicle
ball

a very sharp knife, took out
in its p1act deposited a

, and

of fat of the same size, which had been

prepared with certain medicinal herbs.
sewing

up the wound with

tendon of a

the

sheep they untied the patient;

After

but the priest

before he left him rubbed his whole body with
the hot fat ofthe sheep, or rather poured it on
so plentifully, that when. the fat cooled, it form
This rubbing was so vio-

ed a kind of crust.

lent, that the young man, whose i'°'had been sufficiently great, was now
suf-ferings
covered with

large drops of sweat, and began

to smoke like a roasted capon.
VOL. IV.

Q

q

On this crust
of

Tavernier, in speaking of this strange custom, says th.a
it. 0 the right testicle which they cut W.
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of grease the

operator then made furrows with

his nails, from one extremity to the oilier, and
after

making

water in

them, he

frictions, and filled up the
grease.

The instant

the

renewed his

furrows with more
ceremony

is

con

eluded they leave the patient, in general more
dead than

alive, yet lie is obliged to crawl in

the best manner
for him

he can to a

on purpose, near

little hut, built

the

spot where the

There he perishes or

operation is performed.

recovers without assistance or nourishment but
the fat

upon

if he pleases.

his

skin,

'which

he

may

At the expiration of two

lick
days

He is then allowed to

he generally recovers.

that his recovery
appear abroad; and as a proof
is

rim and shew

himself as

ilottentots have

broad flat

complete he must

nimble as a stag.
Though all the
noses, yet they

would not be so did not their

mothers, considering a

prominent

nose

as

a

after their
deformity, flatten them immediately
birth.
Their lips are also thick, their teelli
'vhite, their eye-brows bushy, their heads large,
theirbodies meagre, and their limbs are slender.
and this
They seldomlive longer than 40 years;
short duration of life

is

doubtless caused by

their being continually covered with filth, and
living
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living chiefly upon meat that is corrupted.
most travellers have already given very

As

large

accounts ofthese filthy people, I shall only add
one fact, as related by Tavernier.

The Dutch,

he says, once took away a Hotten tot girl, soon
after her

birth,

themselves,

she

and bringing her

up among

became as white as

any Eu

From this fact he presumes, that all

ropean.

the Hottentots 'would be tolerably fair, were it
their custom of perpetually begriming

not for

themselves.
the Cape
Along the coast of Africa beyond
of Good Hope, we find the land of Natal, and
a

people

very different from

being better
more black.

made,

less

the

ugly,

Hottentos,

and naturally

Their visage is oval,

their

nose

well proportioned, their teeth white, their as
pect agreeable, and their hair by nature frizly.
They

are also fond of grease, and wear

made of the fat of oxen.

caps

These caps are from

eight to

ten inches high, and they take much

time to

make them;

refined, which they

for the fat must be well

apply by little and

little,

and so thoroughly intermix it with the hair that
it never falls off.

Kolbe says, that from their

birth and without any precaution to render it
so, their noses are flat; they also differ from the
Q q 2

ilottentots
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Ilottentots in not

stuttering, nor striking the

palate with the tongue ; that they have houses,
cultivate the

of maize,

kind
they

ground, and

make

or Turkish

beer,

a

from it a

produce

drink

corn,

of

unknown

which
to

the

IIotentots.
After the land of Natal,
ries of Sofala and
of the

former,

Caifres.

Monornotapa.
according

black, but more

we find the territo

to

The people

Pigafetta,

tall and lusty than

are

the other

It is in the environs of the kingdom

of Sofola that this author places the Amazons;
but nothing is

more uncertain than what has

been propagated

with respect to

these female

warriors.
The natives of Monomotapa, the Dutch
tra-vellers
inform us, are tall, well proportioned,
black, and of 0 ood complexions.

The young

a bit of calico about their
girls go naked, except
ijiiddle; but so soon as they are married they put
on garments.

This

people,, notwithstanding

their blackness, are different from the negroes,
their feat ares are neither so harsh nor so ugly;
their bodies have no bad smell;

and

labour.
incapable of servitude or hard

they are
Father

Charlevoix says, that some blacks from Mono
been seen
wotapa, and from Madagascar, have
in
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but that they could not be inured

to labour, and that they soon died.
The natives of Madagascar and Mosambique
are black, more or less.
have the hair on
frizly

Those of Madagascar

the crown of their head less

those of Mosarnbique.

than

of them are real negroes;
the coast are

Neither

and though those of

enslaved by the Portuguese, yet

those of the internal part of the continent are
of their liberty.
savage and jealous

They all

naked; they feed on the flesh of
go absolutely
and traffic with the ivory

elephant,

In Madagascar there are blacks and whites
tawny, yet seem a distinct

'who, though very
race of men.

The hair of the first is black and

the latter is less black, less frizly,
frizly; that of
The common opinion is, that these

andlonger.

white men derive their origin from the Chinese
But, as Francis Cauche

justly remarks, there

is a greater probability that they are of Euro..
pean race;

as in all lie saw, there was not one

who had either the flat face or flat nose, of the,
Chinese.

He likewise says,

men are fairer than
hair is very long;

that

the Cast illans;

these white.
that their

that the black men are not

flat-nosed like those of the continent; and that
their lips aretbin.

There are also in this island
a numbc
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a number of persons ofan olive or
tawny colour,
evidently produced by the intermixture of the
blacks and whites.

The same traveller observes,

that the natives round the bay of St. Augustine
are tawny; that they have no beard; that their
hair is long and straight; that they are tall and
well proportioned;
cumcised,

and that

they are all

though probably they never heard

law of Mahomet, as they

of the

cir

have neither

nor religion.
temples, mosques,
The French, who were the first who landed.,
and settled

found the
upon the above island,

white men we speak of;
that the blacks

paid

and they remarked,

great

respect to them.

tnd rich
Madagascar is exceedingly populous,
in

pasturage

and

in cattle.

sexes are

Both

nor is

it a dishonour to a

woman to be a prostitute.

of
They are fond

highly

debauched;

and

pastimes

singing,

dancing,

Though

naturally very lazy, they

kowledge

of the mechanic arts

in

general.

have some
They have

husbaudnien, carpenters, potters, blacksmiths,
and even gold smiths; yet their housesare with
out accommodation, and they sleep upon mats;
even the.
they eat flesh almost raw, and devour
hides of their oxen after burning off the
they, also eat the wax with the honey.

hair;

The cornmoit
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mon people go almost nake4; but the richer
classes wear drawers, or short petticoats, of
cotton and silk.
Those

inhabit the

who

interior

Africa are not sufficiently known to
1escribed.

Those

Zingues, are an
men.

whom

the

parts

of

be justly

Arabians

call

almost savage race of black

Maiinol says, they

multiply prodigi

overrun all the neighbour
ously, and would
were it not for certain hot winds,
ing countries,
which from time to time occasion a great
mor-tality
among them.
It appears,

then, from these facts, that the

Negroes are blacks of a different species from.
the Caifres.

From the descriptions we have

given, it is also evident that the colour depends
and that the pe
principally upon-the climate,
culiarity of the features depends greatly on the
customs prevalent among different nations, such
as flattening the nose, drawing back the eye.
lids, plucking the hair out of the

eye-brows,

lengthening the ears, Thickening the lips, flat
lening the visage, &c.

No stronger proof can

be adduced of the influence of climate upon
colour, than finding under the same latitude,
and at the distance

of 1000 leagues, two

na-tions
so siinilaras those of
Senegal and Nubia;
aad
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and

also that the Hottcnots,

derived

their

-n-biter than

from

origin

vlio must have

a black race,

are

any other Africans, because the

climate in which they live is the coldest. Should
there

a

being

Senegal,

and

race on

tawny

blacks

perfect

one side
on

the

the

other,

be slated as an objection, it is only necessary
to

recollect what has been already intimated

concerning

the cfiècts

of food,

operate upon the colour, as
temperament

of the

body

which

must

well as upon the
in

An

general.

example may eisily be had in the brute crca
tion.

The

which live
much

flesh
on

of the

plains

hares,

for

and marshy

more white than

instance,
places,

those which,

is

though

in the same neighbourhood, live on mountains
and

dry grounds.

The

colour of the

flesh

and other hu
proceeds from that of the blood,
mours of the body, of which the quality is nethe nature of the nou
cessarily influenced by
rishment.
In all ages has the origin of black men form
ed a grand object

of enquiry.

The ancients,

who hardly knew any but those of Nubia, Coil
sidered

them as forming the last shade of the

the
tawny colour; and confounded them with
Llhiopmns, and other

African

nations, who,
thongl
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though extremely brown, have more affinity
to the white than to the black race.

They

concluded, that the differences of colour in
men arose solely from the difference of climate,
and that blackness was occasioned by a per
petual exposure to the violent heat of the sun.
To this opinion, which seems probable, great
objections arose, when it was known, that, in
more southern

climates,

and even under the

equator itself, as at Melinda, and at Mosam
bique, the generality of the inhabitants were
not black but only very tawny; and when it
was observed that black men, if transported
into more temperate regions, lost nothing of
their colour, but communicated it to their de
cendants.

If we reflect on the migrations of

different nations, and on the time which is
necessary to render a. change in the colour, we
shall find no inconsistency in the opinion of
the ancients.

The real natives ofthat part of

Africa are Nubians, who were originally black,
and will perpetually remain so, while they in
habit the same climate, and do not mix with
the whites.

The Ethiopians, the Abyssinians,

and even the natives of Melinda, derive their
whites, yet as their religion
origin from the
and customs are the same with those of the
VOL. IV.

R r

Arabians,
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Arabians, they resemble them in colour,
though
indeed more tawny than those of the southern
parts.

This even proves,

that,

in

the same

race of men, the greater or less
degree of black
depends on the

heat of the climate.

Many

ages might perhaps elapse, before a white race
would become altogether black;

but there is a

probability that, in time, a white people, trans
ported from the north to the equator,

would

experience that change, especially if they were
to change their manners, and to feed
solely on
the productions of the warm climate.
Of little weight is the objection which
may be
made to this opinion, from the difference of the
features, for in the features of a
negro, which
have not been disfigured in his infancy, and the
features of an European, there is less difference
than between those of a Tartar and a Chinese,
or of a
hair,

Circassian

and

a Greek.

As for the

its nature depends so greatly on that of

the skin, that any differences which it produces
ought to be considered as accidental, since we
find in the same
country, and in the same town,
men whose hair
another.
with

In

is entirely different from one

France,

men whose

for

hair is

as that of a negro.;

instance,
as

we

short and

meet
frizly

besides, so powerful is the
influence
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colour

of the

hair, both of men and of animals, that, in the
kingdoms

of the north, black hair is seldom

and hares, squirrels, weasels, and many

seen;

other animals,

which, in countries

are brown or grey, are there
so.

less cold,

white, or nearly

The difference produced by cold and heat,

is so conspicuous, that in Sweden hares,
certain

other

animals,

are

grey

and
the

during

summer, and white in winter.
But

there

is

another

circumstance more

powerful, and, from the first view of it, indeed
insuperable;

namely, that in the New World

there is not one true black to be seen, the na
tives being red,

tawny, or copperco1oured.

If blackness was the effect of heat the natives
of the Antilles,

Mexico,

Santa-Fe,

Guiana,

the country of the Amazons, and Peru, would
necessarily

be

so,

since

those

countries

of

America are situated in the same latitude with
Senegal, Guinea, and Angola, in Africa.

In

Brazil, Paraguay, and Chili, did the colour of
men depend upon the climate, or the distance
from the pole, we might expect to find men
similar

to the Caifres

and Hottentots.

But

before we enter into a discussion of this
subject,
it is necessary that we should examine the dif
11 r 2

ferent
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ferent natives of America, as we shall then be
more enabled to form just
comparisons, and to
draw general conclusions.
In the most northern

parts of America we

find a species of Laplanders similar to those of
or

Europe,
though

to

Samoiedes

of Asia,

they are few in number

diffused over

a

very

Those 'who

country.
Davis's

the

Straits

are

are

yet they

considerable
inhabit

small, of

and

the
an

extent

of

lands

of

olive

on, and their limbs short and thick. They
corn-pie
are skilful fishers, and eat their fish and meat
raw; their drink is pure water, or the blood of
the dog-fish; they are very strong, and live to
Here we see the

a great age.

figure, colour,

and manners of the Laplanders ;

and, what is

the
truly singular, as in the neighbourhood of
Laplanders

of

Finlanders, who
well made;

Europe,

made,

meet

are white, comely,

with

the

tall, and

so, adjacent to the Laplanders of

America, we meet with a
well

we

white,

species of men

tall,

and with features exceed

ingly regular.
Of a different race seem the savages of Hud
son's Bay, and northward of the

land of La

brador; although small, ugly, and unsliapely,
their

visage is almost covered

with hair, like
the
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the savages of Jesso, northward of Japan :
summer they dwell in tents made

in.

of skins of

the rein-deer; in winter the live under ground,
like
sleep

the Samoiecles,

and

without

the

Laplanders and

the

together

promiscuously

They live to a great age,

smallest ceremony.
though they
and fish.

feed on

nothing but raw meat

The savages of Newfoundland

rc

semble those of Davis's Straits, they are low in
stature, have little

or

no

beard,

broad and

flat faces; large eyes and flat nosed ; they are
also

far from being

unlike the savages in the

environs of Greenland.
Besides these savages, who are scattered over
the most northern parts of America, we find a
more numerous and different race in Canada,
and who occupy the vast extent of territory as
far as the Assiniboils.

These are all tall, robust,

and well-made; have black hair and eyes, teeth
very white, a tawny complexion, little beard,
and hardly a vestige of hair on their bodies ;
they

are hardy,

indefatigable travellers,

very nimble runners.

and

They are alike unaflèct

ed by excesses of hunger, or of eating; they are
bold, hardy, grave, and sedate.
indeed,

So strongly,

do they resemble the Oriental Tartars

in colour, form,

and features, as also

in

dis

l° i 1fl,
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Position, and 'flannels, that, were
they not se
parafed by an immense sea, we should conclude
theni to have descended from that nation.

In

point

of latitude,

same;

and this further proves the influence of

their situation is

the climate, not

only

ligure of men.

In

tinent

as in

on

a

the colour,

word, in

also

the

but the

the new con

the old, we find, at first,

iii the

northern parts, men similar to the Laplanders,
and

likewise

inhabitants

whites

of

the

with

fair

north

hair,

like

of Europe;

the
then

hairy men like the savages ofJesso; and lastly,
the savages of Canada, and of the whole con
tinent to the guiph
the

Tartars

in

so

of Mexico, who

resemble

many

that

respects,

we

should not entertain a doubt of their being the
were

same people,

we not embarrassed about

the possibility of their migration thither.
if we

reflect

on

the

small

number

Yet,

of men

found upon this extent of ground, and on their
we shall be inclined
being entirely uncivilized,
to believe these savage nations were new colo
nies produced by a few individuals from some
other country.

It is asserted

that North Ame

rica does not contain the twentieth part of the
natives it did when originally discovered;
lowing

al

that to be the fact, we still are autho'
rised
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consider it then, from the scantiness

rised to

of its inhabitants,

as

land either deserted,

a

or so recently peopled, that its inhabitants had
not had time for a considerable multiplication.
M. Fabry, who travelled a prodigious way to
the north-west of the

Mississippi, and visited

and where
places where no European had been,
consequently the savage inhabitants could not
have been destroyed by them, says that lie often
travelled

O0

leagues

without

observing

a

sinIe human face, or the smallest vestige of a
that

habitation;

whenever he

any habitations, they were
distances from

meet with

always at

immense

each other, and then never above

0 persons together.
it is true,

rivers,

did

Along the lakes, and the

the savages are more popu

lous, some sufficiently so as to molest occasion
ally the inhabitants of our colonies.

The most

considerable of these, nevertheless, do not ex
ceed 3 or 4000 persons, and are dispersed over
a space

of ground frequently

than the kingdom of France.

more extensive
I am fully
per

suaded there are more men in the city of Paris,
than there are savages in north America, from
the guiph of Mexico to the furthest
north,

an

extent

of ground

larger

extremity
than

all

Europe.
The
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The multiplication of the human
species de.
pends more on
society than nature.
Men
would not have been
rous as

wild beasts, had

together,
other.
haps

comparatively so nume

and

given

they

not associated

aid and succour to each

In North America, the Bison
more frequently to

is per

be seen than a man.

But though society may be one great cause of
population, yet it is

the increased number of

men that necessarily produces unity.

It is to

be presumed therefore that the want of civiliza
tion in America was owing to the small num...
bcr of the inhabitants, for though each nation
might have

manners and customs peculiar to
some

itself;

though

cruel,

courageous,

might be

more

fierce,

than others;

or dastardly

un
they were yet all equally stupid, ignorant,
of in
acquainted with the arts, and destitute
dustry.
To

dwell longer on the customs of

nations would be unnecessary.
often given
community,

for

savage

Authors have

the established manners

of a

more

than

what

were

nothing

actions peculiar to a few individuals, and often
determined by circumstances, or caprice. Some
nations,
A kind of wild bull, different from the European bull.
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us, they eat their enemies, others

nations tell

burn, and some mutilate them;

one nation is

to live in
perpetually at war, and another loves
in one country, the child kills his pa

peace;

when

rent,

arrived at a certain

another the

parents eat their

age,

and

children.

in.
All

these stories, on which travellers have so much
mean nothing

eIarged,
individual

savage

anther had burned

had

more than

that one

devoured his enemy,

or mutilated

hinn, and a

third had killed and eaten his child.

All these

things imay happen in every sa s7age nation; for
a people among
Z13
no
rather

to

whom there is no regular go.

law, no habitual society, ought

be

termed

a

tumultous

of barbarous and independent md ivid ii..
assem-blage
a.ls,

who

obey nothing but. their own

have
passions, and who

no common.

private
interest,

are incapable of pursuing one object, arid sub
initting to

settled usages ssliich

supposes gc

ircral designs, founded on reason, arid appro vcd
of by the majority.
A

iiation

men who are

it. may be replied, is
composed of
no strangers to each

other,

vlu

speak the same language, who unite, when ne
cessity calls,

under the same

chief, who arm

themselves in the same fashion, and daub therm'
vor

iv.

S s

.se1v'
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selves of the same colour.

Wit], truth might

the remark be made, if these
usages were estab
lished;
know

if savages did not often
not 110w, and

dispere

assemble they
they

know not

why; if their chief (lid not cease to be so, when
ever it suited their caprice, or his own ;

and if

their language was not so simple as to be, with
little variation, the language of every tribe.
As they have but. few ideas, their expressions
turn upon things the most general, and objects
the most common;
of their

expressions

and, though

the majority

different,

were

yet

th

their number renders them easily

smallness of

understood; arid more easily, therefore, may a
of all other savages,
savage learn the languages
than the inhabitants of one polished nation ac
of the language of
quire a bare comprehension
any other nation equally civilized.
Unnecessary as
customs and

it may be to enlarge on the

manners of

these prelendedria

lions, yet it may be important to exam in

the

natureof the individual. Ofall animalsa savage
man is the

most

singular,

the

least known,

and the most difficult to describe;

and so little

are we qualified to distinguish the gifts of nature from

what

is acquired by education, art

and imitation, that it would not be surprisiflg(0
find
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find we had totally mistaken the picture of a
in its
svagc, although it were presented to us
real colours, and with its natural features.
An

savage, such

absolute

among

bears,

as

as a boy reared

mentioned

the

Conor,

by

of Hanover, or
young iian found in the forest
the girl

in

the

woods in

France,

would

be

a curious object to a philosopher; in observing
which he might be able to
he

of natural appetites ;

ascertain the force
see

would

undisguised, and distinguish ail-it
and,

he might

possibly,

the mind

movements.;

discover in

it more

mildness-, screnit.y,and peace, thiaa in his own;
lie might

also

perceive,

that

virtue

belongs

more to the savage than to the civilized
and that vice owes its

birth to society.

But let us return to our subject.
America

there

were

man,

none

but

If in North
savages,

in

Mexico and Peru we found a polished people,
subjected to
Irious,

laws, governed by

acquainted

destitute of

with

religion.

the

kings
arts.,

They lived

indus.

and
in

not

towns

where the civil government was su.pcrinTtendcd
by the sovereign.
populous, cannot
iies sprung from

These people, who were
very
be considered as new

cob

individuals who

had

wan

or Asia, from which

they

dered from Europe

8 s2

arc
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are so re-mate;

besides, though the
Savages of

North America resemble the Tartars,
by

their

being situated in. the same latitude, yet the na
'ives of Mexico and Peru,
like the Negroes, under

they live,

though

the torrid zone, have

not the. smallest resemblance to the;n.

Whence

then, shall we trace the origin of these
people?
and whence proceeds the causeof the difference
of colour
fluence

in

of

the human

climate

is,

species, since the inin

this

case,

entirely

overthrown?
Previous

to answering these questions let us

rursueotlr inquiries
South

America.

respecting-the Savages of

Those

of Florida,

the other southern
Mississippi, and of
this continent, are more
Canada, though not

of the
parts of

tawny than those of

positively brown, the oil

and colours with which thy rub their bodies,
does not
giving them an olive hue which
Coreal says, that the
natu-rally
belong to them.
women of Florida
olive

complexion,

tall, strong, and

are
like

the

that

men;

of an
they

paint their arms, legs, and bodies, with several
into the

COlOUrS, which as they are imprinted
flesh by httI

incisions, are inde!ible;

and that

the olive colour of both sexes
proceeds

not so

iich from the heat of the CIUYULt¬ as fior' the
ails
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which they varnish their skin.

oils with

He

active;
adds, that the women are remarkably
that. they swim over great rivers with
in

arms,

their

and

that they

loftiest trees with equal agility.
particular
Women

climb

a child
up the

In all of these

resemble the savage
they entirely

of Canada,

and

other countries

of

A meriia.
a people in the
Speaking of the Apalachites,
author of the 111-1 is
vicinage of Florida, the
loire Nat urelic et Morale

des Antilles,"

says,

that they are of a large slalnre, of an olive co
lour, and well I3roPOtliOnecl; and that their hair
is black and long. lie adds, that the Caribbees,
ivho inhabit the Antilles, are sprung from the
savarcs of Florida,

and that they even know,

by tradition) the period of their migration.
The

natives of the J4ncai

islands

are less

tawny than those of St. Domingo and Cuba;
but there remain so few of either that we ca
hardly verify 'what the first travellers mentiott
of the inhabitants.
they

were

It has been pretended that

very numerous, and governed

by

chiefs whom they call caciques,' that
they had
priests and physicians; but this is alt very pro.?
bleniatical, and is of little
history.

consequence to our

'fli,e Jaribbees, in
general, according
to
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lo Father du Tertre, are
they are

aspect:

of a

potent, robust,

Numbers

healthy.

tall, and

of them

good

active, and

have

flat

heads and noses, but these ftaturcs are

fore

entirely

the work of the
parents, soon after their birth.
In all savage nations

this

of altering'

caprice

the natural figure of the head is very
frequent,.
Most of the Carifjbecs

have little

black eyes,

beautiful white teeth, and long smooth
hair.

black

Their skin is tawny, or olive, and even.

the whites of their eyes are rather of that hue.
This is their natural colour, and not produced
by the use of the rocon,, as some authors have
asserted, for several
savages,

of the

children

of these

who were educated among the

and not allowed the use of paint, re
Euro-peans,
the same complexion as their

tained

The whole of this

parents.

savage tribe, though

their

have a pensive
thoughts are seldom employed,
air. They are naturally mild and compassionate,
though

exceedingly

They esteem
whether

it indifferent

relations

or

cousins belong to
have

been

cruel

to

to

enemies..

whom they marry,

strangers.

them by

known

their

have

Their

right, and
at one

first

many

time

two

sisters, or a mother and her daughter, and even
their OWfl child.

Those who have many wives
yisi
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visit them in turn,-and stay a month, or a cer
tain numbers of days, which precludes all jea
lousy among the women.
give

their

wives

for

They readily for

placable enemies to the man
them.

but

adultery,

are im

who debauches

They feed on lizards, serpents, crabs,

turtles and

fishes, which

they season with pi

mento, and the flower of manioc.
excess, and

Lazy to an

accustomed to the greatest

mdc

pendence, they detest slavery, and can 11 ever be
rendered

so

useful as the Negroes.

For the

preservation of their liberty they make every
exertion;

and when

they find it

impossible,

will rather die of hunger or despair than live
and be obliged to work.
made

to

milder

employ the

than the

Attempts have been

Arrouaguas,

who

are

Caribbecs, but who are only

fit for hunting and fishing; exercises of which,
in their own coun
being accustomed to them
try, they are particularly fond. If these savages
are not used with at least as much

mildness as

domestics generally are in the civilized nations
of Europe, they either run away or pjnc them
selves to (heath.

Nearly the same is it with the

slaves of Brazil;

of all Savages these seem to

be the least stupid,
Treated
-

with

indolent,

or

melancholy.

gentleness, however,

they

will
do
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do

whatever they are desired, unless it b

k

cultivate the ground, for tillage they conceive
to be the characteristic badge of slavery.
are all smaller than the men.
Savage women
Those of the Caribbees are fat,

and

tolerably

handsome; their eyes and hair are black, their
visage round, their

month

small, their teeth

white, and their carriage more gay, cheerful,
and open, than that of the men.
modest and reserved.
v!th rocon, but do

Yet are they

They daub themselves

not,

like the men, make

black streaks upon the face and body.
dress consists of a kind of apron,

in

Their
breadth

about eight or ten inches, and in length about
five or six.
calico, and
both which

This apron is generally made of
covered with
commodities

the Europeans.
laces, which

they

round

pendants

in

the wrists

their cars,

beads,

purchase from.

likewise

descend over

bracelets

glass beads.

They

small glass

wear

neck

the breast, as
and

of blue

elbows,
stone,

also
and

or

of

Another ornament peculiar to the

sex is, a kind of buskin,

made

of calico, and

garnished with glass beads, which

extends from

the ancle to the calf of the leg.

On their at

taming the age of puberty the girls receive an
apron and a pair of buskins, which

are made
exactly
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exactly

to their legs

Sf21

and cannot be removed;

and as they prevent the increase of the under
the upper parts naturally grow

part of (lie teg

have done
larger than they would otherwise
So intermixed are the present inhabitants of
Mexico and

Peru,

that

rarely meet

we

two faces of the same colour.
Mexico,

there

with

In the town

are Europeans,

Indians

of

from

north and south America, negroes from Africa,
and inulattoes of every kind, insomuch that the
people exhibit every kind
black and white.
are brown,

or

of shade between

The natives of the country

olive,

well made

and

active.

hair, even on their eyed
Though they have little
brows, yet that upon their head is very

long

and very bladk.
to

According
Isthmus

America are

of

handsome;

natives

of the

commonly tall and

their limbs are well shjxx1, chest

large, and at
nimble.

the

Wafer,

The

the

chace

women

they

are

are

shrnt,

active and
squat

and

less vivacious than the men; though the
young
ones are tolerably comely, and have lively
eyes.
Of both the face is round ;
short ;

the nose thick and

the eyes large, mostly grey, and full of

fire; the forehead high; the teeth white and re
gular ;
fOL

the lips thin;

IV.

the mouth of a moderute
T t

size
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and, in general, all their features are

rably

They have

regular.

straight hair;
(lid they not

black, long, awl

and the men would have bearth
pluck them out:

their colour is

tawny and their eye-brows are as black as jet.
These people are riot the only natives of this
isthmus, for we

find

among

are white; but their colour

tkern nn

who

is not the white of

Europeans, but rathcr resembles that of milk,
or the hairs of a white horse.

Their skin is.

covered with a kind of short arid whitish down,;
which on the cheeks and forehead is not so thick
The hair upon the4r

but the skin may be seen.

head and eye-brows is perfectly white; the for.
iner

is rather frizied, and from seven lo eight

inches long.
Indians;

as the other
They are not. so tall

and, what is

singular, their eye-lids
rather in

are of an oblong figure, or
a

cresent,

whose points

the form.

turn downwards.

So weak are their eyes, that they cannot sup-and they see best by
port the light of the sun,
that of the moon.

Their complexion

is

To all laborious exercises
delicate.
ex-ceedingly
the day,an(i
they are averse; they sleep through
never stir abroad till night.

If the moon sb ine.s,

as.
they scamper through. the forests as nimbly
the others can in the day.
These men do not
form
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'iroin a particular and distinct race, as it some
times happens, that ff0111 parents who are both
a

copper-colour
Wafer,

produced.

one

of

who

these children

relates

these

is

facts,

says, that he saw a child, not a year old, who
Jiad been thus produced.
If this were the.case., the strange colour, and
temperament of these white

Indians, can only

be a hind of maIady, which they inherit from
their pareiits.,1

But if, instead of being sprung

from the yellow Indians, they formed a separate
race,

then would they resemble the Chacrelas

of Java, and

the

Bedas of Ceylon, whom we
If, onthe other hand.,

have already mentioned.

these white people are actually born of copper.
coloured parents-, we

hall have reason to be

lieve, that the C'hacrelas and the Bedasoriginale
also from parents of the same colour;

and that

all the white men, whom we fin.d at such dis
lances from each

other, are

individuals who

have degenerated from their race by some ac
cidental cause.
This

last opinion, I

own,

appears to

me,

the most probable; and had travellers given us
as exact

of
,
a the Bedas
h
and
descriptions

C

ercias, as Wafer

has done of the Dariens, we

.should,

have discovered that

perhaps,

T t 2

they
were
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were

no

latter.
the

more

of European

origin

than the

This opinion receives great
weight from

fact

that

children.

negroes

sometimes have

white

two of those white negroes we

Of

have a description in the history of the French
Academy; one of the two I saw myself, and am
assured there are many to be met with among
the other negroes of Africa.
From what
of

pendent

I have

the

myself observed,

infrmatiori

have no doubt, but that they
degenerated
culiar and

from

indc

of travellers,

I

are only negroes

their race,

established species

and

not

a pe

of men.

In a

word, they arc among the negroes, what Wafer
white Indians are among the yellow

says, the

of Darien,

Indians

and

what

the

Chacrelas

and the Bedas are among the brown Indians of
the

Still

East.

variation

never

more singular
happens

but

is it that this
from black

to

white, and also that all the nations oft he East
of Africa, and

Indies,

thc while
latitude.

men

of

America, in which

are found, are in

the

same

The isthmus of Darien, the country

of the negroes,

and

under the same line.

Ceylon,

are

absolutely

White (hen appears to be

the primitive colour of Nature, which climate,
into
fqod, and manners, alter, and even change
yellow,
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which,

iii

certain circumstances, reappears, though

by

yellow,

no

brown,

or

and

black;

original whiteness on

means equal to its

account of its corruption from the causes hero
mentioned.
Nature, in

her full perfection, made

men

white; and, reduced to the last stage of adul-.
teration, she renders them

white again.

But

the natural white is widely different from the
individual, or accidental white.

In plants, as

well as in men

we

and animals, do

amples of this fact.

find

ex

The white rose, &c. dif

fers greatly in point of whiteness from the red
rose, which becomes white

by

the cold even

ings and frosty chills of autumn.
A

further

proof that these white men

are

merely degenerated individuals, is their being
less strong and vigorous than others, and their
eyes

being

extremely

weak.

The

appear less extraordinary, when
that,

among

ourselves,

very

fact

will

we recollect,

fair men

have

very weak eyes, and that such people are often.
slow of hearing.

It

is pretended that
dogs

absolut,ly white, are deaf.
servation is generally just,

Whether the ob.
I know

not,

in a number of instances I have seen it

but
con?

fkmed.
The
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The Indians of Peru, like the natives or the
Isthmus, are copper-coloured; those
especially
who live near the si, and in the
plains.
'ho

live

between

Those

the two ridges of the Core

deliers, are almost as white as the
Europeans.
otne live in Peru more than a
than

league higher

others; and which elevation, with respect

to the

temperature of the climate,

twenty leagues in latitude.

is equal to

All the native In

dians, who dwell along the river of the Ama
zons, and

in Guiana are tawny, and

less red.

Thlc(hivcrsjtv of shades, says M. de

more or

la Coridaminc, is principally occasioned by the
different temperature of the air, varied as it is,
from the extreme heat of the torrid zone, to the
cold occasioned by the vicinage of snow.

Some

of these Savages, as the Omaguas, flatten the
the
visages of their children, by compressing
head between

two planks;

others

pierce

the

nostrils, lips, or cheeks, for the reception of the
bones of fishes, feathers, and other ornaments;
and the greatest part bore their
the

hole with

a

large bunch

ears, and

fill

of flowers, or
With

herbs, which serves them for pendants.

so much
respect to the Amazons, about whom
has been

said,

I

who have written

shall
on

be

the

To

silent.

subject

I

those

refer

the

reader,
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and when he has perused them he will

not find sufficient

proof to evince

the actual

existence of such women.
Some authors mention

a

nation in Guiana

of which the natives are more black than any
other Indians.

The Arras, says Raleigh, are

almost as black as the Negroes, are vigorous,
and use poisoned arrows.

This author men

(ions likewise another nation of Indians, who
have necks-. so short, and shoulders so elevated,
that their eyes appear to be upon the latter,
and their mouths in their breast.

This mon

strous deformity cannot be natural;
probable

and it is,

that savages, who are so pleased in

disfiguring, nature by flattening, rounding, and
lengthening the head, might likewise
to sink it into the shoulders.
might arise from an idea

contrive

These fanasics

that,

by

renderiig

themselves deformed, they became more dread
Liii

to

their

enemies.

The

for

Scythians,

merly, as savage as the American Indians

are

flow, evidently entertained the same ideas, and
realized them in the same manner;

which no

doubt is the foundation of what the ancients
have written about such

men a

they

termed

acephali, cynocephali, &c.
The
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The Savages of Brasil are nearly of the si
of the Europeans, but are
bust, and alert:

more vigorous, ro

they are also subject to fewer

diseases, and live longer.

Their

is

with

black,

seldom

whitens

hair, which
age.

They

are of a copper-colour, inclining to red:

their

heads are large, shoulders broad, and hair
long.
They
the

pluck out
and

body,

which
look.

their

beard,

even

the

the

hair

upon

eye-brows,

fronT

acquire an extraordinary

they

fierce

They pierce the under lip, to ornament

it with a little bone polished like ivory, or wiLl!
The mothers

a green stone.

crush

the noses

of their children, presently after they are born;
their bo
they all go absolutely naked,and paint
dies of different colours.

Those who inhabit

the countries adjacent to the sea are somewhat
civilized by the

commerce which they

on with the Portuguese;

but those of the in

land places are still- absolute savage.
by force that savages
their manners

carry

have become

have been much

It is riot
civilized,

more softened

the
y the arguments of missionaries, than by
arms of the
dued.
dued:

princes by whom they

In this
the

manner Paraguay

mildness,

example, and

were sub
was

SUb

virtuous?
Conduct',
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cndtict of the missionaries touched the hearts
of its

savages, and triumphed

trust and ferocity.

over their

dis

They often, of themselves,

desired to be made acquainted with that law,
which rendered

men so

its precepts, and

perfect, submitted

united in society.

to

Nothing

can reflect greater honour on religion, than its
civilized

having

these

nations,

foundations of an empire,

and

without

laid the

any

arms

but those of virtue and humanity.
The inhabitants of Paraguay are commonly
tall and handsome; their visage
long, and their
colour

olive.

There sometimes rages
among

them

a

kind

of leprosy,

very

uncommon distemper.
which

covers

It

is a

the whole of

their body with a crust similar to the scales of
fish, and from which they experience no pain,
nor even interruption of health.
According to Frezier, the Indians of Chili
are of a tawny or coppery complexion, but dif
ferent from Mulattoes, who being produced by
a white man

and

negro-woman, or a

white

woman and anegro-man, their colour is brown,
or a

mixture of white and blacks

America, on the other hand,
or

yellow,
VOL. IV.

rather

reddish,
15 11

In South

the Indians
The natives

are
of

Chili
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Chili are of a good size; their limbs are braw.
-ny,

chest

large,

visages

disagreeable,

arid

beardless; eyes small, ears
long, and their hair
black, straight, and

coarse.

Their ears they

lengthen, and pluck out their beards with pin
cers made of shells.
cold, yet they

Though

the climate

is

naked, excepting

generally go

the skin of some animal over their shoulders.
At the extremity of Chili, and towards

the

lands of Magellan, it is pretended, there exists
a race of men of gigantic size.

From the in

formation of several Spaniards, 'who pretend to
have

seen them, Frezier says,

they

are from

9 to 10 feet high; they are called Patagonians,
and inhabit the

easterly side

of the

coast,

as

mentioned in the old narratives, which, how
ever,

from the

size

of Indians discovered in

the Straits of Magellan, not exceeding that of
other men, has since been considered as fabu
lous.

It

might be

Froger was

deceived

by

voyage of M. de

in

this,
his

Gennes;

as

says

he,

account

that

of the

several naviga

tors have actually beheld both these classes of
Indians at the same time.

In

1709, the crew

of the James, of St. Malo, saw seven giants as
above described, in Gregory Bay, and those of
the
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the St. Peter, of Marseilles, saw six, 16 whóni
and
they advanced with offers of bread, wine,
all of which they

brandy,

but as

rejected;

M. Frezier does not intimate his having seen
any of these giants

himself, and

as

the

nar

ratives which mention them are fraught with
to other matters, it
exaggerations with respect
remains still doubtful whether there in reality
exists a race of giants, especially of the height
of ten

a man

such

The

feet.

bodily

of

circumference

would be eight times bigger than

that of an ordinary one,

The natural height

of mankind seems to be about five feet, and
the deviations from that standard scarcely ex
ceed a foot, so that a man of six feet is consi
dered as very tall, and a man of four as very
short.

Giants and dwarfs, therefore, are only

accidental varieties, and not distinct and permanent races.
Besides, if these Magellanic giants actually
exist,

their

number

must be trifling;

as

the

and neighbouring islands,
savages of tliestraits,
are

of

olive,

a

moderate

have full

height,

chests,

black

whose colour

is

square bodies, thick
hair ;

who,

in

a

limbs,

and

word,

resemble mankind in general as to size

straight

s the other Americans as to colour and hair.
Uu2
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In the

whole

of the new continent,

then,

there is but one race of men, who are all more
or less tawny, the

northern

excepted, where we

of America

parts

find some men similar

to

the Laplanders, and others with fair hair, like
the northern Eurpeans; through the whole of
this

immense territory,

the diversity

the inhabitants is hardly perceivable.

among
Among

those of the old continent, on the other hand,
we

have

a

found
in

uniformity

This

1;rodigious variety.

the Americans seems

to

from their living all in the same manner.
jiatives were, and are still savages;

arise
The

nor, so re

cently have they been civilized, can the Mexi
cans and the Peruvians be excepted.

What

ever, then, may have been their origin, it was
common to them all.
they

have, with

Sprung from one stock,

little variation, retained the

characteristics of their race;

and this because

course of life, be
they have pursued the same
cause their climate, with

respect to

heat and

cold, is not so unequal as that of the old con
tinent, and
in the

because,

country,

being newly

established

the causes by which varieties

are produced have not had

time to

manifest

their defects.
Each
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Each of these reasons merits a particular con
That

sideration.

the Americans

people seems indisputable, when

are

a

new

we reflect

on

the smallness of their number , their ignorance,
and the little progress the most civilized among
them had

made in the

In

arts.

the first ac-

c and conquest
m
of A
counts of the , disc:vcry
rica, it

true, Mexico, Peru,

is

St. Domingo,

&c. are mentioned as very populous countries;
and we are told that
where to engage
evident these
first,

from

with

facts

the Spaniards had every

are

greatly

the paucity

of

of the pretended grandeur
secondly,

from

the

armies;

vast

it

yet

is

exaggerated;

monuments

of these

nature of

left

nations:

the country

itself, which, though peopled with Europeans,
industrious, doubtless, than

more

its natives,

is still wild, uncultivated, covered with wood,
and

little

more

than

and

uninhaUtable

a

group of inacessible

mountains;

their own traditions,

from

thirdly,

with respect to the time

they united into society, the Peruvians reckon
ing

no more than 1

whom, about
bbed the
ceased

to

kings,

from the first of

OO years before,

they had mi

first principles of civilizzat ion,
be

and

entirely savage ; foiirthly, front

the small number of nien enployed to conquer
them,
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them, which even with the
advantage of gull..
powder,

they

could not

people beeii numerous.
gunpowder

were

as

have

(lone, had the

Though the effects of

new

and

as

terrible

to

Americans, their country

the neg'roes as to the

has yet remained unconquered, and themselves
unensla red; and the ease with which America
was

au bdued,

a rgu

appears an irrefragable

ment that the country was thinly peopled, and
recently inhabited.
In

Continent, the temperature of

the New

the different climates is more uniform than
the Old

Continent;

causes.

The

no means

in Africa.

The countries

the

former

zone,

and

Peru,

under

com1)reheflde(I

Spain,

Spain,

very great ;

and

these

In Mexi

Peru, the heat is

countries are

are

the land of

the Amazons, Brazil, and Guiana.
co, New

are several

Iurrid Zone, in America, is by

so hot as

Mexico, New

for this there

in

never

prodigiously

earth;
elevated above the ordinary level of the
nor

in

the

hottest

weather does the

meter rise so high in

thermo

Peru as in France.

the snow which covers the tops of the

By

moun

tains the air is cooled ; and as this cause, which
is

has a strong
merely an effect of the former,

influence upon the temperature of the climate,
so
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inhabitants, instead of being black, or

so the

The land of the

dark brown, are only tawny.
Amazons
forests;

is

particularly

watery,

and full of

there the air is exceedingly rnois!,and

consequently more cool than in. a country more
Besides, it is to be observed, that the east

dry.

wind, which blows constantly between the tro
does

Brazil,

the land of the

Amazons, or Guiana, without

traversing a vast

pics)

not reach

sea, by which it acquires a degree of coolness.
It

is

from

this reason,

as well as from their

being so full of rivers and
continued rains,
are

so

forests, and almost

that these

exceedingly

parts

temperate.

wind, after passing the low

of America
But f lie east

countries of Ainc

rica, becomes considerably heated before it a r
rives at Peru;
its

elevated

which

the

and therefore, were it

situation,
air

is

and

cooled,

not

for

for the snow,

by

the heat would be

greater there than either in Brazil or Guiana.
There still,

however, remains a sufficiency of

heat to influence the colour of the natives: for
those who are most exposed to it their colour is
more yellow
the values.

than those who live sheltered in

Besides, this wind

blowing against

these lofty mountains, must be reflected on the
neighbouring plains, and diffuseover them that
cool ncs
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coolness

w1iicli it received from the snow that

covers their tops;

and

from this snow

itself',

when it dissolves, cold winds must necessarily
arise.

All these causes concurring to render the

climate of the Torrid Zone in America far less
hot, it is not surprising that its inhabitants are
not so black nor

brown

as

those under

the

Torrid Zone in Africa and Asia, where, as we
shall shew, there is a difference of circurnstan
ces.

Whether we suppose, then, that the Amc

ricans have been long or recently established in
that country, their Torrid Zone being tempe
rate,

they are of course not black.

The

uniformity in

their mode of living, I

also assigned for the little variety to be found
in the
savage,

natives of America.

one

they were all

or recently civilized, they all lived in

the same manner.
all

As

In supposing that they had

common origin, they

were dispersed,

without being intermixed; each family formed
a nation not only similar to itself, but to all
about them,

because

were nearly similar;

their

climate and

and as they had

food

no op

or improve,
portunity either to degenerate
they could

so

not but remain constantly and al

most universally the same.
That
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That their origin is the same with our own,
1 doubt not, independent of theological argu
ments;

and from

the

resemblance

of the sa

vages of North America to the Oriental Tar
tars, there is reason to suppose they originally
sprung

from

same

the

source.

discoveries by the Russians,

The

new

on the other side

of Kamtschalka, of several lands and islands
vhiich extend nearly to the Western Continent
would

of America,

lands

to the

were properly authenticated, and the

were

in

even in the

have been

any

But,

degree contiguous.

supposition of considerable inter

vals of sea, is

it not possible

men

who

tempests?

t1itt there might

crossed them

of new regions, or were
bad

no doubt as

of the communication, if these dis

possibility
coveries

leave

in search

driven upon them by

Between the

Mariana

islands

and Japan there is, prehaps, a greater interval
of sea than

between any of the

territories be.

yond Kamtscliatka and those of America;

and

yet the Martana islands were peopled with in
habitants who

could have come from no part

but from ths Eastern COntinent.

I am inclined

to believe, therefore, that the first men who set
foot on

America la- nde'd oh some

spot north

west of California ;

that the excessive cold of

VOL. IV-

X x

illis
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this

climate

obliged

them to

remove

to tlic

more southern parts of their new abode;

that

at first they settled in Mexico and Peru, from
whence

they

afterwards diffused

them selves

over all the difflrent parts of North and South
America.

Mexico and

Peru

must

be consi

dered as the most ancient inhabited territories
of this

continent,

elevated, but

being

also

not

only

the

most

the only ones in which

t1c

inhabitants were found connected together

in.

society.
It may also be presumed that the inhabitaffis
of Davis's Straits, and of the northern parts of
Labrador, came

from Greenland, being

only

small straits, for the savages
separated by these
and those of Greenland, as

of Davis's straits,
we have just

remarked,

are very similar; and

Greenland might have been
Laplanders

peopled

by

the

Cape Nord,

from
passing thither

the intermediate distance being only about 150
leagues..

Besides,

as the island

of Iceland is

almost contiguous to Greenland, has long been
inhabited and frequented by

Europeans;

as the Danes formed colonies in
is

not wonderful

who, deriving
Were white

there

and

Greenland, it

should be

their origin from
fair-haired.

and

found men

those Danes,

There

is

some

probability
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also

probability
Davis's

that

Straits derive
thus

Europeans,

the

white

men

along

their origin from these

settled in

Greenland, from

whence they might easily pass to America, by
crossing the little interval of sea of which this
strait is formed.
In

colour

and

in

figure

we meet with

as

great a degree of uniformity in.Arnerica, as of
diversity of men in Africa.
quity has this part o
peopled.

the world bCC1 copiously

The climate is scorching, yet in di1

Ibreut nations
nor,

From great anti

it is of a diflèrent temperature;

from the descriptions already given,

their manners less different.
current causes

are

From these con

there subsists a greater variety

of men in Africa than in
we examine the

any other part.

If

difiCrence in the temperature

of the African countries, we shall find that in
the territories near the Med iter
Barbary, and all
ranean Sea, the men are white, or
what tawny;

only some

those territories are refreshed on

one hand by the air of the Mediterranean Sea,
and

on

the

other

by

the snows on

Mount

Atlas, and are, moreover, situated in the TernZone, on this side the Tropic;
all the tribes between Egypt and

the

so

also

Canary

islands have the skin only more or less tawny.
X x 2

Beyond
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Beyond the Tropic,

and on the oilier side

Mount Alias, the heat becomes more

C

violent,

and the colour-of the inhabitants is more
dark)
though still not black.

Coniiri

I 5th degree of north latitude
and

to the i7ih or

we find
Senegal

Nubia, where the heat is excessive, and the

natives

absolutely

thermometer

black.

rises to

time

In

the

Senegal

degree 38, while

iti

France it rarely rises to 30; and in Peru, situat,
the Torrid

ed under

known to pass 25.
made with

Zone, it

is hardly ever

We have no observations

the thermometer in Nubia, but all

travellers agree in representing time
excessive.

heat

tobe

The sandy deserts between Upper

Nubia heat the air to such a degree
Egypt and
that

the north wind actually scorches.

The

cast wind also, which is usually prevalent be
tween the
it has

Tropics,

does

not reach Nubia till

crossed the territories of Arabia;

fore that the Nubians
cause for wonder;

there-,

should be black is little

though indeed they arc still

less so than those of Senegal, where, as the cast
wind cannot arrive till it has traversed

all the

territories of Africa in their utmost extent, the
heat is rendered almost insupportable.
If we take all that district of Africa comprised between the Tropics, where the

east wind
b1ov
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blows most constantly, we shall easily conceive
the

that

western

World must, and

coasts

of this

actually

do,

part

of the
a

experience

of heat than those of the eastern.
greater degree
coasts ; as the cast wind reaches the latter with
the freshness which it receives in. passing over a
vast

sea, whereas before it reaches the former,

it acquires a burning

heat,

interior parts of Africa.

in traversing

the

'thus, therefore, the

coasts of Senegal, Sierra Lcoua, Guinea, and
all the western regions of Africa, situated under
the Torrid Zone, are the hottest climates in the
world;

nor is it by any means so hot

on

the

stern coasts, at Mosambique, Mombaza, &o.
I have not the smallest doubt,

therefore,.

but.

this is the reason that we find the real negroes,
or the

blackest

men, in the western territories

of Africa, and Caifres, or black men, of a h tie,
more

light,

in

eastern

the

territories.

The

evident difference which subsists between these
two species of blacks proceeds from the heat
of their climate, which is not very great in the
eastern, but excessive in the western.

Beyom.l

the Tropic, on the south, the heat is considerably
diminished, not only
climate,

but

from its

situation as to

from the point of Africa being

contracted; arid as that point is surrounded by
the
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sea the air is

necessarily more

temperate

than it could he in the middle of a coni iniif
The colour

of the inhabitants

of this country

begins to assume a fairer hn, and they are
more white thin black.
na-turally
Nothing at'
Jbrds a more convincing proof that the clicnate
is the principal cause of the variety in the liii-.
nan species than the colour of the Ilotten tots,
vho could not possibly be found less black did
they not enjoy a more tcml)eratc climate.
in this opinion we shall be more confirmed
if we

examine

the other

nations

under the

Torrid Zone, on the east side of Africa.

The

I riliabitants of the Maldivia islands, of Ceylon,
of the point of the peninsula of India, of Suof Borneo, of Celebes, of

matra, of Malacca,

are very brown,

the Philippines, &c.

not absolutely black, from
being either islands

the heat of the air

the

besides

sea ;

all these countries

or peninsulas,

climates

iiich,

though

is

in

these

temporized by

neither the

east nor

west wind, which reign alternately in that part
of the giobe, can reach the Indian Arch ipela go
without passing over
tc;it.

seas of an

immense cx

AS their heat is not excessive, therefore,

ll these islands are
brown men ;
peopled with
ni4. in New

Guinea we again

meet with

red

blacks,
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blacks, and who, from the descriptions of
seem to be absolute negroes, because
tra-vellers
the country they inhabit forms a continent to
is more hot

the cast, and the wind

which prevails in the Indian Ocean.

than that
In New

Holland, where the heat of the climate is not
so great, we
unlike the
and

find people less black,

iut

Do not these negroes

Ilottentots.

Flotteiitots,

and

whom

we meet with in

the

same latitude, and at so great a distance from
the other negroes and Flottentots, evince

their

colour depends upon the heat of the climate
That

there was ever any communication be

tween Africa and

this

southern

continent, it

and yet in both we

is impossible to suppose ;

find the same species of men, because the same
circumstances occur which occasion

the same

degrees of heat.
From the animal creation we may obtain a
further confrinatioii of what has been above
advanced.

In Dauphiny, it has been observed

that all the hogs are black ;

and that on the

other side of the

Vivarais, where

Rhone,

in

it is more cold than in Dauphiny, all the hogs
are white.

There

inhabitants

of one

should

is

no

of

the
probability that

these

have agreed to breech

two

provinces

none but black
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hogs, and the other none but white ones.
me it appears, that this difference arises
solely
from

the variation in

climate,

the

temperature of the

combined, perhaps,

it1i

that of the

boil of the animals.
The

few blacks

who

have been

found

in

the Philippines, and other islands of the Indian
Ocean,

seem to originate from the Papous, or

en-rocs of New Guinea, Whom the Europeans,
have not known much longer than half a century.

the
IJampier discovered

part in 1700, and gave

it

most

eastern

the name of New

Britain; we are still ignorant of its extent, yet
we know that, so fat as has been discovered, it
is not very populous.
In those climates alone, then, where circurn
stances combine to
cessive heat,

even

and

where

to

a constant and ex-

do we meet with negroes.

the

the

This

not only to the production,

heat is necessary
but

create

preservation

heat,

though

of

violent,

of Senegal, the
comparable to that
fants are so susceptible
the air, that there

negroes;
is

negro

not
in

of the impressions of

is a necessity

for keeping

them during the first nine days in warm
and
if this precaution is
omitted,
apart-ments;
are exposed

to

the

air soon

after

their

birth,
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birth, a convulsion in the
jaw succeeds, which
preventing

(hem from

receiving

any

suste

nance, they presently die.
In the History of the Academy of Sciences
we read, that M. Littre, in
dissecting a negro,
in 1702, remarked, that the
point of the glands
which was not covered with
black,
this

and the

rest

the prepuce was

perfectly

white.

observation it is evident, that

From

the air

is:

necessary to produce the blackness of negroes.
Their children are born white, or rather red,
like those of other men, but two or three days
after they change
gradually
day,

to a tawny yellow, which

darkens till the seventh

when they

are

completely

or eighth

black.

All

children two or three days after their birth have
a kind
is

of jaundice, which

transitory,

and leaves no

in white children
impression upon

the skin; but in negro children it gives a colour
to the skin, and
more black.

continues to

M. Kolbe

tentots.

This

jaundice,

air,
impression of the

more and

mentions having oh

this fact among the

served

row

children of Hot

hoev.er,

and

the

seem to be only occa

sional, and not the primary cause of this black.!
ness;

since it is

remarked, that the children.

of negroes have, the instant of their birth,
VOL.

1f o

Y y

a

blackness
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blackness in the genitals, and at the root of the
The action of the air and the
jaundice
may serve to extend this blackness, but. it is
nails.

certain that the principle of it is comrnnnicat
ed

to the

children by

their

that in

parents;

whatever country a. negro may be born, he will
be as black as if he
his own;

had been
brought forth

in

and if there is any dilliirence in the

first generation it is

from this

imperceptible;

circumstance, however, we are not.to suppose,
that after a certain number ofgenerations, the
colour

would

not

a

undergo

very

sensible

change.
Many have been the researches of anatomists
respecting this black colour.
that

it is neither

in

Some pretend,

the skin, nor in the epi

dermis, but in the cellular membrane which is
between

them ;

that this

membrane,

though

washed, and held ever so long in warm wafer,
does not change colour, while the skin, and the
surface of the

skin,

to be

appear

white as those of other men.

as

Dr. Town, in his

letter to the Royal Society, and
maintain, that

nearly

a

few others,

the blood is black in

negroes,

and from which cause their colour originates;
a. fact which

I

am inclined

having remarked,

that

to

mtn

believe,

fron

ourselves

the

LlQci
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are

tawny,

347
or

yellow,

brown, is proportionally more black than that
of others.
According to M. B:trrcre, this colour of the
negroes is produced by the bile, which in them
is not yellow, but always black as ink; -of which
he affirms lie received certiin

proof from

se

veral negroes which lie had occasion to dissect
at Cayenne.

When

the bite

is

diffused,

it

tinges the skin of white people yellow; and it
is probable, that if the former were black, the
latter would be black also.

But as

'hen the

overflow of the bile ceases, the skin

recovers

its natural whiteness, so on this principle there
is a necessity for supposing that in the negroes
there is always an overflow of bile, or at least
that, as M. Burere observes, it is so abundant,
as naturally to secrete itself in the epidermis, in
a quantity sufficient to communicate this black
colour.

It probable that

the bile and blood

of negroes are more brown than those of white
men, as their skin is more black.

But one of

these facts can never be admitted as an ex p1a
nation of the,cause of the other;
the

blood

or

bile which,

by

its

for if it

j

blackness,

communicates this colour to the skin, then, in
stead of inquiring why the skin of negroes
Y y 2

is

black
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black, we must Inquire why their bile or blood
isso; and thus, by deviating from the question,
we find ourselves more than ever remote from
the solution of it.

For

my own

I own

part,

1 have always been of opinion, that the causc
which

renders a Spaniard more brown than a

Frenchman, and a Moor than a Spaniard,
also the cause which renders a
than a Moor.

At present I

quire how this cause

acts,

is

Negro blacker

mean

not to en

but only to

ascer

certain that it does act, and that its effects are
the

more considerable,

in

to

proportion

the

force and continuance of action.
Of the blackness of the skin, the principal
cause is the

hicat of the climate.

beat is excessive, as at Scncga1
the

When this

and in Guinea,

inhabitants are entirely black;

rather

when it is

less violent, as on the eastern coasts of
wbcn

Africa, they are of a shade more light;

it becomes somewhat temperate, as in Barbary,
brown; and
Mogul, Arabia ,&c. they areonly
in fine, when it is altogether tcmperatc,.as in.
white;
Europe and in Asia, they are
varieties

and

there remarked proceed solely

the mode of living.
ample, are tawny,

the

from

All the Tartars, for ex

while the Europeans, who

live in the same latitude, are white.

This dif_
ferenco
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rcnce clearly arises from the former being a!
ways exposed to the air;
fixed

habitations;

having no towns nor

sleeping

upon the

and living coarsely and savagely.

earth,

These

cir-cumstances
are sufficient to render them less
'white than. the Europeans, who want nothing
to

render

life

comfortable

and

agreeable.

Why are the Chinese whiter than the Tartars,
whom

they

resemble

in

all

their

features

Certainly from the above reasons.
When cold becomes extreme,

it

produces

effects similar to those of excessive heat.

The

Sarnoicdcs, Laplanders, and Greenlanders, are
very tawny; and it is even asserted, that some
Greenlanders are
Here the

as black as those of Africa.

two extremes

meet.

Violent

cold

and violent heat produce the same effect upon
the skin, because these two causes act by a qua
in common.
lity winch they possess

Dryness

of the air is this quality; and which cold isas
equally productive as intense heat;

by either

the skin may be dried, and rendered as tawny
as what we find it among the Laplanders. Cold
compresses all the productions of nature;

and

thus it is that the Laplanders, who are
perpe
tually exposed to the rigours of frost, are the
smallest of the human species.
The
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The most temperate climate is betwèeit
degrees of 40 and 50;
is in

is greatest

th

where the human form
and

perfection ;

where

we

oulit to form our ideas of the real and natural
colour of man.

countries

civilized
the

Situated

Ukraine,

are,

furliey

Soni Ii Germany,

under this Zone the
Circassia,

Lurope,

Hungary,

in

Georgia,

Switzerland, France,

Italy,

the in

and the North of Spiin ; of all which

habitanis are the most beautiful people in the
world.
As the principal cauce of the colour of man'
kind, we ought

to consider the climate ;

the

cffcts of nourishment. are less upon the colour,
Food

the forni diey are prodigious.
yet upon
ivhicli

is gross,

unwholesome, or badly

species;

the

in

a degeneracy
pared, produces

human

and in all countries where the people

are wretchedly fed, they are ugly, and

more
country places are
and

1

villages where
prevalent,

the

bdIy

in France, the inhabitants of

Even

shaped.

towns;

pre

have

often

1:.overty
people

ugly

than

remarked,

and
were

(]IS ress
in

those

of

that.

in

were less

person

shapely, and in visage less ugly.

more

The air and

the soil have also great. influence on the form
of men, animals, and vegetables.

The

pea.
sants
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sarits who live on hilly grounds are more ac
tive,

nimble,
ho

those

well-shtped,

live in

ihe

and

than

lively,

neighbouring

values,

where the air is thick and unrefiod.
Horses

from Spain

; France;
perpctuaed I

or

cannot be

B1trbry

in the very first gene

ration

th'y degewrale, and

fourth

they bec

by the

third

or

me downright French horses

So striking is the influence of climate and food
upon animals, that the eflis of either are well
though they are less sudden and

known, and
less

apparent

upon

men, yet, from

analogy,

must conclude they extend to the human
that

in

the

varieties

we

find

species,

and

therein,

themselves.
lwy plainly manifest,

Jiro in every ci rc urnstance may
proof,

e obtain a

that niaiikind are not composed of spe

cies essentially different from each other; that,
on the coirary, there was originally but one
and dif
species, which, after being multiplied
fused

ver the whole suriaceofthe earth, under

went divers cha ges from

he

influence of the

climate, food, moe of living, epidemical dis
tempers,

and

more or

less

he iriermix1ure of individuals,
resembling each

other ;

that at

first these alterations were less conspicuous, and
con lined to individuals; that aitcrwards, front
con..
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continued action, they formed specific 'vane.
ties; that these varieties have been perpetuated
from

generation

to

manner as deformities
parents

the

same

and diseases pass

from

generation,

in

to their children, and that in fine, as

a concurrence of
they were first produced by
external and accidental causes, and have been
confirmed

and

rendered

permanent by

time,

and by the continual action of these causes, so
it is highly probable that in time they would
or become different from
gradually disappear,

'what they at present are, if such causes were
in any
no longer to subsist, or if they were
material point to vary.
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